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ABSTRACT 

  
This Master’s thesis aims to analyze the narratives presented in Melayu Patani local museums 

in deep South Thailand and their role in being a space for Melayu Patani people, an ethno-

national group of people who have been struggling to maintain their nation and identity during 

the process of nation-building in Thailand and have been subjected to the process of cultural 

assimilation and violent armed conflicts for over half a century.   

 

This study excavates the antiquity of Melayuness in the historical trajectory in which the the 

consciousness of Melayu Patani nation has been expressed through local Melayu museums. 

The role of museums and their exhibitions have been appraised in being the platform to recall 

their imagined nation and to bargain with the Thai hegemony.  

 

By the method of archival research, observation, focus group discussions, and in-depth 

interviews, two local museums have been studied and analyzed; the Haji Sulong house and 

museum and Khun Laharn local museum. The elements of narrative and textual characteristics 

have also been examined. The study found that the museums are able to construct the 

imagination of the collective nationalism through the stories of legendary heroes, local 

traditions, and the anecdotes of the struggles of Melayu people. However, there are outside 

factors than hinder the mechanism of the museum to reach their purpose which include the lack 

of sufficient resource and the interference by the authority due to the being minority of Melayu 

Patani. 

  

Key words:  Ethno-nationalism, deep south Thailand, identity, imagined nation, Melayu Patani, 

museum 
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      CHAPTER ONE 

  

INTRODUCTION 
  

1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
  

1.1.1 “WHY MUSEUM” 

  

Most museum studies in the post-colonial era focused on the role of museums and their causal 

mechanisms that were embedded in the process of nation-building in new independent states 

in the 20th century. This long-established institution has been recognized as a ‘public 

institution’ for displaying national identity (Dianina, 2010). To elucidate, museums could be 

seen as a platform which shed light on the efforts of nationalist movements to erase the trace 

of colonizers and excavate the past remnant memories to build a new cohesiveness entitled the 

‘nation’. Scholars studied this phenomenon in diverse dimensions and analyzed the concept of 

museums which have been supported by field studies in the colonized territories. Kaeppler, for 

example, provided model fieldworks in examining how the museums were a corridor in 

building the national identity of a number of new Pacific Island nations in the post-colonial era 

(Kaeppler, 1994). Likewise, in Arab world, the museum was one of the initial destinations 

where Morracan intellectuals cleaned the colonial’s traces after independence (Amahan, 1991 

& Rey, 2015). 

  

These studies resonate the efforts of political power, especially those nationalists, who 

endeavoured to concrete the new nations and their identity in the post-colonial era. The research 

emphasized how the cultural institutions were crucial for forging particular solidarity, such as 

a cultural policy that served the national identity of New Guinea by utilizing the role of museum 

during the administration of Prime Minister Michael Somare (Kaeppler, 1994). Likewise, Goh 

Chok Tong, former Prime Minister of Singapore pointed to the potential role of museums in 

the realm of nation building as the tool for “identifying ourselves” (Wong, 2012).  Conceptually, 

this relationship was discovered by a number of studies that focused on the museums before 

the post-colonial period, such as the concept of public museums which concentrated on how 

the museums could be the locations for rehabilitation for alcoholics in the British context during 
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the 19th century (Bennett, 1955). Likewise, in the concept of modern museums, the museums 

have been considered as part of a process of deepening class distinction in the colonial period. 

Bennett (1955) and Prakash (1992) studied the role of colonial museums in British Raj in the 

late 19th century when they were the space for Indian elites. Groups of educated aristocrats 

exploited the museums to distinguish them from illiterate Indians, as they could appreciate not 

only the impressive artifacts but also the grandeur of Western knowledge. 

  

Preliminary, hence, these studies binded museum studies simultaneously with the political and 

social context (Kaeppler, 1994). However, colonized countries and the nationalists had not 

constructed the latent museum with political purposes by themself after independence, but 

inherited them from those colonial rulers particularly in the colonized countries in Southeast 

Asia (Anderson, 1991). He associated this assumption into the context of Cambodia where 

Bayon Vihar temple had been renovated and then forged to be a symbol of the French colonized 

territory. King Norodom Sihanouk inherited this symbol to represent the “soul of nation”, but 

he diminished the role of the French from the object's memory (Anderson, 1991). 

  

However, most of the studies specified in the post-colonial museums also discovered the 

permanent characteristics of the museum as being the arena for negotiation of a farrago of facts, 

usurpation of meaning and bargaining the imagination of national identity among multinational 

people including ethnic groups in such newly acquired territory. Extending by some fieldworks, 

Davidson (2005) found that the disagreement in the storytelling of slavery in the South African 

Cultural History Museum were prohibited. Moreover, the history in South African Museums 

during the apartheid was presented solely from the perspective of the White (Davidson, 2005). 

Museums and their role in the process of building the national identity might not succeed 

smoothly. In contrast, it is an unfinished project. Moreover, many cases have pushed losers 

who surrendered from the arena of hegemony usurpation to become otherness, both inside and 

outside of the museum. Examples of the minorities who have been pushed away to be marginal 

people were Melayu people in deep South Thailand, Karen people and Rohingya in Myanmar. 

  

The identity of the minorities who have usurped the authority have been categorized as Ethno-

Nationalism in the meaning of Connor (2004), who pointed that these people have been 

impacted by the failure of the cultural assimilation in which ethnic majority unsuccessfully 

tries to dominate those ethnic minorities. For minorities, a subgroup nation-state who have been 

colonized doubly by the new nation-state itself and have been suppressed by the lack of 
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adequate space in the process of nation-building through cultural practice and even in the 

museums; is there any practice for them to express their identity among the radical assimilation? 

What could be the outcome if those struggled minorities in new nation state in Southeast Asian 

countries (Melayu in Siam-Thailand, Rohingya in Myanmar, Muslim Moro in The Philippines 

and so on) aspire to usurp the national identity or to maintain their identity though the national 

and regional museums in which they represent themself truly by including the affliction from 

the majorities? 

  

Their actions could result in antagonism for the majorities. The disruption of the process of 

nation building naturally has been accused as an effort that tries to destroy the sacredness of 

shared imagination. Museums, in particular, are a media that enable the process of creating 

imagination among members of the nation and its collectivity as they provide basis for such 

proceedings (Anderson, 1991). Hence, the museums in some post-colonized countries were 

considered as permanent tools not only for fortifying the nation-building process and their 

imagination, but also for demolishing some minorities who used to have their own nation and 

collective identity through the actions of exclusion and otherness. Therefore, if the process of 

creating imagination is necessary for a nation-state to maintain its visibility and invisible 

dominance among public consciousness, it is more indispensable for an ethnic group who 

previously considered themselves as a nation to create and maintain such concept among its 

people to ensure its survival, even that it had been a nation without defined territory in terms 

of modern state and nation-state. 

  

1.1.2. “THE STRUGGLE OF MELAYU” 

  

This Master thesis intentionally excavates the efforts of minorities to protect their 

consciousness of nation by using the remnant of cultural heritages, even that it could only be 

an imagined nation due to the fact of them being colonized, and how they struggled with their 

nation and identity to maintain “themselves” facing with the threat of hegemony power whether 

it would be a social and cultural destruction or assimilation. 

  

In deep South Thailand (Former Melayu Patani states), Melayu people still have been tackling 

identity struggles, facing Siamese, and later Thai, nation-state’s destruction and assimilation 

policies. The Melayu are subjected to ‘internal colonialism’. This ethnic group has settled in 
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the Malay peninsula since ancient times. Due to the characteristics of a seaside community and 

as it was a permanent trade port connecting Indian ocean and China sea, Melayu people have 

long been experienced dynamical flowing of identity which depended on outside factors 

including Islamization and colonization (Aiemueayut, 2016). 

  

Although Sultans and the elites have ruled each ancient state which was settled over the Malay 

peninsula and some parts of nowadays Thailand for hundreds of years, they constantly faced 

inside and outside factors along the historical period resulting in them being labeled as ‘weak 

states’ (Aphornsuvan, 2012). One of the reasons why Melayu courts needed to interact with 

other ancient states particularly Siam, a regional big brother, was to maintain their influences 

and suppress those who were against their thrones. The manner of these smaller states 

interacting with bigger states was in the form of traditional relations, not similar to the concept 

of colonization but was a political deal that gave patronage and assistance to each other 

(Luekajornchai, 2019). 

  

The reason why most studies (Aiemueayut, 2016; Aphornsuvan ,2012; Bangnara, 2008; 

Eoseewong 2007; Unno, 2011, and including Syukri, 2005 who wrote a classic work, History 

of the Malay Kingdom of Patani) that explored Melayu nation and identity needed to consider 

this antiquity of power relations because these kinds of factors have gravely impacted the 

concept of “Melayuness' and its cultural elements, most importantly the interaction with Siam-

Thailand. In the colonial era, the effort that Siam made to survive the western colonization was 

to reform themself to become an equally civilized nation-state. The Anglo-Siamese treaty 1909, 

a territorial agreement between Siam and the British Empire was not only the consequence of 

the nation-building process of the ancient Siamese Empire to become a singular Siamese 

Kingdom, but also the disruption of Melayu nation-building. The disruption especially affected 

three Melayu states, including Patani, which have then become parts of Siam, whereas four 

other Melayu states have been incorporated to British Malaya, nowadays Malaysia. Melayu 

people in the three states de jure became citizens of Siam even if they were totally different 

from Siamese people, such as in religion, language, culture and ethics. Moreover, the Sultans 

and the elites of those Melayu states strongly opposed Siamese occupation, as Tengku Abdul 

Kadir Kamaruddin, the last Sultan of Patani said “The annexation were compared to thorn 

under the skin that would make the pain to Siam in the future” (B. Andaya & L. Andaya, 1893 

cited as Luekajornchai, 2019). 
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Massimo Tapaelli, Piedmontese-Italian statesman stated that “we built the country of Italy, 

then we need to build Italian” (Luekajornchai, 2019). This speech could comparably shed light 

on the idea and concept of state-building of Siam after it has become a nation-state by territorial 

integration through a number of agreements with British and French. The major question is on 

how Siam built Siamese among those who were practically foreigners. Siam nation-building in 

Melayu. 

  

From Eoseewong’s perspective (2007), Siamese occupation over Melayu states was 

intentionally a territorial integration. However, the conflicts happened when Siam tried to 

proceed a national integration process by transforming Melayu to become “Siamese” and later 

“Thai Muslim”. As a result, it has been the turning point for Bangsa Melayu (Melayu ethnic 

group) until now. Siam bagan to proceed the national integration with those Melayu by forcing 

cultural assimilations which were inconsistent to their every day’s life, particularly religious 

issues. Bangnara (2008) & Aphornsuvan (2012) point out that when King Maha Vajiravudh 

(Rama VI) of Siam, a successor to throne of King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) who built the 

modern nation-state of Siam, promulgated a law of enforced education in 1921, every Melayu 

children was forced to study in Thai school in Thai central language which was different from 

their needs to study Melayu language in Muslim’s seminary school. Their disappointment and 

anger toward the perceived threats to their own identity was spreaded as compared to adding 

fuel to the fire, leading to riots between Melayu Patani rebels and Siam troops in 1922. Melayu 

Patani then refused to pay tax and lent their land to Siamese authority. 

  

Another turning point that could be compared to refueling to the fire again was the coming of 

Thai ultra-nationalism policy in 1939, led by Field Marshal Plaek Phibunsongkhram, a Thai 

nationalist and former Prime Minister of Siam-Thailand. The birth and the forging of ‘Thainess’ 

to replace ‘Siamese’ was to westernize and civilize the country to be as equal as other ‘modern’ 

countries and prevent colonization during the coming of World War II (Aiemueayut, 2016 : 

Aphornsuvan, 2012 ;  Bangnara, 2008 ; Eoseewong 2007 ; Unno, 2011). Field Marshal Plaek 

Phibunsongkhram promulgated a series of Thai cultural mandates, dubbed as the Thai cultural 

Revolution. Thai-Islam was a new name provided by laws to replace either ‘Melayu’ or 

‘Muslim Melayu’, likewise, Thailand, a new name of the nation provided a sense of unity, not 

a sense of diversity as found in Siam. Melayu language was prohibited, as well as Melayu  

Muslim costumes (Aphornsuvan, 2012). Thai authority has arrested and punished Melayu 
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Patani who wore Muslim uniform, and even have them subjected to public punishment 

(Khunthongpetch, 1986). 

  

The most significant intervention in the Muslim affairs over the former Melayu Patani states 

was to de facto revoke the Sharia law and its court including the studying Al-Quran 

(Aphornsuvan, 2012). Series of violations left Melayu Patani with no option but to lean on a 

spiritual leader, Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir (Haji Sulong Tohmeena). Haji Sulong (1895 - 

forced disappearance) was a perpetual Muslim Melayu Patani hero who is considered to 

represent the soul of Muslim Melayu Patani movement. His action in protecting Melayu Patani 

nation and identity not only defied Thai nationalism directly but also arose consciousness of 

being Melayu among Muslim Melayu, inducing some of them to imagine the flourishing past 

of Melayu states. Moreover, the forced disappearance of Haji Sulong by Thai central officers 

made an ununited rift between the Melayu Patani people and Thai central government until 

now. This factor has been one of the impulses for Melayu Patani nationalist and troops to 

unchain them. 

  

In this sense, the process of Thai nation-state building advocated the process that Connor (2004) 

entitled as “Ethnic Separatism”. This concept is used to describe the failure of the cultural 

assimilation in which ethnic majority unsuccessfully tries to dominate those ethnic minorities 

(Connor, 2004). On the other hand, the process of nation-state building itself is to devastate 

those minorities’ nations and even the diversity in such nations (ibid.). Connor (2004) gave a 

meaning of the term nation in the perspective of ethnography as an ethnic group which 

consisted of their high ethnic ego. In this sense, Melayu Patani in deep-south is ethno-

nationalism who has collective consciousness and relations (Smith, 2004 & Bumrungsuk 2007). 

Melayu Patani from this study is considered as a nation in terms of ethno-nationalism and 

imagined community, not in a meaning of nation in terms of modern state and nation state. 

  

Importantly, Tuansiri (2010) argued that there are many studies that ignored the conflict within 

Melayu Patani itself, in contrast, many of them focused on the unity of Melayu Patani. The 

proposal to revisit the internal conflict was considered by this study. Some studies concluded 

that Arab-Islamization established the bargaining with innate Melayu Patani identity 

particularly in the folk village scale (Aiemueayut, 2016; Tuansiri, 2010; Unno, 2011). Melayu 

Patani identity is diverse itself. Expressing the Melayu Patani through the cultural objects 
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including artifacts and heritage would not be able to identify either Islam or Malay but it was 

mixed dynamically along the historical and political trajectory. 

  

The Bangsa Melayu (being Melayu) has been under the spotlight again when the ongoing 

violent conflicts have broken out in 2004, now lasting over a decade. According to an updated 

database from Deep South Watch, Center for Conflict Studies and Cultural Diversity in Pattani 

(2020), the number of deaths is 7,111 while those injured is 13,266 from the 20,564 incidents 

in 2004-2020. Thai central government put a lot of resources in military operation and 

economic development but has not even ceased the violence. In contrast, the conflict is still 

ongoing. 

  

Series of continuous violent incidents have prompted outsiders to consider what exactly 

happened in the deep South. Many scholars, journalists and non-governmental organisations 

have leaped to former Melayu Patani states as an object of study (Aiemueayut, 2016). The 

obscure past and relations with the central government have pushed scholars and other 

stakeholders to shift their focus to find the answer to a basic question of who they exactly are, 

making the role of the studies which focused on anthropology, ethnography and cultural study 

of Melayu people to become more prominent than the security aspect. The reason was not that 

outsiders never knew Melayu Patani people before, but only recently has emerged the possible 

assumption that ethnic violence which has been understated over the century could be a key 

motivation of this ongoing conflict. This is the reason why most studies could not ignore the 

demand for recognition of identity of Melayu Patani people, particularly when that demanded 

identity has transmitted and merged into cultural practices such as everyday life, religious, arts 

and even local museums. 

  

  

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION AND OBJECTIVES 
  

This Master’s thesis follows the trace of Melayu nation and identity studies, particularly in 

anthropological and cultural studies (Jory, 2007; Baru et al. 2008; Stha-anand, 2008; Ockey, 

2011; Unno, 2011; Aiemueayut, 2016). However, to expand the study of the Melayu Patani 

nation and identity, this research focuses on the role of local museums and their exhibitions. 
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Local museums are considered as public institutions and gathering places for Melayu Patani 

people and could influence them to become a socially-accepted individual by the power of 

reproducing the truths from institutional mechanisms (Sta-anand, 2008). That truth has been 

displayed in the form of the museum's function, which reproduces how Melayu Patani people 

struggled with their identity as an ethno-nationalism. The imagination of antiquity of Melayu 

Patani nation has been used as a conduit to connect the past and present making ‘Melayu Patani 

selves’. 

  

This thesis chooses two local museums and their exhibitions as case studies, Melayu Patani’s 

Statesman Museum (Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir house and museum) and Melayu Folk 

Museum, to analyze ‘Bangsa Melayu' (being Melayu) via the narrative elements in order to 

answer the question of ‘to what extent the Melayu Patani’s antiquity museums constructed the 

collective imagination of nation among Melayu Patani people in deep South Thailand’. Thanks 

to the combinations of archival researches which would be used as citations for the historical 

context, the thesis is provided comprehensive and panoramic viewpoints to see the dynamic of 

Melayu Patani nation and identity in the deep South. Moreover, Melayu Patani nation and 

identity that has been combined homogeneously with Islam and folk traditions has influenced 

these museums to become cultural centers which gather people to perform religious practices 

or be a part of their everyday life (Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir house and museum is also a 

local mosque). This study, hence, needs to interact with the dynamic movement created by such 

locations. Importantly, status and ideology are factors that most museum studies have identified 

as crucial for the process of shaping the narratives behind objects. Therefore, an observation, a 

focus group of visitors and participants, observation and interviewing the curators is necessary 

for this study. 

  

1.3. THESIS OUTLINE 

  
In order to inform how museums constructed the Melayu Patani nation and its identity by the 

process of imagined community, the meaning of museums and its function as a platform to be 

an element of ethnic-nationalism building and the overall history of Melayuness and its identity 

will be discussed in the first part of the literature review. The significance of local museums 

that have been chosen as case studies and the methodology of the will be explained in chapter 

three and its research context. The finding of the field study, to shed light on how the struggled 
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Melayu Patani nation and its identity embedded through the exhibitions in museums and how 

that museums’ functions built, maintained and constructed their imagination of nation and 

identity will be analyzed in chapter four. Lastly, Chapter five will summarize the finding within 

the development of museum studies and Melayu Patani studies in order to discuss the role of 

cultural operation in building the imagination of nation and identity, as well as research 

limitations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
  

2.1 OVERVIEW 
  

The role and implications of museums have changed and developed along the line of political 

and social development. Throughout history, many factors have impacted cultural 

establishments, including museums, which are considered as public institutions to reproduce 

‘the truth’ of that society, and are subjected to contradictory imperatives. For example, in the 

mid-nineteenth century, to illustrate the drastic change in the function of the museums, the wife 

did not need to go to breweries or hospitals to find their husbands who were in alcohol rehab, 

but just went to the museums to see them (Bennett, 1955). Public museums at that time were 

designated by the British government as a  space for “life improvement” for those working-

class men during the time which the government needed to refine their people to become urban 

citizens, as Bennett entitled this role of museum as being “useful for governing” (ibid.). 

  

Apart from being a tool for public governing, museums also constituted the role of reproducing 

certain ideologies, especially during the process of state-building. French royal collection has 

been requested to be exhibited at a so-called museum, the Louvre, to dedicate to the spirit of 

the revolution. Similar process of nation state-building could be found in museums in post-

colonial territories especially for those Southeast Asian countries, as suggested in the studies 

of Indonesian National Museum by Mohr (2014), and Singapore National Museum by Wong 

(2012) among others. 

  

Many museum studies focused on the role of minorities through the framework of ethnic-

nationalism which concentrate on ethnic representation and dynamic of the threat from ethnic 

majorities in the public spaces such as national museums and regional museums, as 

demonstrated by the bargaining of ethnic groups in South African museums by Davidson 

(2005), the Maori’s anxiety of having their objects displayed in New Zealander museums by 

Newton (1994), and the proliferation of private indigenous and regional museums in Taiwan 

by Chang (2012). This introduction of a shifted museological framework is to demonstrate the 

role of museums in displaying the world outside which is full of contradictory imperatives 
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among powers. Moreover, the concept of ‘new museum’ which expands the definition of 

museums to include cultural centers in local communities will be discussed. 

  

The first part of this literature review will study the role of museums as a place for building 

imagination in the ‘imagined’ nations, particularly in the post-colonial era, with focus on the 

ethnic minorities. The identity of Melayu Patani people and their dynamic characteristics will 

be discussed in the second part of the literature review in order to give the whole picture of 

Melayu nation and its identity in deep South Thailand. The struggles of Melayu Patani people 

will be analyzed and considered through the conceptual framework of ethnic-nationalism with 

highlights on their struggles with Siamese (and Thai) forced cultural assimilation policy after 

the post-colonial period. However, to respond to the missing information of Melayu studies, 

this study will also consider the role of antiquity of maritime culture, Islamization, and the 

ongoing peace process, and how they have reshaped the nation and identity of Melayu Patani. 

In order to emphasize the relationship between museums and the movement in recalling the 

sense of Melayu Patani ethnic-nationalism, demonstration of the demarcation of the 

imagination among Melayu Patani people to call for a ‘nation without territory’ in museum 

platforms will be examined. 

  

  

2.2 MUSEUM 

  

2.2.1. MUSEUM AND ITS PRINCIPLE 
  

The purposes of the museums were to collect, preserve, study, interpret and exhibit material 

evidence. The aspirations of museum workers were to construct and organize good collection 

management with a sense of ideological neutrality (Weil, 1990). Public understanding of the 

museums was as a ‘cultural authority’, as the museums involved scholarly study and collected 

property of the wealthy and powerful people who related to historical events and time. Bennett 

(1995) categorized the museum into three characteristics consisting of a social space, a space 

of representation and a space of observation and regulation. These fundamental meanings and 

objectives of museums have been generally recognized by people who go to the museums 

nowadays. However, the development of museums along the historical trajectory were dynamic 

and fluctuating due to the political and social contexts (to be further discussed in the topic of 
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Museum and its functions: the history of contradictory imperatives). These powerful and 

effective factors emphasized museums as a cultural authority and public institution. 

  

Formerly, museums were private places for preservation of relics of Christian Saints, reflected 

in the meaning of the word ‘museum’ in Greek which is a sanctuary to pray to the goddesses 

(Rambukwella, 2012). One of the crucial turning points of museum evolution occured in the 

era of Renaissance during the fouthteenth to sixthteenth century. In order to enlighten the public, 

presentation of natural objects with scientific approaches have been proliferated in the museum 

which arouse the museum to become a center of uncommon and natural objects (Rambukwella, 

2012). 

  

Politically, the development of the museum in being a place for preservation of historical relics 

was inspected as the efforts to maintain the hegemonic power particularly the monarch and the 

elites. Habermas (1989) and Bennett (1995) entitled this process as the production of invisible 

power to become visible through the public representations by the lords. For instance, the 

displaying of the Viennese Royal collection in Belvedere Palace in 1776 and Dresden Gallery 

represented the existence and omnipresence of the Monarch (Bennett, 1995). However, these 

museums were not public museums in the meaning of general space for general people, but 

were reserved to royal properties only. For example, the private collection of King Mongkut in 

his royal palace entitled ‘Royal Museum’ was the first museum in Siam (later, Thailand) but it 

was not open to the general public. 

  

A milestone in the shift of the idea of museums occured with the emergence of the Industrial 

Revolution in the eighteenth century. The power of production and duplication led the museum 

to shift the focus on the kind of objects that were on display. Surely, a number of innovations 

produced by man were displayed separately from the natural objects. The principle of curiosity 

toward nature, hence, was challenged by the principle of scientific rationality and led to ‘normal’ 

objects slightly replacing ‘rare’ objects. The self-confidence of humanity led to the advocacy 

of a knowledge-based society. These types of social factors requested museums to be the space 

where they needed to serve the debated conversation, and impacted the way the museum 

exhibited the objects. 

  

The new pattern of exhibitions in the museum was to serve a clear narrative and meaning that 

Bennett (1995) called “intelligibility”, moving away from the displaying of narrative with 
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hidden objections. This development of the museum has not only changed its very objectives 

but also the management of the museum itself by shifting its focus to accommodate the 

expectation of the society. Moreover, the power of the Industrial Revolution and capitalism 

also led the newly debated meaning of museum, particularly as a cultural institution of the state, 

and as a tool in the process of building a new nation-state in those post-colonial territories. The 

development of the new states in finding necessary elements to build modern nation-states was 

the cause of existence of the nation's antiquity in order to demarcate the sense of brotherhood 

(to be further discussed in the topic of Museum and the imagined nation). In this sense, it would 

not be surprising if the number of archaeological and history artifacts displayed in the museum 

would increase after the eighteenth century (Rambukwella, 2012). Unfortunately, museums 

were still not opened to the public but reserved for some elites and literated people, although 

the ownership of the spaces and displayed objects were shifted from private to national (ibid.). 

  

In British contexts, Evans (1999) pointed out that the consequence of promulgation of the 

Representation of the People Act 1832, which many historians praised as the launch of modern 

democracy in the United Kingdom, established the political status of the general public and 

also created the call for change in the museum in the nineteenth century. The consciousness of 

the ‘citizens’ along with the development of the emergence of nation-states required a political 

space to express the existence of the nation. The museums had then responded to this change 

by providing a space for expressing the new identity of British people. 

  

Across the English Channel, the French Revolution addressed the new meaning of museum as 

a ‘sharing’ space (Hooper, 1989) attemptedly devastated the classification particularly between 

the civic and monarch. The new role of civic institutions embedded into the museum that led 

to the dispersion of popular culture became a process Bennett (1995) entitled ‘vehicle for 

popular education’. Other social classes apart from countrymen, such as the former bourgeois, 

also advocated for a new meaning and objective of museums. In this sense, the state and its 

mechanism played a crucial role in the museum (Shapiro, 1990 &   Rambukwella, 2012). This 

process also shifted the focus of state’s cultural institutions from being entertainment providers 

to becoming a source for public education (Spiess & Spiess 1990; &   Rambukwella, 2012). 

The role of museums as a place for preservation and interpretation of objects became a basic 

norm of the place, impacting how museums manage their administration works (ibid.).   
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‘New museum’ was a new concept which emerged after a movement for reformation in the 

twenty century when the number of archaeological museums proliferated around the world. In 

this concept, the objective of the museums was altered into being a cultural institution for 

multicultural people (Marstine, 2006 & Rambukwella, 2012), drastically different from being 

places for the royals, bourgeois, or even being the elements in the nation-state building process 

as in the past. The dynamic of people in several nations sparked a motion for the creation of 

political space to address their identity and to challenge the hegemony or ethnic majority since 

the beginning of the twentieth century.  

 

Museums, consequently, shifted their role to serve this change by transforming into an 

institution which Rambukwella (2012) entitled ‘the representation of multicultural society’. 

The concept of the national museum of Singapore, for example, was to serve multicultural 

people from diverse ethnic groups and being multifunctional, a stark example of development 

of a museum in the twenty-first century. In the museum, the new identity of Pan-Malayan 

ethnicity was displayed, accompanied by diverse activities for visitors (Wong, 2012). Likewise, 

the emergence of Taiwanization in order to de-Sinicization was embedded into Taiwanese 

museums by the establishment of regional museums which integrated the identity of local 

ethnic groups into a space for representation of multiculturalism (Chang, 2012). However, the 

growth of the number of museums did not result in abandoning their old characteristics. In 

contrast, the multifunctionality of museums has become a trend in the twenty-first century. The 

combination of educational displays, entertaining exhibits and cultural interpretations are still 

the main mechanisms of museums until nowadays. 

  

2.2.2. MUSEUM AND ITS FUNCTIONS : 

          THE HISTORY OF CONTRADICTORY IMPERATIVES 

  
The representation of power and the evidence of struggles for acquiring representation in this 

cultural institution appear in the places entitled museums nowadays, but it required scholars to 

go back to the time of Ancient Greek in order to explore the long and dynamic history of 

representations in the museums. The term ‘museum’ itself, was originally sprouted from the 

Greek word ‘museion’, which means a sanctuary to realize the “Muses”, the Greek goddesses 

whose duty is to protect arts and science (Rambukwella, 2012). Politically, Ptolemy I Sorter 

(367-283BC), Ruler of Egypt, advocated for the construction of a sacred place ‘Museion’ to 
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promote the city of Alexandria (Lapidge, 2005 & Rambukwella, 2012). Therefore, Museion of 

“Muses” originated from a political motivation but did not concern much about the presentation 

of objects. Consequently, sacred space itself had been politicalized within the concept of nation 

and its people. Hodges (1987) argued that the historical role of museums in being a site of 

religion and the remnants of religious objects naturally made them a place that encapsulated 

the ‘pride’ of the nation. Moreover, in this sense, the museum itself discursively presented the 

cultural identity in that territory. For example, the Tholuvila Buddha was positioned to promote 

the Colombo National Museum in Sri Lanka, which covertly also provided the sense of 

Buddhism (Rambukwella, 2012). Although the museum and its objectives nowadays have been 

divided into diverse dimensions, it is impossible to desert the fact that the museum itself 

originally was constructed by political and social commitment to promote the nation either 

obviously or discursively. 

  

In British context, Tony Bennett (1995) stated that the purpose of the museum was related to 

the political and social context (Bennett, 1955). Purposely, British museums were one of the 

state’s utilities that were primarily used for governing people to undergo the process of 

urbanisation (Greenwood, 1888 & Bennett, 1955). In the late eighteenth century to the early 

nineteenth century, museums slightly became a tool which Bennett (1955) pointed out as “... a 

vehicle for the exercise of new forms of power…”. This duty was provided by the state for the 

museums to classify appropriate principles that people should comply with, including manner, 

moral and belief.  

 

Moreover, from Colquhoun’s perspective (1806), this process provided museums as a space 

where people who paid a visit would aspire to become a loyal, law abiding citizen instead of 

being enchanted by alcoholic drinks (Colquhoun, 1806 & Bennett, 1955). This was 

emphasizing the role of museums in being a tool of the state to extend the power into people’s 

habits and social norms. Cole (1884) and Bennett (1955) also pointed out that the museums 

had the capacity to inform working men to better their life by avoiding drinking or visiting 

taverns, or by being lazy. Being a good, hard-working, and sober man was an instruction given 

by institutions including museums for cultural improvement, creating an ideal identity that the 

man should be as a nation’s members. Moreover, that identity was an outcome of the shaping 

process made by political elites. 
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Conceptually, Foucault (1991) argued that the process of extending the power needs to be used 

not only in legal form but also in symbolic form. The high cultures, hence, were embedded in 

museums in order to convey its message to the targeted people by symbols. In this sense, the 

museum itself was also symbolic of hierarchical relation of political and social power. Bennett 

(1955) concluded the meaning of museum by providing how it has been used; firstly as the 

social space that he entitled as a space of emulation in order to make people civilized, secondly, 

for those objects that have been put on displayed to advocate for the enlightenment of people, 

he entitled that as a space of representation, and finally, when those alcoholics came to the 

museum, they were able to “observe” not only the displayed object but also the habit form that 

the museum advocated (Bennett, 1995).    

  

While the characteristics of museums have been developed along with the political 

development and social context, their accessibility and management were still primarily 

controlled by the bourgeoisie’s class and to respond mostly for their needs. In European 

contexts, the proliferation of exhibitions of the royal collections in the eighteenth century 

represented how the museum and its functions had been used as a tool in proclaiming the power 

of monarch over others. Olmi (1985) and Bennett (1955) described an interesting situation 

when the personal collection of Francesco I de Medici’s, Grand Duke of Tuscany, was 

displayed at the Uffizi Gallery as if to certify the power of the Medici family by being presented 

at the museum (Olmi, 1985 & Bennett, 1995).  

 

Moreover, some collections were exclusively preserved for people who had a hegemonic power 

over the community. This exclusivity provoked a notion of museums as a space for reserved 

power, forging them into symbols of exclusiveness. The sense of reverence and exclusivity 

around the museums were reproduced in order to advocate for the status of the “hegemonic 

power”. Stallybass & White (1986) and Bennett (1955) emphasized that the principle of the 

museums was designated by behavioral causes, rather than what they called “the rule of 

discourse”, consisting of the freedom of speech, for example. They assured that the impact of 

the museum was to divide the class of culture by excluding the representation of “popular 

culture” (Stallybrass & White, 1986; Bennett ,1955). 

  

Another striking example of museums’ exclusivity was the studiolo of the Italian princes. The 

studiolo, which were basically rooms with cupboards filled with objects. The doors of the 

cupboards, however, were painted with cosmo symbols that reflected the contents they 
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contained, while the only person who got access to the inside objects was the prince himself. 

This ‘museum’ was the epitome of exclusiveness of the access to knowledge, as anyone else 

but the prince could only have the access to the paintings on the doors of the studiolo. The 

relation of power-knowledge and invisibility of preserved objects symbolized the role of 

museums in that era as a distinct institution that was secured for a certain class or persons with 

political power. 

  

The notion of visibility and invisibility in the museums was discussed by Pomian (1990) and 

Bennett (1955) to reflect the objectives and meanings of objects on display in the museums. 

Pomian (1990) argued that the object that visitors have seen was not valuable or meaningful 

by itself, but was valued by the access that such objects offered to the visitors to see beyond 

itself (Pomian ,1990). Hence, if visitors looked at some ethnic spiritual leader’s scribbles on a 

piece of paper, they might imagine the story beyond those visible characters on that paper and 

being able to access the sense of the invisible anecdote that was not visually put on display.  

 

By developing this concept, Bennett (1955) described that the objects were not ‘just seen’ but 

‘seen through’. As a result, which has happened to various royal collections, the objects were 

selectively shown in order to construct ‘his or her (invisible) power to be visible’. The shifting 

of certain personal royal collections to become under the public’s eyesight was the process of 

constructing invisible dominion to be visible to the people. This process is entitled by Bennett 

(1955) as “the semio-technique of power”. Coding was used to convey the meaning between 

the objects (and the invisible realm behind it) and the visitors need to have the capacity to 

interpret that code (beyond the object itself). In this sense, the substance of museums in this 

context was the toll of the state for dividing people by giving the ‘exemplary model’ through 

the museum. Bennett (1955) described it as an ‘institution of homogenization’.   

  

However, time is the thing people cannot disrupt. Throughout the century, the development of 

museums has been shaped along with the progress toward modern democratic society. The role 

of ‘public mass’ has proliferated consistently with the development of liberalism governments. 

After the 1789 French revolution, French royal collections have been requested to be exhibited 

at a so-called museum - the Louvre - instead of Versailles in order to dedicate them to the new 

republic and its people rather than adhering their links to the Monarch (Pommier, 1989 & 

Bennett, 1955). Moreover, the museum itself became part of the functions of the new state’s 

organization entitled ‘Conservatoire’. This academic institution was established in response to 
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the ‘political demand’, culminating from the evolving aftermath of the Révolution Française 

during 1789 to 1799. Hence, museums also gave public access to the invisible and intangible 

narrative of the state to become visible by being constructed in the public setting rather than in 

the reserved location that would trigger memories about the collapse of the monarch. By this 

process, the public was increasingly informed about ‘the visible state’. 

  

The functions of museums during and after the French Revolution were also the subject of 

study for Hooper (1989) and Bennett (1955) who emphasize on the contradictory imperatives 

of this public institution. The result of the Revolution paved the way for the museums in having 

a crucial role in building the new truth. The scholars believed that the emergence of a sense of 

public sharing among the displayed objects, which had been exclusive for those who have 

hegemonic power to have the access, was evidence in the promulgation of the values of 

democracy and the republic (Hooper, 1989; Bennett ,1995). People who become the ‘citizens’ 

of the ‘republic’ had the right to access these knowledge exposed in the museum with the sense 

of (equal) sharing. Hence, the museum itself was a kind of public institution that provided the 

driving force to popular education (Bennett, 1995). 

  

Gramsci also focused on the role of museums in representing the existence of the subordinate 

class (Gramsci, 1985; Bennett, 1955)). The museum, in this sense, was another stage for those 

minorities to bargain power with hegemonic power particularly in the late nineteenth century. 

Bennett (1955) gave evidence by travelling to visit the museums in British and its 

commonwealth territory of Australia. In British context, the establishment of the outdoor 

Beamish Museum, for instance, was evidence of how those North Eastern people have 

struggled with their identity. The recorded voice, which was used to narrate the display objects 

and setting, was in Geordie accent. This accent is almost the contrary to the Standard British 

Pronunciation, or commonly known as BBC English, due to its primarily association to people 

with working-class backgrounds. When Beamish’s people experienced this outdoor museum, 

they could take pride in the region of Beamish and particularly its antiquity as a hub of 

industrialization. 
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Figure 1 : Annfield Plain Co-op which has been preserved in Beamish Museum, England, 

where visitors can experience the shopping in the early 1900s. Simulating how the Co-op 

interacted with members in the form of dividend, this building reminds of the birth of the Co-

operative movement and represents the hub of industrialization from the working-class who 

were proud to be the “North”.  (@Beamishlivingmuseum, 2020)        

 

Another evidence of representation of subordinate class in museums given by Bennett (1955) 

was in the southern hemisphere territory of British commonwealth. The Hyde Park Barracks 

in Sydney identified itself as the ‘space against the Empire’. Hyde Park Barracks displays the 

important events in Sydney through the recount of alternative history. The event of the opening 

of Sydney Harbour Bridge, which British royal representative was not invited to celebrate, was 

displayed in order to emphasize the thought of people who try to oppose colonial rule. 

Moreover, the given narrative of the period during the migration from British to Australia was 

represented in the museum by the stories of general people who had to struggle in order to 

transport and settle also represented the economic and social problems in that time. To sum up, 

Hyde Park Barracks itself emphasized the role of museums in producing the sense of nation 

and its people with their ownly-ordinary storytelling.       

  

Museum itself has developed to be not just corridors of windowless rooms to display objects 

but also the arena for the state to diversify its power in building the truth, a necessary element 

for the politics of power. Shifting the museum and its function to certify the power of the state 

and the citizen rather than the monarch was an example that the museum has been developed 

along with the way the world outside the museum has changed. Museums also were an 

autonomous tool for the minorities in order to express themself by clashing with the hegemony. 

The concept of visible and invisible provides a vital element for the construction and 

conveyance of invisible narrative and concept to become visible for the people’s domain 
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through the presentation of objects, a functional instrument either for the dominion or 

subdominion in projecting their power. 

  

  

2.2.3. MUSEUM AND THE IMAGINED NATION 
  

The above section elaborated on the meaning of museums in being a public institution that 

provide space for expression of contradictory imperatives of power in the political and social 

contexts. However, it is irrational to assume that all the displayed objects in such museums 

only link or reflect the tangible heritage in the outside world. By way of illustration, when 

Malaysian Chinese visited an ethnic chinese museum in Melaka to see ancient Chinese artifacts 

which have been brought to the region after the arrival of Zheng He, a renow Chinese navigator 

during the early Ming dynasty, their consciousness could experience certain evocation that 

emerged at the moment when the visitors saw those artifacts, particularly in those who, by the 

concept of ‘seeing through’, have an access to the latent coding given through the exhibition’s 

narrative. However, by seeing those artefacts, the consciousness among Melayu Chinese has 

been evoked to some degree, either they have direct association with Zheng He or regarded 

him as a spiritual symbol of Chinese people in Melaka or not. This study will further discuss 

the intangible effect of the museum, which is the creation of imagination of nation among 

people that has emerged when they come to visit. 

  

Although imagination appears to be a natural occurrence for people, it is a powerful tool that 

could cause love and even hate among people themself, as Anderson (1991) posed an 

interesting question that brotherhood (through the mean of imagined relationship among people) 

possesses the power over millions of people to consent to the imagination that they called 

nation by forging sentimental legitimacy that embedded deeply in the imagined community. 

What is the role of museums in this process particularly if the nation is literally a forged and 

fabricated thing? Why is the museum necessary for those who want to construct an imagination 

of nationhood? These questions lead to studies which focus on the role of museums in building 

the nation through the process of imagination. 

  

Many museum studies in the post-colonial era which focused on the role of museums in the 

nation-building process of the new independent states in the 20th century were related to the 
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concept of imagined community, coined by Anderson (1991).  However, the role of the 

museums in this process, from Anderson’s perspective, was not to individually act as a single 

element but collaborate with other elements such as the creation of maps, social consensus, and 

powerful mediation of printed language.  

 

In the concept of imagined community, Anderson (1991) recognized the role of museums in 

building the nation by supporting the impulsion of printing technology, particularly in new 

nation-states in the post-colonial period. Anderson (1991) pointed out that museum is one of 

the tools that are used in creating a sense of nationalism among nationalists and nationalism 

movements, along with the creation of census and map, through the process of “causal 

mechanisms” : firstly, providing a space with a function to allow the restoration of the forged 

legendary of the “nation” (which is exhibited by collected objects) which were hunted and 

positioned by the census of antiquity. 

 

Secondly, providing legitimate power for the states or nationalists by acting as “the guardian 

of collective traditions”  which gathers/escorts/revives those heritages that can be a part of 

lustrous antiquity. The museums usually hunt and discover objects of heritage (and some 

‘losing gem’) in the name of archaeology, and then position the objects as scared or legendary 

which people should respect the past they represent. Anderson gave an example of how states 

positioned the ancient heritage in imposing and training people such as portraying historic sites 

in grandeur style to instruct the later generations to be proud and respect of their powerful 

ancestors. States or nationalist could claim the legitimacy by identifying and acting as the 

protector of collective traditions. 

  

Thirdly, proceeding the role of creating the duplication of the “national brand” ("infinite 

reproducibility"-his term, the benefaction from Printed technology) which can be biographies 

of hero/nationalists, (forged) geography of territory and even postal stamps, in order to 

construct and emphasize the public opinion (‘who are we’) that are embedded in their 

imagination. Moreover, they could tell which are “not” our nation and which should be 

considered as otherness. Anderson gave an example of King Sihanouk and his command to 

duplicate the “Bayon” in building the scared of Khmer against ex-colonizer, French. 

  

Hence these three causal mechanisms, museum could extend the sense of nation and its identity 

by providing a space for collecting and recalling the glorious past of the would-be nation, 
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training people to be part of such nation by informing them of the collective norms (that are 

forged by the states or nationalists), and infinitely reproduce such narrative and anecdotes. 

 

In Melayu state occupied by Thailand, the replication of portraits of an iconic ‘hero’ found to 

help shaping collective imagination. The uncountable portraits of Haji Solong Tomina, a 

Melayu spiritual leadership, have been duplicated into cover of several books and posters as a 

“hero” who tried to emancipate Melayu Patani identity from an assimilation of Thai central 

state. Moreover, there were a number of prints made by Haji Solong Charity about significant 

and controversial topics such as the event of his forced disappearance from Thai central state 

(Stha-anand, 2008). On the other hand, visitors who come to Haji Sulong museum would be 

stunned with his numerous portraits on several occasions, one of the outcomes from the 

function of duplication of printed technology. Moreover, the display of his portraits in his own 

house, which became the museum nowadays, helped Melayu Patani people to directly connect 

with Haji Sulong’s legacy. This connection advocated and smoothened the process of creating 

imagination toward the existence of the nation of Melayu Patani. 

  

Similar process of building imagination could be observed In Taiwan, where regional museums 

were built on the concept of Taiwanization. The duplication of Tao canoe throughout many 

indigeous museums in Taiwan was one of the examples. The study of indigenous materials and 

culture in Taiwan and mainland China by Varutti (2014) suggested that Tao canoes were 

depicted in museums in mainland China as a symbol for ‘Gaoshan’, a collective name for all 

indigenous groups in Taiwan. In Taiwan, however, the canoes represented the relations of 

Taiwan (as Taiwan) with the Oceanic region, a move that reflected the intention to garner a 

distinct national identity (Varutti, 2014). The duplication of Tao canoes in Taiwan were 

politicized discursively in the sense of Taiwanization. Considering the political and social 

contexts, Indigenous rights has gained attention and developed into an important issue in 

Taiwan in early 1990s. Indigenous movements have tried to raise and push for momentum for 

Taiwanese to revise their policy and recognize them as one of the parts of the nation-in-building 

(Brown, 2004; Ku, 2005 ; Simon,2008; Varutti,2012). The status of the 14 tribes then has been 

officially guaranteed and has received recognition and acceptance from the Taiwanese 

government, which positively have an impact on other minority groups who were also seeking 

acceptance (Varutti, 2014). 
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Studying the concept of creating imagined communities in the name of nation building, 

Anderson (1991) identified a crucial role of ‘homogenous empty time’ for the process of 

building collective imagination among members of the nation. This concept, originally 

proposed by Walter Benjamin, is an element of the people’s imagination to constantly assume 

and be aware that there are other people living their life among and with us, even if they have 

not known and met each other (Anderson, 1991). In other words, no matter their location, they 

constantly realise the existence of others that share their identity with some form of relations. 

While the development of technologies and innovations were a factor that hastened the 

imagination of the collateral world of life, the creation of clocks, maps, and the media which 

were aroused by capitalism further advocated the homogeneous empty time proceeding. 

  

To emphasize the role of this concept, Anderson (1991) interpreted the fiction of Mas Marco 

Kartodikromo “Semarang Hitam”, published in 1924. This fiction depicted the story of a man 

who was reading the newspaper and found an article about social injustice describing the 

desperate life and death of a homeless person in the setting of the City of Semarang. He then 

became furious about the system which provided wealth for a small group of people but caused 

poverty for the mass. Anderson interpreted this fiction by using the concept of homogeneous 

empty time and argued that the awareness of connection among Indonesian was embedded in 

the story. That man represented Indonesians who struggled with the colonial ruler and the 

“injustice” society. The setting of the story is not limited to his city alone but to general 

Indonesian society as the backdrop of Semarang Hitam would be familiar to some Indonesian.  

 

This fiction gave a picture of connection among the protagonist, Indonesian public and the dead 

homeless, no matter where they were or no matter they have not known each other personally 

before, they were all connected. Surely, the collateral imagination of the people (who struggle 

in life) made them assume that there were other people who were living their struggles just the 

same as them. Homogeneous empty time proceeded to fulfil the creation of the imagined 

community among them as a collective group of Indonesians who were against the colonial 

ruler. Moreover, the role of newspapers as a ‘cultural outcome’ also hastened the collective 

imagination and impacted how national-state constructed their history. Homogeneous empty 

time, argued by Anderson (1991), was correlated with the concept of memory and forgetting 

and the composition of the national biography which were the vital element to assure the 

preservation of national memory. The collective imagination has been further reproduced by 

the communicated mechanism such as birth certificates and even photographs.  
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By the concept of homogenous empty time, the national biography was produced to create the 

sense of shared, collective memories among the mass. For the same reason that when people 

recalled their memories as a child, they would often refer to the collective groups of friends 

and shared past memories, the nation building process used this pattern to provide people to 

recall themselves as a member of the collective group by using the available biography of 

nations and its (dead) heroes. 

  

Similarly, museum studies refer to the concept of homogeneous empty time. Bennett (1995) 

pointed out that the past is freezed into the museum by the concept of present, and the frame 

of present was a tool to organize those objects which were in the past (Bennett, 1995). In this 

sense, the bridge of imagination between the present and the past was connected. However, for 

the museum, the present was more influential in building imagination by the ability to give a 

‘text’ into those objects.  

 

Bennett (1995) and Greenblatt (1987) gave an example to picture this concept by comparing 

the museums to a natural park, which was forged as a pure nature place. However, that park 

actually was not a pure nature place by itself but because of it is being compared to a city. 

Natural park was therefore a given context that has been described through ‘text’ such as the 

frame of laws and regulations to divide the park and the city, and such text was reproduced by 

publications of guide books or information posters. Likewise, in the museums, the past was 

also forged by the frame of the given text. It was a paradoxical process which was influenced 

by the present’s thought. The museum and its functions provided the text of objects by the 

frame of present (Bennett, 1995 & Greenblatt, 1987). Hence, the objects and the idea of the 

past they represent does not have the meaning by themselves but are imposed by the present’s 

needs. 

  

In conclusion, the museum itself is a tool of the present’s thoughts and ideas, possessing a 

similar role to the biography of a nation which is organized by the people in present time to 

provide a place of realization and association with the common past, creating the sense of 

community with others.  The consciousness of nation and its identity of people is recalled not 

only on a personal level but also on the communal level. In short, the museum itself provides 

the homogeneous empty time as a function for visitors to go back to the past and recall themself 

their brotherhood in a community. In this sense, it would not be surprising if those visitors who 
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went to the museum of Melayu Patani spiritual leader, saw the objects and realized how they 

were the children of Melayu Patani nation. In this process, the consciousness of being Melayu 

emerged from the past affecting the imagined community among Melayu Patani nowadays. 

  

The imagined community, on the other hand, is the effort of hegemony power in such a nation 

to build something “common” embedding to people’s consciousness and imagination, which 

generates the sense of belonging among each other. The process of establishing national 

identity used key common characteristics such as common religion, common language, and 

common culture to ease the process of producing similar imagination and facilitate the 

dissemination of the idea (Huntington, 1981). This framework has greatly impacted the role 

and objectives of the museum as a cultural element that is of service to the nation-building 

process either for those nation-states or ‘stateless nations’. As a result, national museums have 

become the location for the collection of the acquired sense of feeling, a combination of sharing 

memories among nation stakeholders, and being a hub of social, cultural and religious norms 

(Kaltsas, 2007). 

  

Lastly, the museum has been increasingly used as one of the tools in the reconstruction 

processes of national identity by including indigenous as one of the new national identities. 

Museums, in this sense, are a tool that offer a distinct perspective in the creation of the new 

definition of identities as they are the locations where the concepts of national identities and 

otherness are artfully shaped, validated, and circulated among the members of such ‘imagines 

community’ (Anderson, 1991). 

  

  

2.2.4. ETHNOGRAPHY MUSEUM AND ITS STRUGGLED OF ETHNO-

NATIONALISM 

  
To explore the definition and role of ethnographic museums, it is worth discussing an example 

of academic work illustrated by Eidheim et al (2012) who experienced an ethnographic 

museum in Tromsø, Norway, which demonstrated a relation between museum and 

ethnopolitics. Eidheim et al (2012) recorded the setting process of an exhibition about Sami 

people under the name ‘Sápmi – Becoming a Nation’, which means ‘a nation without border 

or statehood’. The exhibition portrayed a central concept of the development of Sami 
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ethnopolitical movement. While the political agenda of the Sami has never included the 

demand for ‘statehood’, their presentation of themselves as a nation without borders was 

considered problematic for some Norwegian, calling them Sami nationalism. Through self 

representation in the exhibition, Sami people achieved to present their own understanding of 

becoming a nation and obtaining a public voice in culture and politics. It also illustrated the 

ongoing struggles and the vision of the Sami, and presented a complex development from the 

past to the future of the ethnic group. The exhibition described the cultural and political 

awakening of Sami people in Northern Scandinavia, which represented not only to offer a new 

way of representation of indigenous people but also the struggle of Sami people for recognition 

and rights. Thanks for Appadurai (2006) who elucidate what Eidheim et al. (2012) has 

experienced as 

“The representation of indigenous cultures in museums is politically and 

socially loaded, as museums are a vehicle for the inclusion of indigenous communities 

in the national ethnoscape”, Appadurai (2006) 

  

After the emergence of anthropology as one of the academic disciplines, artifacts which had 

been previously put and categorized on display by their scientific classification in the museum 

has been classified by their cultural significance, especially the objects that represent the ‘others’ 

have been considered as to possess more value and interests (Keurs, 2007 & Mohr, 2014).   

As a result, in the late nineteenth century, many ethnographic artifacts were displayed in 

European museums (Mohr, 2014). However, the objective of ethnographic museums was being 

challenged as there were increasing movements calling for higher levels of inclusion within the 

society after many ethnic groups still struggling to cope with the damage and disadvantage that 

had been caused during the colonial era (Voogt & Kitungulu, 2008; Mohr, 2014). 

  

For Voogt & Kitungulu (2008) and Mohr (2014), the debate about ethnography in the post-

colonial era was divided into two courses. The first course is the process of bargaining for 

representation of ethnicity in public domains such as nationalism museums after independence. 

The movement was the result of the process of nation-building which cultural assimilation of 

the majority often overwhelmed the minorities particularly in post-colonial countries and multi-

ethnicity territories. For example, Davidson (2005) found that the disagreement in the 

storytelling of slavery in the South African Cultural History Museum were prohibited. The 

history in South African Museums during the apartheid was presented solely from the 

perspective of the white (Davidson, 2005), which caused many upsets and finally brought the 
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major change of narrative after the abolition of segregation system. As Lonetree (2012) said 

for native people, a museum could be a space to realise pain. These facts have pushed the 

concept of ethnography in the second course: if the process of nation-building, including the 

process of cultural assimilation, in multi-ethnicity nations failed to satisfy parties, minorities 

would become “Ethnic Separatism” (Connor, 2004) and some of them will be a ‘marginal 

people’ who struggle to expel their blurry identity (Connor, 2004 & Wungaeo, 2007). In this 

sense, those ‘marginal people’ of a nation without statehood will become an antagonist who 

tries to use every agent to prevent their ethnic identity and even launch a flight with the 

majorities. The struggle of minority Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA) and the Karen 

National Union (KNU) resulted in the establishment of the Karen’s liberation army against 

Myanmar and its majority, Burmese, for instance (Preecharush, 2015). 

  

A study by Andrew (2010) who travelled to Bermuda to observe its heritage and museums 

examined how and why people in the island use maritime culture to generate identity and 

community. After World War II, the birth of post-colonial nations arrived with the fight for 

civil rights and ethnic re-determination. In this sense, Museums were subjected to the question 

about their legitimacy to speak on behalf of indigenous and minorities, while concerns about 

social exclusion and public policy, as well as political agendas, influenced ‘new museum’ 

studies and practices. Decentralized methods were developed to open a collaborative exchange 

in finding the way to present exhibitions and to form a new way of communication, such as the 

method of ‘appropriate museology’ (Kreps, 2008) to venture benefits for local communities. 

By doing so, museums were moved from a marginalized, irrelevant position in local settings 

to a pivotal one. This model supports community heritage by ameliorating the way heritage is 

used to form identity, which includes a sense of ownership. 

  

Hence, the study used Bermuda maritime heritage as an example of how a community 

mobilizes shared heritage to address the problem of social exclusion, as well as to construct 

national and collective identity. Shared heritage in maritime activities, according to Andrew 

(2010), fosters highly localized identities of people in Bermuda, which are generated and 

shown in the museums. To achieve this, the research suggests that curators should shift their 

concentrate from the museum-centric position to the community heritage, which is a common 

ground between museums’ interests and communities. Using this methodology, in which the 

study called ‘heritage ethnography’, the museums would present heritage that is authentic and 
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relevant to the community, which will help the community to formulate their own identity 

through the museums’ work.  

  

In the case study of Native Americans, Lonetree (2012) tried to identify local museums as a 

platform of Native Americans to make their self-determination and cultural possession and the 

way they “decolonized” in order to express the truth about their heritage and identity. The study 

focused on the relationship between museums and indigenous people in the United States, 

which pointed out that indigenous people were interested in making local museums in their 

community. The study found that the ways to manage the museum were made by indigenous 

people themselves, signifying a shift of museum management in placing importance on ethnic 

minorities to administer their artifacts and accompanied narrative, rather than being the witness 

of the curators (Lonetree, 2012). 

  

However, ethnographic museums are used not only for those minorities who have been pushed 

to be a marginal people but also for the majorities. The museums, especially ethnographic 

museums, helped construct national identity for the imagined community by providing a space 

for inquiry as they incorporated the expressive and destructive compulsions stimulated by 

nationalist movements. Kezer (2000), for example, studied ethnographic museums in Turkey 

during the process of nation-building and concluded that museums were pivotal didactic space 

for the expression of the official republic narrative by transforming monuments related to the 

old-order to neutralize the museums in order to offset their political and cultural significance, 

easing the formation of the new national ideology (Kezer, 2000). 

  

Most ethnographic museums today attempt to be a living and interactive space which house 

collections of objects to tell the cultures, practice, and values of a society or communities. The 

voice of authority in the museums has repositioned from curators and scholars to community 

members or first-hand witnesses of the locality where the objects were derived. Furthermore, 

as communities’ members have become part of the presentation process, many oral and 

traditional expressions that have been neglected are becoming points of interests for the 

audiences, such as performing arts, rituals, and festive events. In other words, today’s 

ethnographic museums have become sites of community’s collaboration to articulate in 

dialogue with visitors in order to express their heritage and identity (Fromm, 2016). 
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2.3 THE STRUGGLE OF MELAYU IDENTITY IN DEEP SOUTH 

THAILAND 

 

 
Figure 2: Melayu locals and their interactions in the community area by Jehabdulloh 

Jehsorhoh, who created a tempera painting “The Way of Life of Malay Locals in the Three 

Southern Provinces of Thailand (former Melayu Pattani state)”, (Ilham Gallery, 2018) 

 

2.3.1   ETHNIC IDENTITY AND ETHNO-NATIONALISM    
  

Before exploring the relations between identity and ethnicity, which is partly the objective of 

this research, the definition of identity and identification will be firstly discussed. Freud (1940, 

1989), Wollheim (1974), Bettelheim (1943, 1976) and Cohen (2001) provided a definition of 

identification as an imaginative experience in which a person gives up consciousness of their 

own identity to experience and encounter the environment through the perspective of someone 

else. Impermanent acquisition of outward perspective is caused by identification, and allows 

the person to adapt the crafted vision through alternative social reality. The degree of 

identification that the person acquired could indicate the extent and level of their perspective 

being replaced to the point that they could forget or give up their own self. 
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According to Erikson (1968) and Cohen (2001) the process of forming of identification and 

identity essentially occurred during the time when people were young. Identification has shifted 

from parents to peers, culminating in the establishment of a firm identity among people. To 

each of adolescents, their identity has been built by the actions of identifying and imitating 

certain characteristics in which they want to become, or even forced to become. The process is 

a regular component of an individual's development into their adulthood, which sometimes 

concerns the attempt to imitate unorthodox attitudes and identities (Mead, 1934; Erikson, 1968; 

Cohen, 2001). 

  

Brubaker and Cooper (2000) also gave interesting definitions of identity, as something that 

people and all groups of people, especially a certain kind of collective bodies such as ethnic 

and national, would like to have or are searching for. People could possess identity unawarely. 

In this sense, an individual's identity and a group’s identity is something that could be studied, 

discovered, and analyzed, and could be mistaken by others or even their own self. In this 

connection, collective identity is also something that could be discovered, and they can present 

strong notions of affiliation and homogeneity. Group identity also presents firm, distinct quality 

from non-members and obvious bounding lines (Brubaker and Cooper, 2000). 

  
The framework of social identity has been used in various studies of ethnic identity. The 

definition of ethnic identity, according to Tajfel (1981) is a portion of a self-concept of an 

individual which is created by the awareness of their membership of a group, along with the 

value and emotional significance that come along with such belonging. Lewin (1948) and 

Phinney (1990) argued that group identification, either by ethnic, race, or national, is essential 

for a person to retain a sense of protection and happiness. This idea was explored by Thajfel 

and Turner (1979), who developed social identity theory. The theory suggested that by being a 

member of a group, an individual is provided a sense of belonging which induces confident 

and firm self-concept. However, certain researchers such as Rogler, Cooney, and Ortiz (1980) 

and Phinney (1990) emphasized the importance of cultural elements of ethnic identity, such as 

language, values, and knowledge, instead of sensational traces. Another framework that is 

based on symbolic interactionism focuses on shared understandings about the ethnic identity 

which are obtained by a process of identification among their own group and against a ‘counter 

group' (White & Burke, 1987; Phinney, 1990). 
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However, for ethnic identity, the possession of certain identity of ethnic groups members could 

become a backlash that does not bring them confidence and sense of well-being, if such identity 

are suppressed by the dominant group (Tajfel, 1978 & Phinney, 1990). Members of the ethnic 

group with lower status may attempt to become a member of the prominent group, but is quite 

impossible for persons with distinct physical appearance and might have negative mental 

consequences (Tajfel, 1978 & Phinney, 1990). 

  

For this study, it is crucial to firstly study their ethnic identity and their relations to the state-

building process. The effects that are caused by being pushed to the borderline, according to 

Connor (2004), could destroy or hamper their identity, as well as social harmony and inclusivity. 

Examples of such actions are political homogeneity of a certain ethnic group, forced cultural 

assimilation, and physical or armed violence against people of different ethnic groups. The 

state-building process is also proven to threaten ethnic minorities if it contains elements of 

strong acculturation, or ‘Ethnic separatism’.   

  

The identification among an ethnic group itself may also contain nationalist components, which 

is described as Ethnic-Nationalism. An ethnic group with a well-established sense of unity, 

either by blood or culture, is more likely to possess such identification. An example is Melayu 

Patani people in deep South Thailand who identify themselves with Islamic identity in higher 

intensity than Muslims that live in other parts of Thailand (Smith, 2004; Bumrungsuk, 2007). 

Combination of Nationalism and Ethnic-nationalism among communities of Scottish and Irish 

people in the United Kingdom is an illustration of ethnic groups who live in a united country 

while maintaining their national pride due to compositions of historical narratives. Some ethnic 

groups that historically were independent nations or occupied certain territories may possess a 

higher level of Ethnic-Nationalism, such as Karen people in Myanmar who still conduct 

military operations against the Burmese government calling for their independence 

(Preecharush, 2015). 

  

The main subject of this research is to study an ethnic group who has been suppressed by state 

actors and ethnic majority. In this sense, those ‘Melayu Patani people’ of a nation without 

statehood will become an antagonist who tries to use every agent to prevent their ethnic identity 

and even launch a flight with the majorities. They may be treated as the minority groups of a 

society, and their culture and identity may not be accepted as a compatible way of life for the 
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common identity of the society. The identity of the minority groups, therefore, has been forced 

to be blurry, obscure, and not well-defined. 

 

 

2.3.2. THE PRINCIPLE OF UNDERSTANDING MELAYU PATANI IN DEEP 

SOUTH THAILAND 

  
The nation and its identity of Melayu Patani people in deep South Thailand has been 

extensively questioned and discussed. Politically, this topic is exceptionally significant for the 

Thai state after the number of fatalities caused by arm conflicts between Thai authority and 

insurgents in the southernmost area of Thailand has recently risen to 7,111. The ongoing 

violence between Thai central officials and Melayu Patani in the deep South has spanned for 

over a decade (Thai central authority calls Melayu Patani as an “opposition panel” and “Party 

B” in the table of peace dialogue and official statement). From 2004 - 2020, the official number 

of deaths caused by the conflicts has unceasingly increase, even that the number does not 

include the uncountable victims in early incidents such as the Dusun Nyor Rebellion in 1948 

which resulted in 440 deaths (contradictory amount) (Aphornsuvan, 2012), and the slaughter 

at Kortor bridge in 1975 (Bangnara, 2008).  

 

This ongoing conflict has never been effectively solved even though the government has spent 

up to 302.9 billion baths in military utilities and financial assistance (Isaranews, 2018), and 11-

22 battalions have been deployed in order to pacify the deep South Thailand (Bangkokbiznews, 

2016). Hence, military operations are increasingly considered not to be the effective tool to 

cease this series of conflicts. In fact, military operations have created even more rifts among 

communities, particularly the distrustfulness between Thai buddhist and Melayu Patani Muslim. 

On the other hand, Pattani province, one of former independent Melayu states and one of the 

three provinces and four districts that are called by the media and Thai officials as the “Deep 

South'', used to be depicted as an evidence of the “crisis of representation” because the outsiders 

could not know what was the exact situation besides perceiving the perspective of Pattani as a 

dark and dangerous territory to the Thai central state (Aiemueayut, 2016).  

 

The deep South has become an object of interest that uncountable projects in the name of 

“creating harmony” have been conducted in the area, while many non-governmental 
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organizations and academics went along to join the efforts to investigate for the truths by using 

3 main approaches in explaining the conflict; Multiculturalism, State and Ethnicity, and Islamic 

movement (Ibid.). 

  

Several efforts have been made to answering the question of “who is Melayu Patani people in 

deep South Thailand?” However, the background of most studies used a vertical approach 

which focused on the clash between Thai central state and Melayu. The studies focusing on the 

Melayu themselves were very rare (Tuansiri, 2010). Moreover, many of them were overly 

romanticized by focusing on the Melayu Patani as a singular collective group that acts against 

injustice of power (Tuansiri, 2010). Those extreme black and white thinking could not 

accurately portray the real identity and struggles of the Melayu Patani. Futhermore, in the 

media, the reproduction of the government’s campaign ‘unity among diversity’ (among Thai 

buddhists, Melayu Patani Muslim, and Chinese) was presented, along with certain parts of 

contemporary history of Melayu and oversimplified understanding of the identity of Melayu 

people, specified them as being Muslim, speak Melayu, and live in the deep South. This 

portrayal might not be sufficient to identify the ‘Melayu Patani identity’. In fact, to Melayu 

people themselves, they consider their communities as a space of mixed identification and a 

place of bargaining for power as they face either inside or outside factors. Tuansiri (2010) 

agreed that the official narrative still lacked sufficient description of Melayu people. 

 

Considering the studies on the Melayu Patani in deep South in the last decade, many studies, 

particularly in anthropology and ethnography approaches, tried to focus on the a dynamical 

flowing of Melayu’s nation and its identity of Melayu people through their thoughts, norms, 

beliefs and inspirations, giving the opportunity for Melayu Patani people to narrate themself, 

which resulted in some publications that were written from local perspectives such as ‘It’s hard 

to be Nayu’ (‘Nayu’ as ‘Melayu’ in Melayu language) by Aiemueayut (2016), ‘The politics of 

identity’ : the diversity and dymic of Melayu Patani Muslim in Deep-South’ by Tuansiri (2010), 

‘Nabi (Muhammad) does not eat raw betel nut’ by Unno (2011) and so on. 
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Figure 3  : The Melayu kingdom of Patani in the “Map of the Kingdom of Siam 1678 AD” 

(DE LA LOUBERE, Envoyé extraordinaire du Roi auprès du Roi de Siam en 1687 & 1688). 

Patani and other Melayu states could govern themselves independently in the form of 

Southeast Asian traditional states (Bunga mas tribute). A dotted line above Patani 

demonstrated the limited power of the traditional state of Siam in late 1670.    
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The deep South Thailand, where the Melayu Patani people live, is a maritime peninsula and a 

crucial port of the trade route connecting Western and East Asia since ancient times. Being the 

center of trade and prosperity, it attracted diverse merchants, explorers, prophets and colonizers 

to explore and settle down along with native people along the area of estuary. The newcomers 

also brought goods, norms, belief, and other attributes without cessation. However, the coming 

of Islam played a crucial in the identity of local people, which combined the religion into 

everyday’s life which previously based on the locally mysterious beliefs. Likewise, the 

influence of Islamization was embedded by those Melayu who graduated in religious subjects 

from the Arab World. This unique and collective identification aroused Melayu people to 

recognize and bargain for appreciation of their identity. 

  

Communities of the former Melayu states were located all over the peninsula, which were 

sometimes independent from each other but most of the time have had complex and chaotic 

relations. The traditional states were governed by sultans who counterbalanced their throne by 

cooperating with regional superpowers in order to survive from both inside and outside threats 

(Luekajornchai, 2019). However, the coming of colonization and the development of the 

modern nation-state altered the role of this maritime peninsula to become a bargaining tool 

among colonial powers and some regional power states.  

 

Northern former Melayu states including Patani were weakened by Siam which was a stronger 

power that used the forced colonization approach to prevent western colonialism in the area. 

The Anglo-Siamese treaty 1909, a territorial agreement between Siam and the British Empire 

drew a line unprecedentedly over the overlapped Melayu Patani communities. The process of 

Siam (later, Thailand) nation-state building particularly during the forging of ‘Thainess’ with 

Thai cultural revolution pushed Melayu Patani people to be extremely marginal people, making 

some of them to choose the use of force as a way to counter central Thai authority and causing 

them to struggle to maintain their identity until nowadays. 

  

The process to answer who is Melayu Patani people in deep South Thailand usually clings with 

three main factors that shape their nation and its identity, consisting of homeland, race, and 

religion, which have been narrated by two phenomenons (Aiemueayut, 2016); the development 

of traditional maritime culture with Siamese influences, and the annexation of Patani (latter, 

Pattani, one of three deep South provinces to Thailand)  by Siam which preceded the process 

of cultural assimilation, cultural acculturation and local insurgence (ibid.). 
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Before the three main factors that shape the nation and its identity of Melayu Patani, homeland, 

race, and religion, are to be discussed, it is crucial to comprehend principle understanding of 

Melayu people. Tuansiri (2010) summarized key information on Melayu Patani, who called 

themselves as ‘Orang Melayu’ or ‘Melayu people’, or sometimes ‘Kita Orang Melayu’ or ‘we 

the Melayu’. They are a group of people whose distinctive features are the use of Melayu 

language and their faith in Islamic doctrine. The main characteristics that distinguish Melayu 

from Thai muslim, according to Tuansiri (2010), are their language, which has a completely 

different root from Thai or Thai southern dialect, and their self-proclamation as the descendants 

of Malay ethnic group. 

  

The language that is used by Melayu Patani people, in practice, is understandable and 

communicable to Malaysian people. The main difference between Malay and Melayu Patani 

language is the writing scripts (Tuansiri, 2010). Melayu Patani is written in Jawi alphabet based 

on Arabic script (similar to old Malay script), but Malaysian Malay is written in modern rumi, 

similar to Bahasa Indonesian that has developed its writing system in Latin characters. 

  

Even that Melayu Patani people are the descendent of the ethnic Malay people (their origins 

and development will be further discussed), the use of the name of Melayu or Nayu to describe 

their own ethnic group is believed to be originated after the process of Thai state-building and 

the official annexation of Patani by Siam in 1909. This self-proclamation reflects their 

separatist inclination to differentiate themselves from Siamese or Thai, as the latter has 

undergone harsh cultural assimilation and enforcement of Thai nationalism in their hometowns, 

as well as suppressing their Melayu Patani identity and their willingness to be a distinct ethnic 

group. Thai official has later named Melayu Patani as Thai Islamic or Thai Muslim, 

demonstrating a long fight for domination over Melayu nation and identity, which occurred 

simultaneously with political conflicts that has been ensued for decades. 

  

In conclusion, Melayu Patani, who now live in the southernmost provinces of Thailand, are a 

group of ethnic minorities who called themselves Melayu people. They descended from the 

Melayu ethnic group, use the local Melayu Patani language in daily life, and follow Islamic 

beliefs. The islamic practices, which highly influence Melayu way of life, separate them further 

from Siamese or Thai ethnic identity. The cultural differences and forced attempts of 
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assimilation led to a series of violent conflicts after the annexation of Patani, which generated 

separatist movements in Deep-South Thailand in the twentieth century. 

  

 
 
Figure 4  : Mak Yong or Mak Yung, a local folk dancing that was popular among Melayu 

Muslim people in the Malay peninsula and some parts of Indonesia. This kind of dancing was 

one of evidence that demonstrated the dynamic of Melayu identity as it is based on 

discursively mixing beliefs between Animism and Hindus.  Mak Yong dance has been 

performed by Melayu to fulfill one’s vow toward supernatural beings and exorcise, although 

these kinds of functions would be questioned by the principle of Islam.   

 

2.3.3 MELAYU IN DEEP SOUTH THAILAND : A HISTORY OF 

DYNAMICAL FLOWING OF IDENTITY 

  

Before becoming three provinces (Pattani, Yala, Narathiwat) and four districts (Saba Yoi, 

Thepha, Chana and Nathawee) in the nowadays Thai nation-state, this center area in northern 

Malayu peninsula was called ‘Patani’ and has been challenged by inside and outside factors 
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along the history trajectory. The Melayu peninsula is geographically located from the Kra 

Isthmus in the north to the south of the peninsula including Singapore (Syukri, 2005). Due to 

the characteristics of the maritime peninsula, the identifications of its people were diverse and 

fluid. The concept of “World of Melayu people'' has been proposed as a collective name of the 

people who descended from the Melayu ancestry and the area that they occupied (Aiemueayut, 

2016; Eoseewong, 2007; Wheatley, 1961; Hall, 1955).  

 

Melayu people were described as an ethnic race who specialized in sailing, partly because they 

inhabited along the route connecting India and China. Hence, some of the most impactful 

factors that shaped this maritime peninsula was particularly the international trade, social and 

political characteristics and the influence of trans-religions (Aiemueayut, 2016). As a result of 

living in a strategic location and political geography, Melayu people interacted with foreigners 

such as Austronesians, Thai inhabitants from the north, the Mon-Khmer and including Chinese 

who came to explore and trade (Syukri, 2005; Teeuw and Wyatt 1970; Wales, 1974; Wheatley, 

1961). Those archaeological artifacts found in this area provided information on the arrival of 

Chinese, Indian and Persian, for instance (Syukri, 2005; Lamb 1961; O’s Connor, 1972). 

  

The dominance of power in the peninsula was determined by cooperation and rivalry among a 

number of principalities in the ancient time, which strengthened their internal autonomy by 

‘being a friend of the more powerful either in the North or the South’ (Syukri, 2005). The 

relationship among principalities was loose, depending on the factors that might strengthen or 

weaken their internal power. Sometimes, in order to secure the crucial trade route, those small 

independent principalities including Patani collaborated in facing the threat of pirates 

(Aiemueayut, 2016). Apart from the competition for regional dominance, the characteristic of 

maritime was the important factor that determines the identification of the people in the ‘World 

of Melayu'. 

  

To explore the roots and history of Melayu people (Bangsa and Malay in English), the 

development of political and cultural context since 200 BC will be illustrated. Primarily the 

Hindus from India played a crucial role in shaping culture, traditions, norms and beliefs among 

the people in the Melayu peninsula (Malaya peninsula in English), who traditionally believed 

in animism. This phenomenon led to replication of “Hindus things'', which was considered as 

a more advanced civilization and of high culture. Similarly, the influence of Hinduism also 

spreaded over the Indo-China peninsula during that time (Syukri, 2005). Syukri also argued 
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that the diverse practices of Hinduism, also consisting of Brahmanist and Buddhist traditions, 

established the sacred position of the rulers of the principalities, the Rajas. The Rajas governed 

their ancient states independently, such as Tambra-kinga, Langkasuka (Kedah) and so on. 

Likewise, it would not be surprising that the sacred thrones of the states in the Indo-China 

peninsula also have been affected by the fundamental principle of Hindus. As a result, numbers 

of ceremonies of Royal Siamese-Thai court and Royal Household of Khmer-Cambodia have 

been heavily influenced by Hindus-Brahmanism until nowadays. Melayu identity was 

comparably influenced by the Hindus who also gained influential positions such as teachers 

and played a crucial role in the political landscape and people’s everyday life. 

  

There was much historical evidence of ancient Raja and principalities' state in the Malay 

peninsula, particularly during the dominance of the Hindy-Buddhist Kingdom of Langkasuka 

during the sixth to thirteenth century. While its exact location is of some debate, Patani is one 

of the states that has proven the existence of the ancient Kingdom of Langkasuka, as they have 

been historically linked and the stories of the ancient Kingdom are found in local historical 

records, as well as traces of Hindu-Buddhist beliefs among the locals (Wheatley, 1961). 

Likewise, a local historian Bangnara (2008) cited the documents of Liang Dynasty and Kedah 

Annals and suggested that the Kingdom of Langkasuka had been formed approximately during 

AD 80-100 (the first century) (Bangnara, 2008). Studies of Bangnara (2008) indicated that 

Patani people still maintained their local belief of animism which was represented by respecting 

those natural gods, due to the unpredictability of nature that influence the life and economic 

production of the fishermen and orchardists who live in the seashore area. To conclude, Melayu 

people in Patani have been influenced by Hinduism-Brahmanism doctrines, but still able to 

maintain the local beliefs of animism which was the characteristics of maritime people. 

  

During the period when Raja governed the ancient principalities, Siam, one of the three main 

kingdoms in the North tried to strengthen their power into the South (Syukri, 2005). Siam-Asli, 

a native Siamese people, attempted to spread their sphere of power during the fourth and fifth 

centuries. Syukri (2005) pointed to the interesting facts that the concept of sacredness of the 

Rayas that was influenced by Hindus has been transferred to the Siam-Asli. Moreover, many 

Melayu people married those Siam-Asli. In the eighth century, Siam-Asli who at that time had 

influence over the throne of the Melayu Rayas was slightly weakened by the formation of 

Kingdoms by Melayu, particularly the role of kingdom of Srivijaya (Sri-Wichai), while the 

Siamese was also devastated by Tai, an ethnic group from south of China (Syukri, 2005). 
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The origin of the name Melayu, however, is believed to have originated in the island of 

Sumatera (Sumatra island in English) where many Rajas were Hindu. Yhere were many people 

who lived outside the principalities of the Rajas. The Jakun, groups of native people who lived 

in the coastal area and specialized in sailing were mixed with the Hindus, and as a result gave 

birth to the creation of Melayu (Malays in English) people. This was the first time that people 

who live in this maritime identified themself as Melayu, while previously these people lived 

diffusely and were non-identified to any specific race. Melayu people were mixed not only by 

blood but also culture and customs with the Hindus and local people, while their religions were 

related to Buddhism and Brahman, both are religions which were based on and developed 

principally by Hindus (Syukri, 2005). Bangnara (2008) found that the establishment of the 

Melayu empire of Srivijaya (Sri-Wichai) brought the Melayu language and Buddhism into 

Patani, one of the Kingdom in the Melayu peninsula (Malays peninsula which consisted of 

Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore nowadays) (Bangnara, 2008).  

 

Melayu people in Sumatera then travelled to the number of islands along the fishery route and 

some have settled in new places including in the Melayu peninsula which was not far from 

Sumatera. The Melayu people settled there and constructed their communities deep inside the 

land such as the establishment of Temasik (Singapore). This was the reason why the sphere of 

influence of the Kingdom of Srivijaya (Sri-Wichai) has expanded into foreign territory, as well 

as into some parts of the Siamese states. Many ancient Buddhist stupas were found in deep 

South Thailand which were evidence of the expansion of the Kingdom of Srivijaya (Sri-Wichai) 

over the Malays peninsula (Bangnara, 2008). The power of the Kingdom of Srivijaya (Sri-

Wichai) in the fourteenth century gradually declined due to the expansion of the Kingdom of 

Majapahit, located in Java, and the expansion of the Kingdom of Siam where its center was 

located at the heart of the Indo-China peninsula. During the expansion of new regional powers, 

many Raja states still managed to govern themselves concurrently in the form of traditional 

states, but also simultaneously shifted their relations in being close allies with the new powers. 

  

Focusing on Patani (now a province in deep South Thailand), the expansion of the Melayu 

Kingdom from Sumatera did not cover Patani territory (Syukri, 2005). Most of Siamese-Asli 

governed Patani throughout the period. However, there were diverse groups of people that 

settled in Patani, consisting of Siamese-Asli and some of the Melayu from the south and also 

people from Sumatra islands. Those Melayu people settled down in the seashore area rather 
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than deep inside the land where the Siamese-Asli was located in order to continue fishing. The 

settlements have then developed to become a center of the community of Patani, which was 

named after one of the elders of the village (Tani or Pak Tani, foreign merchants called Patani) 

during the reign of Raja Sri Wangsa (Syukri, 2005). In 1516, Pattani or the Maleyu kingdom 

of Patani was rapidly civilized, particularly due to the role of being a trade hub and center of 

commerce. Many Potugueses also came to Pattani, some have begun the construction trade 

stations (Bangnara, 2008; Sayamanon & Nopparat, 1971). 

  

Despite waves of newcomers, the people in Patani maintained their Hinduism and Buddhism 

beliefs, which were also still being practiced by Melayu people who lived in Sumatera. 

However, Patani later experienced the coming of Pasai people from one of the states in 

Sumatera who had been driven out because of their Islamic faith. Pasai people had expanded 

their religion over Patani. Bangnara (2008) believed that the process of Islamization in Patani 

began in the tenth century. Islamic religion was propagated to general people, and exacerbated 

by the coming of Arab merchants whose influences entered the Patani’s Royal House and elites 

(Bangnara, 2008; Rattaphakdi, 1971). The Patani Annals pointed out that the reason why the 

Royal court of Patani accepted the Islam beliefs was due to the incurable disease of a King of 

Patani (Bangnara, 2008; Teeuw & Wyatt, 1970). One of the annals depicted a story of King 

Ismail Syah who was cured from incurable disease after he promised to the statue of Buddha 

to change the religion into Islam (Teeuw & Wyatt, 1970).  

 

However, becoming a Muslim for the King was just to abandon pork consumption and stop 

praying to Buddha images while other local traditions remained intact (Bangnara, 2008; Teeuw 

& Wyatt, 1970). This was one of empirical evidence that proved the identity bargaining and 

negotiation among royal family members and elites after the coming of Islamic influence. 

Likewise, general Melayu people also altered their identity by bargaining between local beliefs, 

which were influenced by Hindus and Siam-Asli, and Islam (Aiemueayut, 2016; Unno, 2011). 

However, the core identity of Melayu Patani people was still protected albeit established 

relationships with other states such as Siam, Malaka, Portugal, China, Japan, and Dutch, among 

others. 

  

The relations of the Melayu states with other nations was not only associated in terms of trade 

but also in violence and conflicts, particularly with Siam-Thai who was more powerful than 

Melayu Patani. The relationship between Siam and those Melayu states including Melayu 
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Patani was comparatively confused, compared to the western states' interactions. Bangnara 

(2008) and Luekajornchai (2019) found that Siam has misinterpreted that Patani Melayu has 

succumbed to its force and decided to become its protectorates after the Melayu had sent Bunga 

Mas (tributes in form of golden and silver trees and other valuable items) during the reign of 

Raja Kuning. The intended objective of the Bunga Mas tribute, in the eyes of the Melayu, was 

to restore friendly relations and to be presented as a token of appreciation, which was a common 

tradition among Southeast Asian states. Smaller states tended to send the tributes to several 

larger states at once. Even Siam also regularly sent Bunga Mas to the Chinese Empire, in the 

same way causing misunderstanding in the Chinese court that Siam has accepted to become a 

vassal state to China. These historical facts about the concept of how ancient and traditional 

states interacted with neighboring states were very important. This kind of (mis)understanding 

led the annexation of Siam over those Melayu states in the twentieth century to build a nation-

state and followed by forced cultural assimilation. 

  

Before the twentieth century, the conflict and misunderstanding among nations in the Malay 

peninsula did not have direct impact on the Melayu identity in the Kingdom of Melayu Patani, 

as the relations among states were loose and could be changed quickly. The defeat of Patani 

Melayu in 1785 during the reign of Sultan Mahmud to Siam under the leadership of King Phra 

Phutthayotfa Chulalok (Rama I), the first King of House of Chakri, the current ruling dynasty 

of Thailand, was the indication of the defeat of Melayu Kingdom of Patani and the termination 

of the sovereignty of the Malay Rajas. Siam still consented to Patani to self-govern 

continuously, with conditions of routinely sending Bunga Mas and dispatching troops to assist 

the Siamese army when requested (Luekajornchai, 2019; Syukri, 2005).  

 

However, Siam interfered with the administration of Patani by promoting trusted Melayu elites 

to be the Rajas. Melayu still rebelled against Siam many times, leading to the effort of Siam to 

intervene in its autonomy. For instance, the policy of divide and rule which divided the Patani 

Kingdom into seven autonomous cities was implemented, and those who would become Rajas 

or Sultans must be approved by Siam (Bangnara, 2008). Other Melayu states such as Kelantan, 

Terengganu and Kedah consent promptly to Siam because of the fear of war (Luekajornchai, 

2019). However, this internal intervention happened mostly in the upper administrative level. 

Melayu people at lower social class were still able to maintain their way of life, especially those 

who live far away from the city center. In the other word, Siam did not intervene in their 

everyday’s life nor impact their identity until the period of nation-state building.   
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In this subchapter, the diversity of Melayu Patani’s nation and itsidentity has been discussed, 

as evidence has shown that they still can maintain their consciousness of nation and its identity 

despite being influenced by political and geological context. In this sense, many anthropology 

studies tried to focus on the narrative of Melayu people from the perspective of the Rajas, 

nobilities, and the elites. The recent prominent publications which were examples of the 

shifting aspect were ‘It’s hard to be Nayu’ (‘Nayu’ as ‘Melayu’ in Melayu language) by 

Aiemueayut (2016) and ‘The politics of Melayu’s identity’ by Tuansiri (2010). However, this 

subchapter concentrates on the development of the history of Melayu as a maritime culture 

where many people and their beliefs have settled down. 

  

Firstly, Aiemueayut (2016) committed a research on the local identity in Panare, a small 

community in the seashore area of Melayu Patani to explore the local narratives of the villagers 

on how they shaped the ‘Melayu Patani identity’. Aiemueayut (2016) gave the role of 

protagonists to ‘Melayu Muslim villagers’ in narrating his research. He argued that, from the 

perspective of the outsiders, Melayu people may seemed to be a close-knitted and unique 

Muslim community which has been able to maintained their identity while facing cultural 

assimilation from Thai central state (Aiemueayut, 2016).   

 

In fact, this Melayu Patani community and its inhabitants did not have a unique religious 

identification, particularly due to the mixing of folk beliefs and Islam principles which resulted 

in their diversified interpretation of Islamic principles. Moreover, the condition of being a 

maritime community led to the entry of many groups of people such as Melayu from Sumatera 

(Hinduism and Buddhism), Siamese-Asli, Persian (Islam) and Pasai (Islam) and so on. The 

people of Panare allowed the practice of intermarriage and cultural exchange, and sometimes 

they needed to conduct identity bargaining among themself (Aiemueayut, 2016). They 

identified themselves as a member of many states, and did not need to use “something like 

passport” to travel or cross the border (ibid.).  

 

Aiemueayut (2016) gave an example by illustrating the memory of Ar-Yo-Yeng, one of the 

Melayu Patani villagers. His grandfather could use many languages such as Melayu (local 

language) Bahasa Indonesia, Chinese and Siam (Thai) because he was a fisherman who 

travelled around this golden trade route. Likewise, many Chinese visitors moved around the 

area and some of them settled down and married Melayu Patani people. The interaction among 
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various ethnic groups of Melayu Patani Muslims, Chinese and Siamese Buddhists was 

identified as trade partners and fellow citizens, whose houses were not located away from each 

other.   

 

aAs a result, Ar-Yo-Yeng, a Melayu Patani Musilm has a lot of Siamese and Chinese nephews. 

Importantly, those people also gathered to join religious ceremonies of other ethnic 

backgrounds regardless of their beliefs. Hence, languages and religions could not be used as 

an indicator of ethnicity among those people in that time (Aiemueayut, 2016). For example, 

there was a story of gracious Buddhist monks who settled down in the uphill of a mountain, 

not far from the village but was hard to reach from downhill. This monk who was revered by 

Siamese, Melayu Patani, and Chinese died from starvation because he gave all his food to 

vagrant dogs and cats. The story goes that villagers, to dedicate to his kindness, constructed a 

pagoda to contain his ashes. Melayu Patani Muslims carried rocks and lime, Chinese paved the 

road to the pagoda and Siam Buddhists constructed the pagoda. In this sense, the identity of 

Melayu people was heterogeneous, diverse, and blurry. The respect that Melayu Patani 

Muslims had for a Buddhist monk who had kept dogs as pets was very significant and unique 

considering Muslims’ identity. 

  

Another example of cultural mixing in Melayu Patani given by Aiemueayut (2016) was the 

ritual of local fishers. Before heading out to the open sea for a period of Bakor (two or three 

nights on the sea), they usually pray to the anthill or termite mound for blessings for their safety. 

The appearance of the anthills, according to their traditional ritual, was similar to a place of 

worship for the guardian spirit who protected the Melayu Patani people. This belief applied to 

all Melayu Patani fishers, no matter their ethnic backgrounds. If they came back safely from 

the sea, they usually revisited the place and gave bananas, snacks and food in return for their 

wish being answered. This ritual was an evidence of how the local culture was shaped, mixed, 

and accepted by Melayu Patani Muslims (who received the Islamic religion from Arab and 

Sumatera-Pasai), Siam Buddhists (who inherited the Hinduism and Buddhism religion from 

their ancestors, Siam Asli) and Chinese (who were once visitors from China).       

  

Aiemueayut (2016) also pointed out this fact by giving another example of sea worshiping 

ceremony (Buyobata), recounted in the form of oral history from Ar-Yo-Yeng. During the 

ceremony, the Raja who was the center of this ceremony was surrounded by multi-ethnic 

people that joined merrily. The ritual of animal sacrifice was performed in the form of a cow, 
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which later was set afloat in the sea and followed by entertainment activities. This worship was 

a ceremony that included diverse groups of people, constructing the consciousness of belonging 

over the seashore village. The Raja himself appeared at the center of the ceremony like the 

representative of states who built the imagined community through the sense of belonging 

among the multi-ethnical people by the concept of theatrical state (Aiemueayut, 2016; Geertx, 

1980). 

  

This chapter demonstrates the historical development of a maritime community which settled 

in the coastal and delta area of the Malays peninsula. Throughout the time, many factors have 

influenced their identity, particularly the arrivals of the strangers such as Siam-Asli from the 

North and people from Srivijaya Kingdom in the Southern Island of Sumatera. These 

newcomers brought their own culture, especially Hinduism that heavily influenced their 

cultural, political, and spiritual notions. The first ethnicity that identified themselves as Melayu 

was Jakun people, a sea nomad ethnic group who had inhabited the coastal area of Sumatera. 

Jakun migrated to the Malay peninsula, as well as to the area that is currently Pattani, 

establishing Melayu ethnicity by mixing with locals. The communities that were the mixture 

of native people and migrants became small Melayu states, independently governed by Rajas. 

The Melayu city-states, while sometimes at war with each other, decided to cooperate and 

promote friendly relations with neighboring regional superpowers to guarantee their survival. 

The coming of Islam, mainly after the tenth century through the first wave by Pasai people who 

escaped from Sumatera and the second wave by Arab merchants, made Melayu rulers to 

convert to Muslim during the golden age of Patani which coincided with the retreat of Siam-

Asli from the peninsula. 

  

Islamic beliefs, imposing by Muslim rulers of the Melayu Patani states, blended with local 

animism and Hinduism, making people in Melayu Patani to have diverse identity. The 

awareness of the concept of religions and nation-state was non-existent during that time, 

allowing Melayu  Patani to freely adapt and accept many rituals, such as animal sacrifice or 

praying at sacred anthill. Melayu Patani from diverse ethnic backgrounds were willing to join 

such rituals, demonstrating their fluid identity. The identity of Melayu Patani people that was 

the main subject of this study includes the characters of being Muslim, speak Melayu language, 

maintaining their local beliefs in animism (which was against Islamic doctrine), upholding the 

sacredness of the Rajas that was built on the idea in Hindus, and living mainly in coastal area.        
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The merging of Islamic doctrines and local beliefs was a common phenomenon that occurred 

in many Melayu states in the Malays peninsula. The main reason that Islam could replace 

Hinduism and Buddhism was not by force, but by the willingness of Muslim followers to be 

open and disposed to adjust with local customs and ceremonies, instead of eliminating other 

ideologies (Che Man, 1990; Eoseewong 2007; Idris, 1995; Teeuw&Wyatt, 1970; Unno, 2011). 

The intimate bond between Islam and Melayu Patani identity is evident in the Melayu language, 

such as the word for the act of conversion to Islam is ‘Maso Nayu’ or becoming Melayu, instead 

of ‘Maso Islam’ or becoming Islam (Unno, 2011). 

 

 

2.3.4 MELAYU IN DEEP SOUTH THAILAND : ISLAMIZATION 

  
A major factor that led to another significant change in Melayu Patani nation and identity was 

the arrival of ‘pure’ Islamic faith to the Malay peninsula, or ‘Islamization’ process, brought by 

Islamic scholars who had been educated in the Arab World. Initially, Islamization in Melayu 

Parani could be described as a societal shift toward the pure Islam, which strictly observe purity 

and Allah. The process, therefore, had immense effects on Melayu Patani ways of life that 

previously still performed a mixture of local rituals and Islamic customs, named by 

Aiemueayut (2016) as ‘folk Islam’. 

  

Field research by Aiemueayut (2016), which partly based on an interview with a local Muslim 

man in the coastal village of Panare, recounted a story of traditional medical practice. The man 

recited a story of when his friend had had a terrible stomach pain and went to see a Tok Guru 

(Muslim cleric). The Tok Guru only gave them a recitation from the Quran and offered holy 

water, which his friend took a sip and later felt better. Tok Guru implied that the sickness was 

caused by his friend's refusal to marry a Buddhist man. This colorful story suggested that the 

‘folk Islam’ practices in Melayu Patani communities were widely accepted not only by general 

public but also the religious clerics, even that the practices were clearly not in accordance with 

Islamic teachings or values. 

  

Recent field research was conducted by Unno (2011) who is a Thai anthropologist that is 

interested in the people of the deep South. His work suggested that Melayu Patani identity is 

highly fluid, diverse, and dynamical. He observed the people in a village called Lameng in 
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Yala province, about thirty kilometers south of Pattani. Unno (2011) witnessed the ritual of 

ancestor veneration after a member of one household experienced a series of misfortunes. 

During the ceremony, the researcher noted that the villagers presented many offerings to the 

holy spirits, guardians, ancestors, gurus, as well as to Nabi Mohammad, the founder of Islam. 

The offerings to the spirits and ancestors consisted of various kinds of food, such as rice, sweet 

dishes, fruits, and betel nuts, which was customary consumed by people in Southeast Asia. 

However, for Mohammad, the villagers replaced the betel nuts by offering bouquets of flowers, 

because he was Arabic and ‘Nabi Mohammad did not eat the betel nuts’ (Unno, 2011). This 

ritual suggested that the folk Islamic custom in Melayu Patani was the result of negotiations 

between local identity and characteristics of Arabic Muslim. 

  

The return of Islamic clerics, called ‘Baba’ by Melayu lPatani ocals (similar to the word ‘father’ 

used by Christians), marked the arrival of ‘new Islamic movement’ in the peninsula. These 

clerics were educated in Saudi Arabia or Egypt, and brought back Arabic knowledge and 

traditions. Several studies on Melayu named these clerics as ‘the new movement’, due to the 

relatively ‘new’ Islamic practices they started to indoctrinate the locals in around the 1970s, 

which inevitably clashed with the ‘old’ practices observed in the region. Unno (2011) found 

that the Melayu Patani ‘new movement’ was related to the Wahhabi movement in Saudi Arabia. 

Found 300 years ago, Wahhabism advocated for the strict interpretation of Islamic behavior, 

compelled Muslims to strictly observe Islamic duties as prescribed in the Quran, and 

admonished other interpretations of Islam. The ‘new movement’ entered Melayu Patani in the 

twentieth century, after the annexation of Patani by Siam, with the main objective to ‘purify’ 

local Muslims’ practices, including their culture, language, and clothing.  

 

Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir (Haji Sulong Tohmeena), spiritual leader of Melayu Patani, was 

also an example of the attempted Islamization process in Patani. He was educated in Mecca, 

and moved back to Patani in 1926 with an aspiration to teach ‘correct’ Islamic practices and 

commit religious reform in Melayu. Haji Sulong considered that the culture of Patani people 

at that time was outdated and credulous, in the same way that Arabic culture had been before 

the creation of Islam (Aphornsuvan, 2012). 

  

Tuansiri (2010) suggested that the identity of the ‘new movement’ has been criticized by the 

locals as being divisive and heavily influenced by foreign teachings. The new movement, 

however, also condemned the ‘old group’ of practicing corrupted Islamic customs and fear of 
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change. The influence of the new movement, however, resulted in drastic changes of Melayu 

Patani ways of life. Aiemueayut (2016) found that the new Islamic customs have gravely 

separated Melayu Patani muslims from other ethnic groups. Apart from the stricter imposition 

of Islamic clothing rules that required women to wear hijabs, the most evident change was on 

the self-identification of Melayu Patani Muslims which put priority on the Islamic identity, not 

the Melayu Patani ethnic identity.  

 

Unno (2011) also found that many rituals and cultural practices have been banned by the new 

movement, such as animal sacrifice, shadow puppetry, gambling, food offering for guardian 

spirits, or having dogs as pets. This conversion of Melayu Patani Muslims further moved them 

apart from local Chinese and Buddhists. However, Unno (2011) and Aiemueayut (2016) noted 

that the locals did not entirely accept the practices brought by the new movement. Their studies 

showed that the process of identity bargaining was still ongoing for the Melayu Patani as they 

tried to adopt strict Islamic practices while occasionally observing some local rituals. 

  

In Malaysia, the process of Islamization that brought the religious reform in the country served 

as the stepping stone for Islamic nationalist parties, such as the United Malays National 

Organization or UMNO, to create the sense of Malays nationalism. However, the ‘purification’ 

of Islam among Melayu ethnic group, while creating a sense of unity among themselves, has 

driven apart local Chinese and Indians. Past customs, such as sharing dining tables among 

different ethnicities, is now rarely seen in Malaysia. In national political context, the 

Islamization process contributed to the implementation of Bumiputera policy, which gives 

certain privileges to Melayu Muslims and has been widely seen as controversial and causing 

ethnic tensions (Aiemueayut, 2016). 

  

This chapter argues that while the visible representation of Melayu Patani has been thoroughly 

influenced by the process of Islamization, causing visible ethnic separation among Melayu 

Patani Muslims and local Chinese and Thai Buddhists, the local Muslims are still conducting 

the process of identity bargaining by adapting stricter Islamic practices while secretly 

preserving certain local customs. Tuansiri (2010), however, argued that there might be ethnic 

tensions among different racial groups in Melayu Patani, or even in the Melayu Muslims 

themselves. The ethnic tensions, according to Tuansiri, are not significant in causing political 

and violent conflicts in deep South Thailand, as the major source of conflicts was the forced 
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cultural and political assimilation from Thai central government, which has been regarded as 

the major threat to the sense of Melayu Patani nation and its identity. 
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Being Melayu  
The dynamical trajectory of being Melayu Patani in the Malay peninsula. 

 
Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 

/customs 
Government 

Forms of State 
and 

administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

1. No Malays (Melayu) in Malay peninsula  
    Period of primitive inhabits and the coming of Hindus 
Ancient 
time B.C. 
 

Primitive 
inhabits 
- Semang 
(Pangan) 
- Sakai 

Primitive hunter-gatherers, living in the jungle and 
undergrowth   

- - 

Ancient 
time B.C. 
 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Hindus 
   

- Animism 
- Hinduism 
(Brahmanism 
and Buddhism) 

Beginning of 
settlements and 
the Rajas’ city-
state 

Hindu beliefs 
began to 
influence the 
inhabits 

Greater India  Inhabits accepted Hindus 
and their customs  

2. The Rajas  
    Period of Hindu influence in forging ancient states and the new comer, Siam-Asli (Not Siam Thai)   

Starting 
from the 
second 
century 
A.D. 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Hindus 
- Siam-Asli   
** 
Intermarried 
between 

- Animism 
- Hinduism 
(Brahmanism 
and Buddhism) 

Ruling of Rajas’ 
governments 
and their 
independent 
polities such as 
Tambra-linga, 
Langkasuka and 
so on  

 Siam and those states in the 
north of Malays peninsula 
(above Kra Isthus) 

Siam-Asli was the local 
Siamese who moved from 
the central part of 
Indochina (different 
group from Thai who 
moved from south China 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

Hindus and 
Siam-Asli    

Rajas (mixed  
blood with 
Siam-Asli) 
and Siam-Asli 
began 
to share power 
and established 
city-states such 
as Gelanggayu, 
Pehang etc. 
 

Siam-Alsi and 
their polities 
prefer to live 
in the interior 
part of the 
peninsula 

3. From Rajas to Sultan  
    Period of Melayu and Islam in the Malay peninsula 

Starting 
from the 
eighth 
century  

- Local 
inhabits 
- Hindus 
- Siam-Asli   
- Mixed 
blood 
people 
- Melayu or 
Malays 
(who lived 
originally in 
Sumatera 
and were 
mixed with 

- Animism 
- Hinduism 
(Brahmanism 
and Buddhism) 
 
- Islam (among 
people but not 
in royal court) 
*starting from 
10 century A.D.  
 
 

- Ruling of 
Rajas’ 
government in 
their 
independent 
states, but were 
subjected to 
Kingdom of 
Srivijaya  
 
- Tumasik 
(Singabura) the 
first Melayu 
(Malays) 

- The newly 
arrived 
Malays lived 
in the 
seashores 
area, 
gradually 
moving from 
the south to 
the northern 
part of the 
peninsula  
 

- The influence of power of 
Kingdom of Srivijaya and 
the new countries 
established by the Melayu 
(Malays) such as Champa in 
the southern of today 
Vietnam 
 
- Thai from Siam (not Siam-
Asli)  
 
- Arabian Peninsula (the 
arrival of Islam and trade) 

- The Siam-Asli influence 
was diminished by the 
Kingdom of Srivijaya 
located in Sumatera.  
Srivijaya was then 
weaken by Kingdom of 
Majapahit in fourteen 
century A.D.  
 
- Malays (mixed between 
Hindus and Jakun in 
Sumatera) began to move 
to the Malay peninsula 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

Jakun, a 
group of 
people lived 
in seaside 
- Pasai 
(Muslim 
refugees 
left out 
from 
Sumatera) 
- some 
Muslims 
from the 
Arabian 
Peninsula  

kingdom by 
Melayu in 
Malay peninsula  
 
- Siam-Alsi 
Rajas 
continually 
controlled Kota 
Mahligai-
Patani (Raja 
Sri Wangsa) 
 

- Melayu 
people 
gradually 
converted to 
Muslims 
while also 
maintained 
their folk 
beliefs which 
influenced by 
Animism and 
Hinduism 
 
 
 
 

and others islands called 
Malay Archipelago. 
 
 
- Raja Sri Wangsa, a 
Siam-Alsi rajas moved 
the capital of Kingdom 
of Patani from Kota 
Mahligai (Inland) to 
Patani (seashores) 
where Melayu from 
Sumatera settled for 
trading with foreigners.  
 
- Hindu beliefs began to 
be weaken after the 
coming of Islamic After the 

fourteenth 
century  

- Animism 
- Hinduism 
(Brahmanism 
and Buddhism) 
 
- Islam  

- Hindu-
Melayu Rajas* 
foundation of 
states in today 
Malaysia  
 
- one of Hindu-
Melayu rajas 
converted to 
Islam in A.D. 
1403 (from 
Raja to Sultan) 

- Siam-Asli/ 
Melayu/ 
Chinese also 
settled their 
communities 
not far from 
each other. 
Melayu 
preferred to 
live in the 
seashores in 
order to sail. 

- Arabian Peninsula (the 
arrival of Islam and trade) 
 
- Thai from Siam (not Siam-
Asli) *Sultan Mahmud Shah 
formed friendly relationship 
with Siam (Ayutthaya) 
 
- Kingdom of Malacca 
(friendship tie) 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

 
- Rajas of 
Melayu Patani 
converted to 
Islam in 1457 
(From Pasai 
people) 

- Chinese/ 
Japanese/Javanese/ 
India (Trade) 
 
 
 
 

4.  A glorious of new country, the Melayu Kingdom of Patani   
     Period of the Melayu, newcomers of the Malay peninsula and Islam 
The 
sixteenth 
century  
 
(Focusing 
on Melayu 
Patani) 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Mixed 
blood 
people 
- Melayu or 
Malays  
- Pasai  
- some 
Muslims 
from 
Arabian 
Peninsula  
- Chinese  
- Europeans 
(1516 A.D.) 
- Pegu 
(Burma)/ 

- Animism 
- Hinduism 
(Brahmanism 
and Buddhism) 
becoming a folks 
 
- Islam 

- Islamic Sultan 
of Melayu 
Patani 
 
- The prominent 
ruler was Sultan 
Muzafar who 
tried to establish 
close ties with 
Siam 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Siam-Asli/ 
Melayu/ 
Chinese 
settled their 
community 
not far from 
each other. 
Melayu 
preferred to 
live in the 
seashores in 
order to sail   
 
- Folks and 
Islamic 
practice  

- The coming of Portuguese, 
the first Europeans in 1516 
A.D. and the establishment 
of their trade hub after 
having settled in Malacca 
 
- Creating friendship tie 
with Siam (Ayutthaya-King 
Phra Maha Chakkraphat, 
1548-1568/69 A.D.)  
 
- Attacking Siam 
(Ayutthaya) in 1563 but 
prevailed 
 

- Approximately 300 
Portuguese in Patani 
(1538 A.D.)* Noted from 
Pinto   
 
- Sultan Muzafar was 
disappointed after King of 
Siam did not accepted the 
status of Sultan of Melayu 
Patani as equal 
 
- In 1563 Siam was 
weakened by Burmese 
invasion  
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

Khmer 
(Cambodia) 
as slaves 
given from 
Siam 

- The period of 
four queens and 
her glorious 
reigns of 
Melayu Patani. 
One of them 
was Raja Hijau 
who revived the 
ties with Siam 
by giving the 
Bunga Mas 
 

 - Exchanging of gifts 
between Japan and Patani in 
1592-1606 to form 
commercial ties  
 
- Peaceful relationship with 
Siam and their traders 

The Female Rajas of 
Melayu Patani were 
accepted as Her 
Majesties by the 
Siamese court  

The 
seventeenth 
century  
 
Focusing 
on Melayu 
Patani 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Mixed 
blood 
people 
- Melayu or 
Malays  
- Pasai  
- some 
Muslims 
from 
Arabian 
Peninsula  
- Chinese  
- Europeans 
(1516 A.D.) 

- Folks 
(influenced by 
Hinduism and 
Animism)  
 
- Islam 
 
- Buddhism 

Forty-two 
territories over 
the Malay 
peninsula were 
under Melayu 
Patani 
sovereignty 

150,000 males 
(not include 
children and 
females) lived 
in the jumble 
houses. 

- The coming of Dutch in 
1602, and later VOC was 
settled in Patani in 1603 
 
- The settlement of British 
East India Company in 1612  
 
- Siam invaded Patani 4 
times but were defeated.   
 
 

- Patani was the most 
glorious and powerful 
state in the Malays 
Peninsula in that time  
 
- Conflict between Dutch 
and England in the region  
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

- Pegu 
( Burma)/ 
Khmer 
(Cambodia) 
as slaves 
given from 
Siam 
- Dutch   
- British 

5. The falling of Melayu Patani sovereignty and the intervention of Siam in kingdom’s administration    
 
Eighteenth 
century - 
Nineteenth 
century  
 
Focusing 
on Melayu 
Patani 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Melayu or 
Malays  
- Chinese 
- other 
foreigners  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Folks 
(influence by 
Hinduism and 
Animism)  
 
- Islam  
 
- Buddhism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Sultan of 
Melayu Patani, 
prominently 
Sultan Mahmud, 
tried to defend 
Patani from the 
invasion of 
Siam 
 
- In 1785, 
Melayu Patani 
was defeated 
by Siam. 
Melayu Patani 
lose their 
sovereignty 
after hundreds 

Melayu 
citizens in 
lower social 
class were 
still able to 
maintain their 
way of life, 
especially 
those who live 
far away from 
the city 
center. Siam 
did not 
intervene in 
their 
everyday’s 
life nor 

- In 1776 Siam asked 
Melayu Patani to help 
attacking Burmese but 
Patani Raja negated  
 
- Siam becoming a ‘big 
brother’ in terms of 
traditional Southeast Asian 
state relations. The Rajas or 
Sultans who were submitted 
to Siam could govern 
themselves but need to give 
the Bunga Mas in the form 
of traditional states. 

- During the reign of 
Sultan Mahmud, Melayu 
Patani was weakened in 
term of security defense 
because of long duration 
of the battles.   
 
- The reason behind the 
“divide and rule” strategy 
by Siam was to weaken 
the unity among Melayu 
Patani states.  
 
-**1820 marked the 
beginning of British 
Malaya, followed by the 
Straits Settlements in 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

 of years of 
independence.      
 
- Siam had 
power over 
sovereignty of 
Melayu Patani 
after defeating 
them. Siam 
then appointed 
trusted Melayu 
people to 
become puppet 
Rajas. Melayu 
Patani was 
under the 
supervision of 
Ligor of Siam 
  
- Siam 
promulgated the 
“Divide and 
Rule” strategy 
to Patani, 
ending the 
period of one 
Sultan ruler. 
Seven provinces 

impacted their 
identity until 
the period of 
nation-state 
building.  
- Siamese 
prefer to live 
deep in the 
peninsula for 
agriculture. 
Chinese 
people prefer 
to conduct 
business while 
Malayu 
Muslims 
prefer to 
perform 
fishery and 
agriculture.  
 
 

1828, and the Federated 
Malay states under 
British protectorate in 
1886. One year later, 
French Indochina was 
formed in the North and 
East of Siam in 1887  
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

were 
established, 
called “the 
seven Malay 
principalities” 
such as Patani 
and Ningchick. 
 

6. No more Kingdom of Patani as a Nation-state.  
   6.1 The beginning of Siamese territorial annexation and national integration of Melayu Patani (first half of the twentieth century) 
The 
twentieth 
century  
 
Focusing 
on Melayu 
Patani 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Melayu or 
Malays  
- Chinese 
- other 
foreigners  
- Thai (from 
Siam)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Folks 
(influence by 
Hinduism and 
Animism)  
 
- Islam 
 
- Buddhism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- “Area of 
Seven 
provinces” was 
promulgated by 
Siam in 1902 to 
replace the 
Seven Malay 
Principalities. 
 
-Becoming 
Patani Mandala 
in 1906  
 
- Becoming 
completely 
under the 
sovereignty of 

- Melayu 
Patani people 
at lower social 
class were 
still able to 
maintain their 
way of life, 
especially 
those who live 
far away from 
the city 
center. Siam 
did not 
intervene in 
their 
everyday’s 
life nor 
impacted their 

- The turning point was the 
Anglo-Siamese Treaty of 
1909, an agreement to 
divide Melayu states 
between Siam and British. 
Three states consisting of 
Patani, Satul and Takbai 
were completely united with 
Siam while four states and 
nearby islands became parts 
of British territory.  

- Siam proceeded 
“territorial integration” in 
order to clarify Siamese 
border and its exact 
territory, which is a 
prominent qualification to 
form a new nation-state 
and to fend off the 
influence of British 
Malaya and French 
Indochina. 
 
- Siam did not proceed 
“national integration” 
(cultural assimilation) 
because of the limitation 
of resources, especially 
money.  
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Siam, the new 
nation states.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

identity until 
the period of 
nation-state 
building.   
 
Siamese, 
Chinese and 
Melayu 
citizens lived 
together 
peacefully  
 

6. No more Kingdom of Patani as a Nation-state.  
6.2 The century of struggles of Melayu Patani in resisting Siam’s national integration and its cultural assimilation (Second half of    
        the twentieth century) – Melayu ethno-nationalism 
Twentieth 
century - 
Twenty-
first 
century 
 
Focusing 
on Melayu 
Patani 
 
 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Melayu or 
Malays  
- Chinese 
- Foreigners  
- Thai (from 
Siam)  
 

- Folks 
(influence by 
Hinduism and 
Animism)  
 
- Islam 
(Islamization 
and local Patani 
Islam)  
 
- Buddhism  
 

- In 1921, King 
Rama VI 
promulgated a 
law that 
enforced 
compulsory 
education. As 
result, every 
Melayu children 
were forced to 
study in Thai 
schools and 
being taught in 

- The worst 
period of 
Melayu Patani 
identity, 
which has 
been 
subjected to 
forced 
assimilation to 
become 
‘Thai’. Local 
Melayu 
struggled to 

- In 1922, the establishment 
of region-wide rebellions 
against Siam 
 
- In 1933, former Melayu 
Patani states became three 
provinces in the deep South 
of Thailand until nowadays  
 
- In 1945, Melayu Patani 
asked British for help to 
become independence  
 

- In 1939, Thai ultra-
nationalist policy was 
enforced to attempt to 
westernize and civilize 
the country to be on a par 
with other modern states 
based on Japanese Meiji 
revolution  
 
- Haji Sulong 
disappearance further 
escalated the tensions 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

- Islamization 
(1980)  

Thai central 
language.  
 
- Since 1933, 
former Melayu 
Patani states 
became three 
provinces in the 
deep South of 
Thailand until 
nowadays. 
Provincial 
governors who 
were appointed 
by Bangkok 
were sent to 
govern.  
 
- In 1939, Siam 
nationalism 
wings 
strengthen 
their ideology 
and enforced 
radical-cultural 
assimilation 
over Melayu 
Patani people, 

maintain their 
daily life 
practices. 
Many of 
Melayu Patani 
practices were 
prohibited.  
 
 
- Islamization 
impacted the 
Melayu Patani 
people 
substantially. 
Melayu 
Muslims need 
to bargain 
their identity 
between Local 
Islam and 
New ways of 
Islam 
(Islamization).    
 
 

- Dusong Yo Incident in 
1948 demonstrated the 
tension between Thailand 
and Melayu Patani people. 
A total of around four-
hundred villagers were 
killed. 6,000 Melayu 
Muslim fled Thailand to 
Malaysia. More than 
250,000 people have signed 
a petition to the UN asking 
for separation.  
 
- In 1975, six Melayu 
Muslims were killed by a 
unit of Thai Marine Corps, 
leading to mass gathering in 
Pattani. 

between Thai central 
authority and the Melayu. 
 
- The prominent turning 
point tension in Twenty-
first century A.D. was 
the violence in 2004 
consists of Pileng, 
Kerisek and Tak Bai. 
The abuse of human 
rights took place 
intensively from both 
military operation.  
 
- Islamization was one of 
factors which impacted 
the relationship between 
Melayu Muslim people 
and Chinese/ Siamese. 
The distance was 
increased by stronger 
religious practices.  
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

led to 
intervention in 
the Islamic 
principles which 
had been 
governed 
Melayu Patani 
communities.  
 
- In 1947, Haji 
Sulong 
submitted a 
declaration to 
the Thai central 
government, 
which appeared 
to them as a 
demand for 
political 
autonomy. Haji 
Sulong was 
sentenced to be 
imprisoned by 
Thai court. 
Later, he and his 
eldest son were 
forced 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

disappeared in 
1954 

7. Peace Process   
    Period of recalling the Melayu Patani identity 
Twenty-
first 
century 
A.D. 
 
Focusing 
on Melayu 
Patani 
 
 

- Local 
inhabits 
- Melayu or 
Malays  
- Chinese 
- other 
foreigners  
- Thai (from 
Siam) 
- Thai 
civilians 
and troops  
- Melayu 
troops  
 

- Folks 
(influence by 
Hinduism and 
Animism)  
 
- Islam 
(Islamization 
and local Patani 
Islam)  
 
- Buddhism 
 

- Governed as 
three provinces 
in the deep 
South of 
Thailand with 
provincial 
governors 
appointed by 
Bangkok  
 
- Since 1981, 
Southern Border 
Provinces 
Administration 
Centre has been 
established as an 
organ to 
supervise 
civilian affairs.   
 
- Since 2004, 
three Southern 
provinces and 
four districts in 

- Melayu 
ethnic groups 
use the local 
Melayu Patani 
language in 
daily life, and 
follow Islamic 
beliefs.  
 
- The “world 
of Melayu” 
and its  
identity have 
been 
considered 
increasingly 
after the 
military 
operations 
could not 
solve the 
conflicts.  

- Since 2005, attempts have 
been made for informal 
negotiations and 
reconciliation talks between 
the Thai government and 
insurgent groups. 
 
- The talk in 2013 was the 
publicly negotiation in peace 
process between the Thai 
government and MARA 
Panati, which terminated in 
an agreement that marked a 
mutually agreed ‘safe zone’.  

From 2004-2020, the 
conflict between Thai 
Central government and 
Melayu Muslims caused 
7,111 deaths and 13,266 
injuries, resulting from 
20,564 incidents. 
 
- The obstacles of peace 
process and talks are 
Thailand’s domestic 
political conflicts and 
disunity among 
insurgency groups 
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Timeline  People Beliefs/Religious 
/customs 

Government 
Forms of State 

and 
administrations 

People’s 
everyday life 

Outside interaction Annotation 

Songkhla have 
been under 
special laws 
such as martial 
law, 
Emergency 
Decree on 
Public 
Administration 
in Emergency 
Situation, 
and Internal 
Security Act. 

Table 1 : Being Melayu : the dynamical trajectory of being Melayu Patani in the Malay peninsula. 
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2.3.5 MELAYU IN DEEP SOUTH, THAILAND: A STRUGGLE OF NATION 

AND ITS IDENTITY TO SIAM-THAI STATE 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Thai militants patrolled Masjid Kerisek, Pattani province, after Muslim Melayu 
Patani  insurgents took shelter inside the building during a skirmish in 2004. Thirty-two 
Muslims were killed while Thai government has been heavily criticized of overreacting as the 
dissidents only possessed knives and daggers. The stand-off at a masjid, a house of prayer, 
also created discontent among Muslims as they felt their identity has been attacked. This 
incident was one of the crucial turning points that prolonged the insurgency in the South of 
Thailand until nowadays (AFP PHOTO / PORNCHAI KITTIWONGSAKUL, Art & Culture 
Magazine, 2004)  
 

The conflicts between Thai officials and Melayu Patani insurgents in the deep South have 

continued until now. In 1975, six Melayu Patani Muslims were killed by a unit of Thai Marine 

Corps, leading to mass gathering in Pattani which further resulted in thirteen more deaths 

during the attempt to disperse the protesters (Bangnara, 2008). In 2004, a major incident broke 

out with the killing of a Buddhist monk, the first time that a monk has become a victim in the 

conflict. Further attacks have been carried out at police outposts, and more than 300 militants 

have taken shelter in Masjid Kerisek. The government decided to send troops and kill the 

insurgents, which resulted in 112 deaths by both sides. In that same year, a lawyer who 
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represented Muslim suspects in the court also disappeared, giving him the status of a hero 

similar to Haji Sulong (Sta-anand, 2008). 

 
This study focuses on the struggle of identity among Melayu in deep South Thailand after the 

annexation of Patani by the Anglo-Siamese Treaty 1909. The treaty was part of the process of 

modernizing Thai state and nationalist state-building action that arguably has continued until 

present time. 

  

The Anglo-Siamese Treaty was formulated during the colonization of the French and British 

Empire in Indo-China and Malays Peninsula. Prior to the ratification of the Treaty, the British 

and French had agreed to sign the Anglo-French Declaration which designated Siam, during 

the reign of King Chulalongkorn (Rama V), as a buffer state between the two Empires in Indo-

China. The Declaration prohibited British and French from colonizing Siam, but did not 

include the Melayu states that were ruled by the Rajas as Siamese protectorates. In 1879, Siam 

has signed a secret Convention with the British Empire that allowed the British to have 

economic privilege, as well as extraterritorial rights, in the Southern part of Siamese Kingdom 

(from Pachuap Khiri Khan province to the southern end of Siam Melayu territories). In return, 

the British Empire would protect the Southern territory from the third power and declared that 

Siam had sovereignty over a portion of Malays Peninsula, which included the area inhabited 

by Melayu Patani Muslims (Luekajornchai, 2019). 

  

However, Siam later decided that giving the British extraterritorial rights and economic 

privilege would prevent the Siamese Kingdom from becoming a full sovereign nation-state. To 

nullify the Anglo-Siamese Convention, Siam relinquished their claims over the area that was 

considered as a part of Siam which consisted of Kelantan, Terengganu, Kedah, Perlis and 

surrounding islands to Great Britain, and agreed to receive a loan for the construction of 

railways in Southern Siam. The sultanate of Patani, which had been previously divided into 

seven largely autonomous states by Siam, was officially annexed as a part of Siamese Kingdom, 

along with the city of Satun and Tak Bai. The territories that had been brought under the British 

influence later became part of the Federation of Malaya or nowadays Malaysia. The area that 

had been annexed by Siam became a Monthon, or subdivision of Siam, and later transformed 

into provinces of Thailand. 
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The Melayu states were divided into two groups, those who were under the sphere of influence 

of the British and those who were annexed by Siam. Luekajornchai (2019) questioned the 

motive of this action as the Rajas of the Melayu states strongly opposed the decision. The states 

that went under Siamese control have openly expressed their anger as Tengku Abdul Kadir 

Kamaruddin, the last Sultan of Patani, one of group of Melayu states said “The annexation was 

compared to thorn under the skin that would make the pain to Siam in the future” (Andaya B. 

& Andaya L., 1893). The Sultan of Terangganu similarly indicated his rage as his state 

unwillingly bestowed to Great Britain. Luekajornchai (2019) believed that the separation of 

Melayu states created long-term tensions between the Melayu and central authority of Thailand. 

The Anglo-Siamese Treaty, however, was a crucial element for Siam that led to the formation 

of the modern Siamese Kingdom, especially the establishment of the modern Siamese border. 

  

The establishment of the modern border was crucial for Siam in becoming a modern state, as 

the concept of traditional state in Southeast Asia focused on the influence over people, not the 

territory. The lack of knowledge in cartography and the concept of geographical map in general 

hindered Siam to form a modern, territorial defined state. Traditionally, the smaller states that 

were under the influence of a larger, more powerful state did not interact in the form of colonies, 

but was under a political deal that gave such patronage and assistance to each other (ibid.).  

 

Winichakul (2009), who wrote ‘Siam Mapped : a History of Geo-Body of a Nation’, pointed 

out that ancient Siamese leaders did not have a perspective of maintaining defined territory in 

the sense of a modern state and nation-state. In contrast, the maps that they used were 

Comograph and diagram, both did not accurately reflect the real geography (Winichakul, 2009). 

Their political power sphere was compared to candlelight which was strongly illuminated in 

the center but slightly dimmed farther away (ibid.). Siamese leaders just realized the concept 

of geographic map when facing the incoming colonial period, particularly through the 

influence of British and French. On the other hand, some smaller states which received dimmed 

candlelight from Siam such as Melayu were a buffer state which needed to undergo political 

bargain with the colonial ruler (Aiemueayut, 2016). In this sense, the defined territory that 

came as a result of Anglo-Siamese Treaty led to the formation of the modern Siamese Kingdom. 

  

The annexation of Patani Kingdom prompted the end of sovereignty of Patani. Siam then 

integrated Patani under their political influence and formed new power elites to rule the 

territory. However, according to many historians such as Eoseewong (2007), the Siam nation-
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building process was initially a territorial integration. It was not considered as national 

integration because the annexation only resulted in the overthrow of Melayu sultans, which did 

not substantially affect the way of living of ordinary Melayu Patani people. The main reason 

that Siam could not completely integrate Melayu Patani State during that time was the lack of 

resources (Eoseewong, 2007). 

  

However, during the reign of King Maha Vajiravudh (Rama VI) of Siam, a successor to throne 

of King Chulalongkorn (Rama V), Bangnara (2008) & Aphornsuvan (2012) pointed out that 

the process of constructing a modern nation-state in Siam has intensify. Rama VI promulgated 

a law that enforced compulsory education in 1921. As result, every Melayu Patani children 

were forced to study in Thai schools and being taught in Thai central language, which was in 

opposition to their traditions of studying in Melayu language in Pondok or Muslim’s seminary 

school. The disappointment and anger toward the perceived threats to their identity was spread 

as compared to adding fuel to the fire, leading to riots between Melayu Patani rebels and Siam 

troops in 1922. Melayu Patani rejected paying tax and lending their land to Siamese authority, 

regarding the law as an attempt to interfere with their religion and culture. As a result, King 

Maha Vajiravudh (Rama VI) later consented to revise the law (Aiemueayut, 2016; 

Aphornsuvan, 2012; Che Man, 1990). 

  

The situation in former Malayu Patani states, however, worsened by the Thai ultra-nationalism 

policy started in 1939 with the change of the official name of the country from Siam to Thailand. 

Thai ultra-nationalism and cultural revolution, for Melayu Patani oppositions, could be 

compared to adding fuel to the fire again. The policy was implemented by Field Marshal Plaek 

Phibunsongkhram, a Thai nationalist and Prime Minister of Siam-Thailand and one of the 

leaders of People’s Party in 1932 Siamese Revolution which prompted the end of absolute 

monarchy and the establishment of constitutional monarchy.  

 

The birth and the forging of ‘Thainess’ to replace ‘Siamese’ was the attempt to westernize and 

civilize the country to be on a par with other modern states and to prevent colonization during 

the time of World War II. This revolutionary model, based on Japanese Meiji revolution which 

included cultural reforms, has impacted extremely to Melayu Patani in the deep South 

(Aiemueayut, 2016; Aphornsuvan, 2012; Bangnara, 2008; Eoseewong 2007; Unno, 2011). 

Field Marshal Phibunsongkhram promulgated a series of Thai cultural mandates, widely 

regarded as the Thai cultural Revolution, with the goal to eliminate “those who lack culture 
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and personal hygiene, do not dress properly, and are deprived of critical thinking” 

(Aphornsuvan, 2012). The Thai central government started to propagate the ‘Thai glorious 

history’ in order to promote single national unity and ideology, and to encourage pride in 

national achievement (ibid.). For Thai citizens, they were forced to follow several mandates, 

such as prohibition of betel nut consumption, requirement for women to wear hat and western-

styled dress, and demand for Thai to consume food only with fork and spoon. Pad Thai, a 

famous Thai dish, was also an innovative solution made during the Thai Cultural Revolution 

in order to differentiate Thai noodle from Chinese style dishes and to galvanize Thai 

nationalism.  

 

 
Figure 6:  Field Marshal Plaek, a Thai nationalist and Prime Minister of Siam-Thailand who 

forged ‘Thainess’ through his extremist cultural assimilation’s policy.   

  

The effects of Thai Cultural Revolution were also felt by Melayu Patani people. Field Marshal 

Plaek has given them the name ‘Thai-Islam’, a word which was required by law to replace 

either the name of Melayu or Muslim Melayu. The Field Marshall hoped that by providing a 

new name, just as he did in coining the name of ‘Thailand’, a sense of unity could be built upon 

diverse groups of people. The use of Melayu language was prohibited, as well as Melayu-
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Muslim uniform (Aphornsuvan, 2012). The authority was ordered to arrest and punish those 

Muslim Melayu who wore Muslim clothing, and even have them subjected to public 

punishment (Khunthongpetch, 1986). There were reports that women wearing hijab have been 

subject to physical attacks by state authority, and even market vendors have been smacked by 

rifle stock because they defied to wear Kebaya, a traditional dress, and hijab (ibid.). Importantly, 

significant intervention in the Muslim affairs over the former Melayu states was to de facto 

revoke the Sharia law and its court including the studying Al-Quran (Aphornsuvan, 2012). This 

damaging policy led to Melayu Patani filing charges in Syariah Court in Malaysia. 

Aphornsuvan (2012) found that during 1943 - 1947, there was zero case of religious dispute or 

community affairs filed to the Criminal Court in the Southernmost provinces of Thailand. This 

action has been regarded as another push for separatist movement among the Melayu caused 

by the Thai central authority. For people in the province of Pattani, which has no direct border 

to Malaysia, they decided to elect a prominent religious scholar to act as a communal judge: 

Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir. 

 

  
 
Figure 7 : Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir, a de facto 

spiritual leader of Melayu Muslims, was an advocate of 

his people’s rights who led many movements in calling 

for protection of Melayu identity. His forced 

appearance further escalated the tensions between 

locals and the central government. His son and 

granddaughter chose to participate in parliamentary 

elections to represent the Melayu and their identity on 

national level.   
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In 1926, Haji Sulong bin Abdul Kadir returned to Patani after having pursued his religious 

education for many years in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. Upon the death of his son, he decided to 

return to Patani, which has greatly changed his path of life and of Patani alike. After arriving, 

he was dissatisfied by ‘outdated’ culture of Melayu Patani Muslims riddled with animistic 

beliefs (as previously discussed). He then decided to settle in Patani and began teaching in 

pondok schools. He later found his own school and masjid, which later became a house and a 

museum (which is a subject of study of this research). Haji Sulong was widely revered by 

Melayu Patani muslims, making him an important spiritual leader. Along with other religious 

scholars, he also found an organization that aimed to oppose cultural assimilation by Thailand 

and to protect Islamic purity from the dream of Thai nationalists’ movement to subsume 

Melayu Patani communities (Syukri, 2005). His movement, however, has been closely watched 

by local leaders and central Thai authority. Aphornsuvan (2012) indicated that World War II 

further caused panic among Thai authorities to believe that these Melayu Patani activists were 

a threat to the state security, and that they were secretly supported by the British to the point 

that the Southernmost provinces would became independent if they were able to help the Allies 

to push back the Japanese force out of the Peninsula. 

 

 
 Figure 8 : Map of three provinces in deep South Thailand. Noted that the name of the province 

‘Pattani’ is transcribed from the Thai pronunciation of the name of the city, replacing the 

original spelling of ‘Patani’ which was transcribed from Melayu language. The map of 

Thailand territory was the result of Anglo-Siamese Convention in 1909 that defined Siamese 

border and divided Melayu states to be either annexed by Siam or British Empire.  
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Haji Sulong later gained a prominent political role, being elected as the President of the Islamic 

Committee in the Provincial Islamic Council of Pattani (PICP). During his tenure, Melayu 

Patani suffered from the aftermath of World War II, being subjected to unequal development 

and injustice caused by Thai central state. As a leader of PICP, together with other Islamic 

clerics, he submitted a declaration to the Thai government, which later became known as the 

seven-point declaration (Aphornsuvan, 2012).  

 

1 The four southern provinces shall be governed as a unit with Muslim 
governor 

2 Eighty percent of the local government officials shall be local Melayu 

3 Melayu language and Thai shall be used as the official languages 

4 For elementary school curriculum, Melayu language shall be allowed as 
the language of instruction 

5 Islamic judicial system shall be separated from the Civil court and the 
Family court 

6 All taxes collected in the Southernmost provinces shall be expended there 

7 The Provincial Islamic Committees shall have authority over the practice of 

Table 2 - Seven-point Declaration by Haji Sulong    
        
His movement in protecting Melayu Patani nation and its identity not only defied Thai 

nationalism directly but also arose consciousness of being Melayu Patani among Muslim Patani 

Melayu, inducing some of them to imagine the flourishing past of Melayu Patani states.  

 

However, a coup d’état in 1947 led by the Army units under the control of Field Marshal 

Phibunsongkram, who was deposed during the War, disrupted and terminated all agreements 

between Melayu Patani people and Thai central state. Many insurgents were arrested, including 

Haji Sulong, over their involvement in stirring up Melayu Patani communities to act against 

the state and defaming Thai authority. The seven-point declaration was used against him in the 

court as evidence of his separatist action, and he was sentenced to four and a half years in 

prison (Aphornsuvan ,2012). Haji Sulong was released in 1952, with thousands of supporters 

awaiting his arrival at the train station. The city of Patani and the pondoks became crowded 

when Haji Sulong retook his role as teacher. However, the purge from Thai authority continued 

and his pondok was later forced to close. Two years after his release, he and his eldest son 

mysteriously disappeared (ibid.). His disappearance further escalated the tensions between 

Thai central authority and the Melayu Patani. 
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Another significant incident that increased the tensions between Thai authority and Melayu 

Patani Muslims was the 1948 Dusong Yo Incident. A clash broke out at the village of Dusong 

Yo in Narathiwat province, one of the four southernmost provinces in Thailand. The police 

mistakenly understood that a blessing ritual for firearms used against robbers was a gathering 

of insurgent groups. The attacks by the police caused rounds of clashes. A total of around four-

hundred villagers were killed, as well as thirty police and military officials. Moreover, up to 

6,000 Melayu Muslim fled Thailand to Malaysia, and more than 250,000 people have signed a 

petition to the United Nations asking for separation of former-Melayu Patani states from 

Thailand and to allow them to join the newly formed Federation of Malaya (Aphornsuvan, 

2012; Singapore Free press, 1948). 

  

The conflicts between Thai officials and Melayu Patani insurgents in the deep South have 

continued until now. In 1975, six Melayu Patani Muslims were killed by a unit of Thai Marine 

Corps, leading to mass gathering in Pattani which further resulted in thirteen more deaths 

during the attempt to disperse the protesters (Bangnara, 2008). In 2004, a major incident broke 

out with the killing of a Buddhist monk, the first time that a monk has become a victim in the 

conflict. Further attacks have been carried out at police outposts, and more than 300 militants 

have taken shelter in Masjid Kerisek. The government decided to send troops and kill the 

insurgents, which resulted in 112 deaths by both sides. In that same year, a lawyer who 

represented Muslim suspects in the court also disappeared, giving him the status of a hero 

similar to Haji Sulong (Sta-anand, 2008). 

  

By the end of 2004, another incident broke out in Tak Bai district of Narathiwat province. The 

tragedy began with a demonstration in front of a police station to protest the detention of 

Muslims men. During the attempt to disperse the protesters, seven people were killed and more 

than a thousand have been arrested. More than a thousand of people were stacked atop one 

another in trucks and transported to an army camp, killing seventy-eight more detainees from 

suffocation and organ collapse. According to an updated database from DSW Database (2020), 

the number of deaths is 7,111 and the number of injuries is 13,266, resulting from 20,564 

incidents during 2004-2020.  Aphornsuvan (2012) stated that the southern Thailand insurgency 

is a prime example of problems caused by cultural assimilation and nationalist movement 

during the process of state-building of Thailand. 
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Since 2005, attempts have been made for informal negotiations and reconciliation talks 

between the Thai government and insurgent groups. Mahathir Mohamad, former prime 

minister of Malaysia, has been invited to be a facilitator for a peace talk, which was dubbed as 

Langkawi Peace Talk. The insurgents have proposed a peace plan, but it has never been 

implemented (Puengnet, 2013). Many attempts of peace talks have followed, both publicly and 

secretly, and some prime ministers of Thailand, such as General Surayut Chulanon and Abhisit 

Vejjajiva, even tried to broker the talk themselves. However, the negotiations hardly bore fruit 

due to Thailand domestic political conflicts and disunity among insurgency groups. The talk 

resumed in 2013 and 2015 between the Thai government and Barisan Revolusi Nasional (BRN) 

and MARA Patani, which terminated in an agreement that marked a mutually agreed ‘safe 

zone’. Currently, a peace talk between the Thai government and BRN has resumed in the 

beginning of 2020 (Trisuwan, 2020). 

  

In this subchapter, the examples have been given to demonstrate the struggles that Melayu 

Patani people have to encounter in order to maintain their identity against the suppression 

caused by Thai central authority. Melayu Patani people have been forced to be marginal, and 

they lack the space to express their identity. Moreover, forced cultural assimilation, which at 

some point violated their rights to even speak their language or dress in their traditional 

costumes, has caused great damages in the relations between Thai central authority and the 

Melayu Patani. In order to protect their identity, Melayu Patani people have responded by the 

use of forces, political campaigns and declarations, as well as cultural movement to preserve 

their imagination toward Melayu Patani nation and identity. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH CONTEXT 

  

3.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 

  
To what extent the Melayu Patani museum and its exhibitions of antiquities construct the 

collective imagination of ethno-nationalism among Melayu Patani people in deep South 

Thailand? 

  

3.2 RESEARCH MODEL 

 
Figure 9 : Research Model 

3.3 RESEARCH METHOD 

  

This qualitative research uses a designed method based on the work of Marshall and Rossman 

(2011). In this model, the researcher has an important role of being an observer that 

systematically records behaviors and artifacts, as well as having conversations with participants 

and key persons. Raw data is collected by observation, interviews, discussion with focus 

groups, as well as from desk-based research, from which the information has been verified by 
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data triangulation. The data is then analyzed through analytic induction to create a causal 

explanation of the phenomenon. 

  

The study uses a mixed-methods approach which is based on the strategy of case study 

research. 

  

3.3.1 Case study research 

  

The case study research method is chosen as an appropriate approach for the study because the 

research involves in-depth and detailed examination of a particular case. This research uses the 

method of multiple case study to investigate two museums with focus on the antiquities of 

Melayu Patani, which are the key cases that are unique and well-defined (Stake, 2005), and as 

they could be viewed through theoretical focus of the ethno-nationalism building. The details 

of both case studies will be illustrated more in the research context subchapter.   

 

This study observes two Melayu Patani local museums and their presumed function as an 

ethno-nation institution in the process of building collective imagination of ethno-nationalism 

and identity among Melayu Patani people in deep South Thailand, as well as being a component 

of media outlets for Melayu Muslims. The researcher has observed, interacted and participated 

in the setting of two Melayu Patani local museums. The researcher has further gathered data 

through semi-structured in-depth interviews with key persons who were both directly and 

indirectly involved with the museums, and with focus groups of museum visitors and 

participants of the museums’ activities. The researcher engaged in the case study area for two 

weeks in the second half of June, 2020.  

 

3.4 DATA COLLECTION 

  

This study collects data by using three methods: document analysis, focus group, observation 

and in-depth interview. 
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3.4.1. DOCUMENT ANALYSIS 

  

This study uses the frameworks described in Chapter 2 to analyze the prominent artifacts and 

archives found in the museum exhibitions. Moreover, the narrative given by the curators to 

museum visitors during the museum tours were also recorded and examined in detail. The 

documents and oral narratives in both museums were analyzed to study the causal mechanisms 

in relation to the process of building the sense of Melayu nationalism towards Melayu visitors 

and participants of the museums’ activities. The researcher has participated in activities 

organized by both museums’ curators, which consisted of the normal tour guides to see how 

prominent artifacts were narrated to the visitors during ‘on the scene’ sessions, and during the 

‘exclusive tours’ which curators narrated the classified stories of such artifacts and archives 

when the museums was closed to public, or ‘behind the scene’ session. The ‘behind the scene’ 

session included observing the artifacts and archives which still have been undergoing the 

process of interpretation and analysis in the reserved parts of the museums.  

 

The first case study site was ‘Haji Sulong House and Museum’, which most of the exhibited 

items and artifacts in storage are the collections of prominent archives of Haji Sulong in relation 

to his movement for Melayu rights, and his personal appliances. The second case study site 

was ‘Khun Laharn Local Museum’ which held the collection of local Melayu items that are 

related to their traditions and everyday life, as well as the belongings of Khun Laharn, a local 

legendary personality, and collections of his family, such as inherited family swords, keris, and 

Melayu filigree arts. 

 

3.4.2. FOCUS GROUP AND OBSERVATION 

  

The focus group is a group of participants that the researcher observes, interacts, and has direct 

discussion with, or is stimulated to have discussion among the group themselves (Barbour, 

2007). This research focuses on group discussion with focus groups that are both pre-

determined and chosen by accidental sampling.  

 

The focus groups of this study are the visitors and network of supporters of Haji Sulong House 

and Museum (N=7) and visitors and network of supporters of Khun Laharn Local Museum 

(N=6). Many of them usually visited the museums and willingly joined their activities, which 
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include seminars, workshops, and Islamic practice. Some of them participated as temporary 

volunteer staff for the museum activities, as they were part of a network of activists for Melayu 

cultural promotion in the area. The method of sampling for the participants of the focus group 

discussion was “requesting from gatekeeper” as they were suggested by curators from both 

museums. All of participants are Melayu muslim who live in deep South. The age of the 

participants ranges from 20 to 50 years old. All of them were informed of the purpose of this 

study and consented to be observed, interviewed, and recorded.         

 

This study also uses the observation technique to observe the museum narrative and the 

visitors’ interaction during organized events. The researcher has participated in the museum 

tours and activities organized by the museum. The lists of events at Haji Sulong House and 

Museum included museum tours and a book launch and public political seminar on Kraisak 

Choonhavan. Likewise, the researcher observed museum tours at Khun Laharn local museum 

and an art designing workshop of Melayu batik. This observation technique was conducted in 

the second half of June, 2020.    

  

3.4.3 IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW (SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW) 
  

This research collected data from individual in-depth interviews with chosen participants to 

elicit information on the subject of the study. The interviews were semi-structured with 

predetermined questions while being open for diversion and follow-up questions to explore the 

topic that has been brought up by the participants. The in-depth interviews were arranged with 

6 persons in the second half June 2020, mostly using face to face to interview. However, some 

of them were interviewed by phone due to limitations caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

The lists of interviewees included curators such as (1) Mr. Jaturon Iamsopa, curator of Haji 

Sulong House and Museum, and (2) Mr. Rasmin Nititham, curator of Khun Laharn Local 

Museum. They have gained experience and expertise from being the founders and curators of 

the museums who have worked and faced many challenges to proceed the museum operation 

since their inauguration until nowsdays. Their information and access to data would be the key 

to gain entry to the museums both in front of and behind the scene. Moreover, the interviews 

included Mr. Adilan Ali-ishak, member of the House of Representatives of Thailand, Yala 

province, Palangpracharath party (3), a Melayu Patani politician who have stepped up to 
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represent the desire of his brotherhood in the hub of Thai state’s power, the Thai parliament. 

Mr. Adilan was a Melayu Patani attorney who worked for a foundation of the attorneys in deep 

South Muslim community to help Melayu Patani people to reach justice in the situation of 

being forced to comply to the martial and security laws. Being a Melayu Patani and have been 

working with the locals in the situation of difficulty for long time, he has totally understood 

‘the world of Melayu Patani and its struggle’ including the effort in maintaining the 

consciousness of nation and its identity through the cultural materials and people everyday life. 

This understanding has influenced his idea to adhere the role of cultural institutions including 

the museum and their heritage in being the hub of expressing and recalling the Melayu nation 

and its identity. Mr. Adilan has participated as guess speaker of seminars, lately a book launch 

and a political seminar held as a memorial for Kraisak Choonhavan by Haji Sulong house and 

museum in June, 2020.  

 

Including in the list of interviewees was Ms. Nualnoi Thamsathien, a former BBC reporter and 

media veteran at FT media (4) who has spent more than three decades as a journalist focusing 

on the situation in the deep South. Many of her masterpiece reports have not only covered the 

violence but also investigated the ‘world of Melayu Patani’ deeply and precisely. ‘Patani note’, 

a bookshop and media outlet founded by her and her team, was an example in giving the space 

for the narrative that was ‘beyond the news’ to those locals and outsiders. Local traditions, 

beliefs, every day life and their thoughts have been always reported as the conversation of the 

truth.  In this sense, Ms. Nualnoi was not hesitated to shed light on the locals’ life and the role 

of social and cultural institutions in the area by embedding herself along with the locals. Being 

an observer who has kept the eyes on and participated as guess speaker in the museum’s 

activities sometimes would be the prominent source for this research. 

 

Likewise, Ms. Anchana Heemnina, a local human rights defender, was the founder of Duay Jai 

support group (5) who eased the local pains for over two decades. Her work has protected and 

push the ‘victims’ to become the ‘Melayu Patani people’ who lives with the honor and rights 

to be themselves including maintaining the consciousnees of nation and identity. Althought she 

had been accused by the Thai authority as part of the dissidents from her work as a human 

rights defender, she has always worked with the networks of Melayu Patani activists and 

movements. This was the reason Melayu Patani people and outsiders have always seen her in 

many of Melayu Patani activities including the museum seminars and activities. Her view on 

the importance of cultural institutions in being the platform to build and maintain the nation 
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and its identity would be useful for the data collection as a person who work in the frontline of 

the ongoing conflict.  

 

Lastly, Mr. Abdulqahhar Aweaputeh, former member of Islamic Council of Pattani Province 

and lawyer at Muslim attorney foundation (6), was a senior Melayu who worked for the 

religious affair and local human rights defense. The Melayu Patani way of life which has been 

bounded strongly with the Islamic regilion would be emphasized in the interviews for his 

thoughts and view in order to understand the locals. The struggle of the locals that he has helped 

for justice made him deeply understand ‘the stuggle to be themselves’ of Melayu Patani people. 

He has always protected not only the rights of Melayu people but also the honor to be 

themselves culturaly. Being a part of the network of Melayu Patani activists and movements 

who tried to protect and maintain the nation of Melayu has been made him realize the role of 

cultural institutions in proceeding the work for ‘Melayu Patani by Melayu Patani’ including 

the local museums.   

 

3.5 RESEARCH CONTEXT 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Opening of a religious school found by Haji Sulong in 1933. The building has been 

used as a school, Masjid, as well as residence of Haji Sulong. It has been recently renovated 
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to resemble the past building and became Haji Sulong house and museum (Haji Sulang ‘s 

cultural center) 

 

3.5.1. Haji Sulong House and Museum (Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena 

Foundation) 

  

Haji Sulong House and Museum is located in Muang district of Pattani. It was opened to the 

public in 2007 during the time of conflicts and violence in the area. The museum is registered 

under the name of Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena Foundation. Its objectives include 

encouraging education development and contribution of Islamic affairs. Den Tohmeena, Haji 

Solong’s son and former Deputy Minister of Interior is the president of the Foundation, which 

was granted official registration by Thai authority after the request was submitted for many 

years. 

  

The museum consisted of the house of Haji Sulong, which has been renovated to become a 

museum and a local masjid, which once functioned as a renowned first Muslim school 

(Madrasah al-Ma arif al-Wataniah in Arabic) in Pattani (figure 10). Historically, the 

construction of the school was funded by donation from the locals (4,000 bath) and donation 

from Phraya Phahon Polphayuhasena, the second Prime Minister of Siam and one of 

revolutionists who fought against the absolute monarchy (3,000 bath). The construction began 

in 1929 and completed in 1931. Although both buildings were renovated, they still preserve 

the authentic style of architecture. Most of the personal appliances and furniture that were 

exhibited in Haji Sulong House were put in their original place as if the owner was still alive. 

Similarly, the local masjid is open to the public for religious practices and gatherings.      
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Figure 11: A patio outside the house was where Haji Sulong had been seen by his family for 

the last time befor his disappearance in 1953. This was also where his wife has been waiting 

for him to come back for many years. The house, as shown in the picture, has been renovated 

to resemble when Haji Sulong was still alive. Inside the same plot of land are his family’s 

residences, a masjid, and a reception house for the guests of Tohmena family. 

 

“For those who are not without a grave, the grave is everywhere”, Zakariya Amataya, a Melayu 

poet who won the SEA Write Award in 2010 manifested this sentence in the memorial service 

of the 61 years of forced disappearance of Haji Sulong in 2015. This motto can illustrate the 

deep-rooted importance of Haji Sulong, who is regarded as the spiritual leader of Melayu 

people nowadays. The tragic stories of Haji Sulong and his struggles in peacefully protecting 

Melayu nation have been continuously recounted among Melayu people in the deep South, as 

Zakariya Amataya pointed out in his poetry which was translated by Noah Vierness and 

reported by Kummetha (2015);  

 

“When he built the home, a lantern was lit 

 Then they came to sweep and reignite the light 

 So its brightness would burn onward 

 When he sparked brilliance 
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 Others moved to carry it forward  

 So that the light would radiate luminously into the future.” 

 

 
  

Figure 12: Personal belongings of Haji Sulong have been put up to their original place. The 

museum also exhibited paintings on Melayu way of life. Many documents and books stored in 

the house have been seized by the authority, while the remained archive have been kept in a 

safe place for preservation. 

 

The house of Haji Sulong, in this sense, does not hold significance for Melayu Muslim by itself 

but is depicted as a place that encompasses the narrative of the life and struggles of Haji Sulong, 

which is the core of the storytellings of the museum. Many Melayu were delighted with the 

establishment of the museum, while Thai central and local authorities showed opposition 

toward it. The difficulty of the construction began when the descendants of Haji Sulong 

received some funding from the Southern Border Provinces Administrative Center, a civilian 

Thai authority which represented the central government in administering civilian affairs in the 

Southern border area, to renovate this house to become a part of ‘Pattani Local Heritage 

Journey’ project. Thai authority, through the provincial administration, requested the 
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ownership of the house after the renovation finished. However, Haji Sulong’s family won the 

dispute to protect their ownership and began the museum operation afterward. 

 

 
Figure 13 : Inside of Haji Sulong house and museum where many of his possessions 

have been put on display, as well as evidence and document of the struggles of Melayu 

people. 

 

The museum operation is now managed by Jaturon Iamsopa, grandson of Haji Sulong (3rd 

generation) who is the only curator of the museum. However, the curator sometimes cooperated 

with other descendants of Haji Sulong in the museum management. The funding of the museum 

is granted by Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena Foundation, which funding mainly 

consisted of personal finance of Den Tohmeena, Haji Solong’s son and former Deputy Minister 

of Interior, and of Pechdau Tohmeena, a granddaughter of Haji Sulong and member of the 

House of Representatives (Party-list) from Bhumjaithai party. To visit the museums, visitors 

must participate in a tour that is guided by the curator himself, who would give the narrator 

and explanation of the museum. In this sense, visitors need to contact the curator in advance 

otherwise they can not visit inside the museum. The details and narrations given by the curator 

during the tour is varied for each group of the visitors, base on the nature of the audience which 
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are mainly categorized into 3 groups: local Melayu Patani Muslim, Thai civilians and military 

personnel, and the others.  

 

 
Figure 14 : Jaturon Iamsopha, member of the third-generation of the family, is the 

curator of Haji Sulong House and museum. In this picture, he was cleaning the cast of 

Melayu praying timetable that has been invented by Haji Sulong. The calendar and 

timetable reproduced by this cast notifies the exact time of Muslim prayer in each day 

of the year for the Muslim in deep South Thailand and some part of Malaysia.   

 

The house of Haji Sulong holds the main exhibition of the museum, which was opened to the 

public in 2015. Most of the collections are archives, which documented Haji Sulong struggles 

in maintaining and protecting the existence of Melayuness and its rights, such as the original 

Seven-Point Declarations. However, most of these archives are in the process of preservation 

and interpretation and could not be shown to the public. On the other hand, his bedroom and 

office and its furniture were exhibited in their original form. The museum also contains 

reproductions of Haji Sulong portraits, such as numbers of oil paintings and photographs. The 

living room of the house is where the public seminars and workshops are often held, especially 

the seminars related to the agenda of Melayu Patani civil rights and the history of Melayu 

Patani. The latest seminar held at the museum was a book launch and a political seminar held 

as a memorial for Kraisak Choonhavan, a Thai politician who sympathized with Haji Sulong 
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and his family. This building is often regarded as a symbol of the struggles from the unfair 

treatments from Thai central government by the Melayu people.     

 

 
Figure 15 : Inside the madjid of  Haji Sulong House and Museum where Melayu 

Muslims still came every day for prayer.  

 

Another building in the museum complex is a local masjid which originally housed the first 

Islamic school in this area. This building still functions as a public educational and religious 

space for those who come to pray and for the members of the local community to discuss their 

ideas and everyday life. However, the building exhibits some artifacts that are in the collection 

of the museum such as the original printed calendar of Islamic prayer times calculated by Haji 

Sulong. This calendar is now used in most of the Masjid in the deep South of Thailand and 

some northern parts of Malaysia as the reference for prayer time. However, the number of 

objects contained in the museum can not be exactly defined, and they are not categorized 

systemically because the museum is now in the process of collecting and analysing the artifacts, 

and due to the and lack of strong museum operational system, especially the shortage of staff.   

 

For those Melayu people, the museum can be a space to gather and recall the legend and tragedy 

of their nation and ethnic. In this study, focusing on the Haji Sulong House and Museum as an 

ethno-nationalism museum which focuses on the Melayu nation and Melayu identity through 

the telling of the struggles of Haji Sulong, his images and his stories were reproduced as legend 

of the brave and smart sacrificer for Melayu Muslim in the deep South of Thailand. This 
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research studies the phenomenon by using the concept of causal mechanism of the national 

museum in building the imagination of collective memory of the Melayu brotherhood.  

 
 

3.5.2. Khun Laharn Local Museum 

 

 
 
Figure 16 :  A two-storey building in Melayu architecture is where the Khun Laharn Local 
Museum is located. The building is not far from the community center of Gadeng Village. On 
the first floor is now an open space for cultural activities, as well as shops and residentual 
area. The second floor is where the main exhibition located.  
 
 
Khun Laharn Local Museum is a local museum in the Gadeng village, Laharn sub-district, Yi-

ngo district, Narathiwat province, the Southernmost province of Thailand. The museum opened 

to the public in 2008 and was founded by Rasmin Nititham, the great-grandson of Khun Laharn, 

who has collected the antiques of his ancestor and modified some spaces of his house to become 

the museum. The museum is located within a local Melayu community and is not far from the 

village where Khun Laharn, a community leader, had stayed. Although the museum is a private 

property of Rasmin Nititham, it is administered by a committee consisting of 16 members. The 

objective of the museum is to preserve and inherit the Melayu local history, traditions and 

people's everyday life by exhibiting personal collections of Khun Laharn, local Melayu antique 
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artifacts and art objects, and cooperating with the nearby communities by organizing 

workshops and arts activities.  

 

The local legends and history, which has never been formally recorded in the official narrative, 

is reproduced as the core structure of the museum’s narratives. Rasmin Nititham began his 

journey of being a curator by collecting the objects and compiling the legends and stories, 

especially the treasures he inherited from his ancestors, and by collecting the antique objects 

from Melayu local villages. The core narratives of the museum and most of the exhibitions are 

related to the life of Khun Laharn and the notion of prosperity of Melayu local village of 

Gadeng.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 :  Rasmin Nititham, a curator of Khun Laharn Local Museum, giving a museum 
tour. In this picture, he is seen in the Khun Laharn biography room, which is the main 
narrative of the museum.  
 

Khun Laharn (Sukarakyat), from the museum narratives, was born during the reign of King 

Chulalongkorn of Siam (King Rama V, 1868-1910) and lived through the reign of King 

Vajiravudh of Siam (King Rama VI, 1910-1925). Born to the family of Nikueji, a bodyguard 

of Sultan of Saiburi, his ancestor was promoted to the position of the protector of Yi-ngo district 

by Siamese authority (In that time, Patani and the Melayu cities nearby were de jure annexed 

as a part of Siam by the Anglo-Siamese Treaty of 1909). However, the exact time of his birth 

is still under investigation after Rasmin Nititham found new evidence which disputed the 

original story.   
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Khun Laharn story started with his journey along the Melayu states. He is said to show the 

characteristics of a brave person and have interacted with many important Melayu persons. The 

story goes that he built and governed the village of Gadeng, and was a heroic leader that 

protected and developed the area while maintaining peaceful cooperation with other ethnic 

groups. He was described as a charismatic governor that could guard the village against the 

criminals, and succeeded in building the main road and the Melayu Gadeng school. The 

mysterious power of his treasure was also described in detail. For instance, his ring was 

believed to possess the power to cure toxin. Likewise, some of Khun Laharn’s treasures which 

represented his connection with the Siamese governor, were exhibited.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18 :  Melayu students painting batik in a pattern inspired by the local birdcage 
desing. This activity is joined by more than 30 participants each year. 
 

The museum consists of six exhibitions, depicting the journey of Melayu people. Starting with 

‘the World of Melayu in Ancient Time’, the museum exhibits miniatures of the 300-year-old 

Talo Mano mosque and Masjid Kerisek which depict the glorious past of Melayu Patani and 

the tragedy brought from Siam and Thailand. The exhibitions continue with the Melayu 

appliances, Melayu ceremonies and traditions, Melayu and fishery, Melayu weapons, and 

Melayu everyday life. The Khun Laharn room is located in the middle of the exhibitions. 

Interestingly, this museum appears to be like a ‘cultural corridor’, as there have been a lot of 

Melayu workshops and activities organized at the museum that allowed members of the 

neighborhoods to participate.  
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The museum was selected by the Department of Cultural Promotion, Ministry of Culture of 

Thailand, to represent Narathiwat province and to become a ‘Chalerm Racha Khun Laharn 

Museum and Culture Center’ to commemorate the 84th birthday anniversary of King Bhumibol 

Adulyadej (King Rama IX, 1946-2016). By doing so, the museum was able to receive the 

budget from the government to fund its exhibitions and activities.   
  
This study focuses on the Khun Laharn local museum as an ethno-nationalism museum which 

narrates the Melayu nation and its identity through the exhibitions of local antiquities, the 

Melayu glorious past, and the story of Khun Laharn. The anecdote of Khun Laharn were 

reproduced as  a legendary brave protector and local leader for Melayu Muslim local village 

and its brotherhood in deep South Thailand . The study investigated the causal mechanisms of 

the museum in building the imagination of collective memory of Melayu brotherhood. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

  

FINDING AND ANALYSIS 

 

To answer the research question, this study explores the concept of causal mechanisms of the 

museum by Anderson (1991) who pointed out that museums could function as a variable of the 

mechanism that create a sense of nationalism among nationalists, nationalism movements and 

people in such nation, along with the creation of census and map, through the process of: 1) 

providing a space with a function to allow the restoration of the forged legend of the “nation” 

(which is exhibited by collected objects) which were collected and positioned by the census of 

antiquity 2)  providing legitimate power for the states or nationalists by acting as “the guardian 

of collective traditions” which gathers, escorts and revives those heritages that can be a part of 

lustrous antiquity 3) proceeding the role of creating the duplication of the “national brand” 

which can be biographies of herom, nationalists, (forged) geography of territory and even 

postal stamps, in order to construct and emphasize the public opinion (‘who are we’) that are 

embedded in their imagination.  

  

In the cooperated functions of these mechanism, the museum, from Anderson’s view (1991), 

could extend the sense of nation and its identity by providing a space for collecting and 

recalling the glorious past of the would-be nation, training people to be part of such nation by 

informing them of the collective norms, and infinitely reproduce such narrative and anecdotes. 

  

This chapter will firstly outline and examine the data gathered at Haji Sulong House and 

Museum, followed by Khun Laharn Local Museum. 
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4.1 Haji Sulong House and Museum  
(Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena Foundation) 

 

4.1.1 A restoration of the forged national legend 

 

The life of Haji Sulong and his struggle to fight for Melayu Patani has been the main exhibition 

that has been put on display at the Haji Sulong House and Museum since its opening. Until 

now, new objects and archives have also been added to the exhibitions to enhance the 

presentation and encapsulate the museum’s narrative. The exposition and activities have been 

created to recount the core of narrative, the life and struggles of Haji Sulong. The objects in 

the collections are divided into two categories, consisting of personal appliances which 

represented the trace of Haji Sulong in this house, and the archives that documented and 

represented Haji Sulong as a spiritual leader who struggled to fight for Melayu Patani people. 

Many of the archives were still in the process of interpretation and preparation for public 

viewing.      

 

 4.1.1.1 Haji Sulong calendar, the antiquity of unity of Melayu Patani Muslims 

 

In the early evening of the day before the weekend, the curator, Jaturon Iamsopa carried a few 

boxes to a large table on the first floor of the local Masjid in the museum. All of the objects in 

the boxes were carefully wrapped. The fans were closed and the temperature of air-

conditioning was downed in order to preserve the fragile conditions of the objects he was about 

to show. The A-4 size wood boards were taken out of the boxes. They gave an impression of 

the prominent historical objects. The wood boards contained some holes that appeared on the 

surface which could be dovetail to another convex wood board. On the convex board appeared 

the inscription of Melayu Patani sentences written in Arabic alphabets at the top of it (Melayu 

Patani local language or Yawi is the one of the languages in the Malay family. It is widely 

spoken in the deep South of Thailand and has developed a written language by using the Arabic 

alphabet, which is different from Bahasa Malay and Indo which used Latin alphabet). The 

Arabic number inscribed in the center of the board appeared like a calculated calendar system. 

These wood boards resembled the color-printed calendar that was exhibited and used in the 

second building of the museum that was a local mosque. The curator pointed out that “these 

wood boards were the stone templates of the calendar of Islamic prayer times used in the 
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mosques. The calendar was invented by Haji Sulong. This calendar is one of the symbols that 

represent the unique story and identity of Melayu nation” (in-depth interview and museum tour 

observation 19/06/2020).      

 

For local Muslims to pray accurately to the time that Allah legislated, Muslims need an accurate 

timetable that is conformed to their locations, as the praying time varies for each location 

depending on the movement of sunlight (time-zone), reflection, and shadow length. The time 

and date in this timetable were scheduled beforehand by calculating the light, reflection, 

shadow length, and the position of the sun in relation to the location of the Melayu peninsula. 

Haji Sulong, as a muslim cleric, calculated this timetable of prayers time, which is still used 

extensively in this area until nowadays. This handmade calendar and its printing stone was 

invented around 1948-1952 before Haji Sulong's disappearance in 1953. They were 

rediscovered recently after having been abandoned for many years.  

 

 

 
Figure 19 :  Handmade cast of Islamic calendar invented by Haji Sulong. The original cast is 
now under preservation process. On top of the cast are set of words in Melayu language, 
written in Arabic alphabet and numerals. 
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This invention is considered as one of the gem treasures not only for descendants of Tohmeena 

family but also among Muslim people and their brotherhood. To find the implication of this 

calendar and its relation to the restoration of the forged nation legend, this study analyses the 

process of storytelling of this object, especially the reactions of its usability toward its inventor 

from Melayu Patani people.       

 

Even that Islam has long-rooted in this area, the exact time of ‘Ezan’, or the Islamic prayer to 

call Muslims coming to pray in the masjid and the mosque in this area, was scheduled originally 

by Haji Sulong’s calendar. This finding was coherent with testimony given by Muslim senior 

who stated that “In fact, most of the mosques that are located in the deep South of Thailand 

and some parts of Northern Malaysia use this calendar to specify when Muslims males need to 

go to mosque” (AzmanTohmeena, observation 19/06/2020). They also affirmed that “It would 

still be functionable no matter how long the time has passed” 

 

Interestingly, this calendar was duplicated in order to be used in masjids and mosques in many 

communities. Hence, Melayu Patani people are familiar with this calendar and the timetable. 

In fact, they know of its functions of being a tool for Imams to announce a ‘mosque call’, but 

there are few people who know its history. This was the reason why many Melayu Patani 

visitors and participants and even the curatorial team who were helping Jaturon Iamsopa to 

interpret the words in the wood broads were excited by the sophisticated characteristics of Haji 

Sulong when they discovered the fact of its inventor.  

 

Emphasizing the untold story of this calendar was a bridge that connected the core narrative of 

this museum to the prominent role of Haji Sulong by representing him with the qualification 

of a hero of the nation who was a religious leader that also possessed the modern interdiscipline 

expertise especially the western knowledge in calculating the calendar and its timetable. This 

gave him a unique character unlike other typical religious leaders as Jaturon Iamsopha pointed 

out that “this was one of empirical evidence to represent who this philosopher was. That is the 

reason why many Melayu Muslim people have faiths on him.” (In-depth interview 

19/06/2020). One of Melayu activists also affirmed that “the story of his capability in 

astronomy became widespread when we acknowledged his ability to invent this calendar” 

(Focus group 1, B, Male 37, 22/07/2020).  
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By being a leader who has both the capability of religious affair and modern knowledge, Haji 

Sulong held a special status and appropriate respect among Melayu people as Abdulqahhar 

Aweaputeh, former member of Islamic Council of Pattani Province illustrated that “...being the 

leader in this area, a person must have profound knowledge and special status in Islamic affairs. 

These are the vital conditions to effectively lead the people” (In-depth interview 5/07/2020). 

Likewise, one of the Melayu youths indicated that “He was a disseminator who got along with 

Islamization by using tangible knowledge” (Focus group 1, F, Male 33, 22/07/2020).      

     

Another implication of the function of the Haji Sulong calendar was the forged legend of the 

Melayu nation and its identity which has been represented by this object itself. The calendar 

was a spiritual tool that could unify networks of Melayu Muslims in Patani into a single unity 

by its religious significance. While Melayu people might stay in different communities, they 

would gather in the masjids and mosques, guiding by a timetable that led them to the blessing 

of God at the exact same time. This is the reason why Many Melayu people have emphasized 

the prominent function of this calendar that has been used in the whole Melayu Patani area, 

and even in some parts of central and southern Malaysia. The calendar helped them to be 

distinct from people in other areas of Thailand and was in part helping the process of creating 

a unique Melayu identity as described in the interview that “We, Melayu Patani, use this 

calendar [to notify the prayer times]. But for Muslim in Bangkok, it would not be able for them 

to use it. It is reserved for Melayu in the deep South only. Therefore, by having this unique 

timetable that is specify for us [Melayu Muslim], our identity became clearer. We can tell 

instantly if someone is Melayu Muslim by seeing if they observe this timetable. It makes us 

feel as one” (AzmanTohmeena, observation 19/06/2020).  

 

This pattern of using the calendar in creating the sense of unity could be analysed through the 

concept of homogeneous empty time as proposed by Anderson (1991). The sense of solidarity 

was actualised distinctively by the development of this calendar and clock as evidence 

suggested that Melayu Patani people who lived in different areas of the deep South and even 

those who lived in many parts of Malaysia felt the calendar unified them as one. Even if they 

have never known each other, the sense of unity was created by the collective imagination that 

all Melayu people were conscious of others doing the same prayer at the same moment. Melayu 

Patani in Pattani province naturally knew that others Melayu Patani people in Yala province 

were going to mosques at the same time, which consolidated the sense of collective imagination 

not only in the religious sense but also in the awareness of Melayu singularity.  
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Even that the Muslim praying has already been practiced in this area for a long time, the 

development of calendar arouses the tangible perception of connection and kinship. Moreover, 

Melayu people also experienced the notion of unity and homogeneous time with their 

predecessors by realizing the function of the Muslim calendar and the practice of praying that 

has been passed on from previous generations. This solidarity between the old and new 

generations, thanks to this invention shown and elaborated in the Museum of Haji Sulong, has 

emerged from the convergence point of homogeneous empty time. The sense of solidarity 

created by this calendar reinforce the identity of Melayu Patani people. With Haji Sulong as 

their spiritual leader, the imagination toward Melayu nation has been augmented through the 

museum exhibitions and accompanied narratives.     

 

 
Figure 20  :  Azman Tohmeena, son of Ameen Tohmeena, former member of the House of 
Representative from Pattani and a political refugee. Azam is the grandson of Haji Sulong. In 
this picture, he was describing a copy of the Melayu Islamic calendar of praying time.  
 

The story of the calendar, which was obscure and concealed for most of its existence, was 

significant evidence that portrayed the struggles of Melayu people in constructing their own 

identity. Only recently that the calendar has become a prominent object in the process of 

reproduction of memory of the struggle of Melayu nationalism through this museum. There 

were few Melayu people who were aware of the origin of this calendar before its history has 
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been publicized, even though the calendar was very relevant to their daily life. Many Melayu 

including the curators and participants expressed that this was evidence of the erasing process, 

which tried to remove the story of the de-facto spiritual leader of Melayu nationalist movement. 

After Haji Sulong had become the enemy of Thai government in the 1940s and his forced 

disappearance in 1953, stories about his life and his movement were prohibited. Many Melayu 

people prefered to ‘keep it down’ to secure their life, as new Melayu generations who has 

participated in the museum activities pointed out that “there was a long period that the story of 

Haji Sulong was disappeared until the reconstruction of the truths by the establishment of the 

[Haji Sulong] House and Museum, the truths slightly came to light” (Focus group 1, A Female 

30, 22/07/2020). The history of the calendar was also suppressed during that period, hiding its 

cultural significance and importance, and made it appear to be just a normal tool for telling the 

time of prayer.  

 

Likewise, a former BBC reporter and media veteran at FT media, Nualnoi Thamsathien 

illustrated the prominent problem that the long oppression of Melayu Patani people by the Thai 

central government has distracted or silenced the Melayu identity narratives, especially since 

most of the Melayu narratives were in opposition to the official Thai narrative (In-depth 

interview 6/7/2020). Hence, this was the reason why the untold story of the calendar would be 

surprising and exciting to them as they not only realized the history of the object but also 

recognized the importance of Melayu identity that has been long suppressed which their 

ancestors have been viciously fought to protect (museum tour observation 19/06/2020 and 

Focus group 1 22/07/2020).  

 

In the museum practice, this calendar and its story, which has been narrated in the museum 

tours, helped create the core narrative of Haji Sulong’s life and struggles to be more consistent 

and tangible. To represent the narrative, the museum illustrated that Melayu people used to 

have a leader who was proficient in both spiritual and material world affairs. Likewise, his 

legacy by the invention of calendar and its functions could unite Melayu Pattani by dividing 

the Melayu and the outsiders by the concept of homogenous empty time.  
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4.1.1.2 Seven-point Declaration for Melayu rights by Haji Sulong, the struggle and wound 

of Melayu Patani tragedy 

 

The Seven-point Declaration is the most important document that represents the struggles of 

Haji Sulong and Melayu people to maintain their nation, identity and rights. It has been 

described by the curator as a core element of the narrative of the Haji Sulong House and 

Museum that has been touched on to all groups of visitors. Likewise, numbers of seminars that 

have been hold at this museum often mentioned this important piece of document as a 

cornerstone for the Melayu rights movement, as one of Melayu activists pointed out that “this 

declaration is still alive, because it is a tool not only to look back to the past but also shows 

that we are still struggling to reach the demands of this Declaration (Focus group 1, D 39, 

22/07/2020). Likewise, Anchana Heemina, a local human rights defender affirmed that “the 

current situation in which Melayu people still struggle with their life echoed the history of 

wounds in the past [that were mentioned in the Seven-point Declaration” (In-depth interview 

04/06/2020). Even though the Melayu identity is not as viciously suppressed as in the past, the 

history of Melayu people and their identity still cannot be fully expressed both inside and 

outside the museum, especially the demands that were expressed in the Declaration which were 

still regarded as controversial. 

 

“The Seven-point Declaration and the story of the struggles made Haji Sulong a hero for us, 

Melayu Patani people'', one of museum participants who was also a volunteer staff heralded 

that statement during a group discussion when the conversation mentioned the memory of Haji 

Sulong (Focus group 1, A 30, 22/07/2020). In 1947, eight months before the restoration of the 

influence of ultra-Thai nationalism in the deep South, Haji Sulong submitted the Seven-point 

Declaration which has been signed by local Melayu Patani people and local Islamic leaders to 

the Thai government in order to reflect the desires of Melayu people. This process of 

petitioning began after the Melayu have suffered from the nation and cultural assimilation 

policy by Siam-Thai government, which induced conflicts and violence. Even though the 

process of submission has followed the instruction and rule made by the Thai government and 

was also approved by the governor of Pattani province, Haji Sulong and his friends were 

charged and sentenced to jail by commencing this movement due to the change of Thai political 

landscape and policy that leaned toward Thai nationalist movement.  
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The ultimate goals of the Seven-point Declaration were to increase, maintain and protect 

Melayu Patani identity such as language and religious affairs, and to urge their right to govern 

through the process of decentralisation (See more in the literature review, 2.3.5 page 63). This 

was the first time that Melayu Patani initiated a concrete proposal of what they needed and 

wanted through the process of political participation and bargaining. Many of the statements 

were perceived as radical by Thai, but the government, suggested by the Observation 

Committee for the Deep South Provinces at that time, accepted to consider the plea.  

 

Unfortunately, the coup d’état in 1947 led by the Army units under the control of Field Marshal 

Phibunsongkram, disrupted and terminated all agreements between Melayu people and the 

Thai central government. Later, Haji Sulong was accused, charged and sentenced to four and 

a half years in prison on the conviction of rebellion. Although he was released in 1952, he, his 

eldest son, and his friends became victims of forced disappearance only one year later. His 

disappearance further escalated the tensions between Thai central authority and the Melayu. In 

this sense, the Seven-point Declaration was a vital variable of the life of Haji Sulong and the 

Melayu movement. For Melayu people, this declaration and the story behind it made Haji 

Sulong a hero, sacrificer and father of Melayu ethno-nation, and also the inspiration for Melayu 

armed-nationalist movements.  

 

Inside the museum, the above summary of Haji Sulong and the Seven-point Declaration was 

emphasized by the curator’s narrative in museum tours and many seminars. One of the 

questions that Jaturon Iamsopa, the curator, has often asked the visitors and participants of the 

museum tour was “if Haji Sulong did not die, what would the situation of the Melayu looked 

like today, and would the Seven-point Declaration continue to be contested?” He also asked 

other open-ended questions like “Do you think that Haji Sulong thought circumspectly in 

submitting that declaration?” and “in your opinion, why was this declaration monitored more 

intensely than other demands in other provinces?”  

 

These kinds of questions would make the Melayu visitors and participants to consider deeply 

about the Declaration and the past movement. Many of them disclosed their view by 

contemplating their life as Melayu, as one visitor said that “this declaration proved that Haji 

Sulong standed up for us in protecting the threat from Thai central government. We should be 

able to express our identity more openly. There should be no problem for us to learn our Melayu 

language or to work in government agencies as our previous generations have struggled with”. 
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Another participant expressed that “We should contemplate on the demands made by Haji 

Sulong and ask ourselves whether we have done enough to continue the fight for our rights that 

he started” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 19/06/2020 and Focus group 1 

22/07/2020).  

 

 
 

Figure 21  :  One of a few original photo of Haji Sulong. The photo is put on a dressing table 
inside the bedroom, next to a photo of his wife 
 

The narrative of the Declaration was one of the tools that raised the consciousness of 

Melayuness among Melayu visitors and participants by using storytelling as a coding to unite 

their embedded Melayu identity. Moreover, Haji Sulong was praised as a Melayu political hero 

as Jaturon Iamsopha affirmed that “this Declaration proved the characteristics and ability of 

being the politician that Haji Sulong had” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 

19/06/2020). The drafting and submission of the declaration was a peaceful political process 

that has been initially accepted by the Thai government. During the drafting process, the voice 

of Melayu locals and their opinions were listened to, which displayed his fundamental 

democratic characteristics.  
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In other words, his movement was a political bargaining process which needed a politically 

skilled leader. The character of Haji Sulong, in this sense, was extended from the religious and 

local ethnic leader to the politician who played the political game with honesty and 

demonstrated the characteristics of a democratic leader.   Jaturon reaffirmed that “Haji Sulong 

knew how to deal with the central power in legal ways. He had a lot of friends including Thai 

buddhist politicians. His movements included the process of public hearing, this was the 

character of a true political leader” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 

19/06/2020). 

 

Moreover, this study found that the Declaration was also narrated in a tragic dimension, 

depicting it as a cause that ended the life and freedom of Haji Sulong. A former BBC reporter 

and media veteran, Nualnoi Thamsathien illustrated that “the most obvious portrayal of Haji 

Sulong was the story of ‘Meyula victim’, both inside and outside the museum”. She also 

affirmed that “the narrative of being a victim made the story relatable to the Melayu who is 

facing the same situation, this is the reason why the Melayu believe the narrative in the local 

museum” (In-depth interview 06/07/2020). Likewise, a member of the House of 

Representatives of Thailand from Yala province, Adilan Ali-ishak said that “museum and its 

narrative is about this Declaration made by Haji Sulong, to recall the memory and to be promote 

the rights he fought for” (In-depth interview 05/07/2020). One of participants simply but 

directly concluded that “it was the pain that was passed to us” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 

22/07/2020). 

 

Although the narrative inside the museum painted the struggles of Melayu people as a history, 

the ongoing conflicts in the deep South in the last decade made that historical narrative fresh 

and tangible to the minds of the visitors. The parallel worlds of the stories inside the museum 

and the ongoing situation have connected visitors and participants without limitation of time 

and space to realize and become conscious of the similar endeavor that Melayu people have 

long been demanding. This could be considered as the creation of the sense of homogeneous 

empty time by Anderson (1991). The imagination that had been arisen by the story of Haji 

Sulong, a victim of the process of fighting for the realization of the Declaration, built the unity 

of ‘we’ (the Melayu) more relatable, tangible and connected.  
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Many Melayu visitors and participants felt and saw themselves related to Haji Sulong and those 

Melayu who fought for them and were punished from the submission of the Seven-point 

Declaration. A Melayu activist who participated in the group discussion said that “it was the 

pain that was passed to us, it is our pain” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020). Likewise, 

Abdulqahhar Aweaputeh, a lawyer at Muslim attorney foundation pointed out that “fear was 

the emotion that painted the society of that day and Melayu people felt insecure.  It was not too 

different compared to this day”. 

 

Nowadays, the details of the Seven-point Declaration have been discussed as a possible 

solution for the ceasefire between Thai central state and Melayu nationalist troops. One of the 

points of the Declaration demanding that “The four southern provinces shall be governed as a 

unit with Muslim governor” has been discussed in many dimensions to create proposals of 

administrative change. For those who are parts of the Melayu nationalist movement and the 

paramilitary troops, the change must include the establishment of an independent state and 

autonomous regions for the Melayu. Many Melayu people, however, hoped for the status of a 

special administrative region. However, the radical movement for independence that partly 

generated from the Declaration made any local movement and action related to the Declaration 

being closely monitored by the Thai government and its security officers. The observation and 

monitoring by Thai security authorities has become normal to Melayu daily life. This kind of 

situation has pushed the parallel world of struggles between the past and the present to be even 

closer. The narrative of the Seven-point Declaration and the story of the victim, Haji Sulong, 

in the museum was framed and connected to visitors and participants smoothly.  

 

The exhibition of a piece of seven-point declaration and its narrative in the museum was one 

of the censuses of antiquity which allowed Melayu visitors and participants to restore the 

collective imagination to the tragic legend of the nation. The ‘pain’ that has been generated 

from the suppression of Melayu identity and violent actions from Thai central authorities has 

been passed on through the museum narrative and prolong the sense of struggle that Melayu 

could relate to both inside and outside of the museum.   
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 4.1.1.3. The house of the tragic nation and its victims  

 

In this chapter, this study will explore the role of Haji Sulong House and Museum in being a 

space with a function to allow the restoration of the forged legend of the nation. Focusing on 

the narrative of the house itself and related activities, which were held many times since the 

opening of the museum. Unfortunately, most of the legends of Melayu nation that have been 

narrated were tragic stories.  

 

Haji Sulong House and Museum consists of two buildings - Haji Sulong House and a local 

mosque, which were built after Haji Sulong came back from Mecca. In the eyes of Haji Sulong, 

an educated Islamic philosopher, the society of Muslims in Patani in that time appeared to still 

be in the ‘dark age’. Melayu Muslims were lack accurate Islamic practices, especially by 

maintaining the belief in superstition (see more in the literature review chapter 2.3.4 page 46). 

He began to ‘rectify’ the Islamic practices in the area by using the idea of Islamization in the 

Arab World. Melayu muslims then slowly became his disciples, while being carefully 

monitored by Siamese officers. The reputation of Haji Sulong later became widespread from 

the Melayu Patani to the whole of Malay peninsula. The first Islamic school was built in 1929 

and completed in 1931 by his aspiration and from the donations from Melayu Muslims 

and Phraya Phahon Polphayuhasena, the second Prime Minister of Siam. Later, the house, 

which is located behind the school, was built.  

 

 
Figure 22  :  Members of the Family of Haji Sulong at the opening of the museum in 2015 to 
commemorate the 61st year of his forced appearance.  
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Principally, the Islamic identity was closely solidified with the way of life of the Muslims. The 

role of Haji Sulong as a local religious leader, the President of the Islamic Committee in the 

Provincial Islamic Council of Pattani and a judge in the Islamic court made him the de-facto 

leader of Melayu community. As impliied by Abdulqahhar Aweaputeh, former member of 

Islamic Council of Pattani Province that “in fact, the local leader who would received the faith 

must be the religious leader or having the influence in religious affairs. Being a religious leader 

with faithful followers made him able to create the Melayu identity. And by being the leader 

of a group of people with a strong identity, it made him also the leader of an ethnic group” (In-

depth interview 5/07/2020). As the Melayu struggled to maintain their identity that has been 

suppressed by the Siam-Thai government’s cultural assimilation policy, the role of the religious 

leader has become more prominent in safeguarding their communities. For this reason, his 

house and museum have been turned into a political space, especially being the corridor of 

voiceless and victims until nowadays.  

 

At the opening of the Museum in 2015, a now well-known poetry by Zakariya Amataya has 

been read. Translated by Noah Vierness and reported by Kummetha (2015), it reads  

 

 “That house toward which all drift 

 The first house of Ibrahim and his son 

 That casts a frame around the foundation of faith 

 Is the house of dreams and universal passion”. 

  

“This is the house that built faith 

 That lights the lamp to illuminate learning 

 His obscurity must come to an end 

 Illuminated wisdom, thought 

 Will lead them from the dark, 

 Though he who built the house has forever departed into timelessness”. 

 

This house and the renowned first Islamic school, to Melayu Muslims, was not just an 

accommodation of the local leader, but its meaning has been defined by the political 

implication as the ‘house of them (Melayu)’ which “...built faith...” among them and “...lead 

them from the dark...”. Hence, this house and the museum has played the role of a spiritual hub 
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for the Melayu ethno-nation, as indicated by one of the visitors that “this [poem] defines what 

Haji Sulong and his house did to us, to protect and preserve the nation and identity of the 

Melayu Patani people” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020)  

 

While visiting the museum, the visitors and participants of the museum's activities would 

receive the introduction booklets that introduce the role of Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir 

Tohmeena Foundation. The cover of the booklets consisted of the picture of Haji Sulong in 

Islamic religious clothes accompanied by a sentence that read “He and his oldest son were 

killed in the dark era”.  A short poem was also published under that picture. It read; 

 

“Let the story of the Hero remind  

of his virtuous acts while being alive 

and even after his death confined 

his footprint on the sand of time survives” 

 

The narrative of the House and Museum reflected the remark on the front cover of the book 

which said “Let the story of the Hero remind [us]”, and that “his footprint on the sand of time 

survives”. The main objective of the establishment of the museum was to emphasize the 

goodwill of Haji Sulong as a leader and a sacrificer for Melayu nation and identity, which 

would be remembered by its people. The museum also exhibited the artifacts and archives that 

demonstrated how Haji Sulong used this place to maintain and protect Melayu Patani people 

from the Siam-Thai threats, including providing a political space to bargain with the central 

authority. Importantly, the tragedy of Haji Sulong was always narrated with the connection to 

this place.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the consistency of the narrative given by the curator to the visitors was 

different, depending on the identity of the groups For Melayu Patani people, especially 

nationalist’s movements, Jaturon Iamsopha disclosed that he gave them “deadly story, no 

hiding, and in Melayu language” but the narrative given to the Thai officers “would be 

softened” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 19/06/2020). In this sense, Jaturon 

defined and expressed the eagerness of Haji Sulong in freeing Patani while using the house as 

the background (Freeing might be interpreted in many dimensions, but for Jaruton, he 

highlighted this term in the identity context, to be free from the Siam-Thai state nation and 

cultural assimilation more than the type of state administration context). However, according 
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to the curator, it is important that all visitors and participants get the narrative of the tragic 

destiny of Haji Sulong by the scene of forced disappearances and the connection that he had 

with this house. One of visitor and participants memorised that; 

 

“...I could see the picture that Haji Sulong, his sons and colleagues got up in the public 

security officer’s cars. That was the last moment of our Icon. I also could see the picture 

of his wife who was always waiting for him in the front balcony everyday. I felt that 

she did not only wait for him to come back but also the justice for her family and for 

us…”  (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020)  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 23  :  An artwork in the permanent 
exhibition of the museum  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although Haji Sulong has long passed away, this place itself has still been the subject of 

repression. As described by the curator who also recounted the restrictive situations to the 

public that “When I was young, I saw police coming to this place to close the house, or to 

search it and then usually take some things from it” (in-depth interview and museum tour 

observation, 19/06/2020). Likewise, one senior interviewee, Azman Tohmeena who always 

came to pray here affirmed that “although Haji Sulong passed away, his son, Ameen 

Tohmeena, seeked asylum in Malaysia after he had received a lot of threats. At that time, police 

often came to this place to monitor it” (obsevation, 19/06/2020). Until now, the family 
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members of Haji Sulong became the victims of oppression by the state as Jaturon said that 

“Nowadays, when we hold seminars or activities, the army officer would always come. So I 

would said to them that if you come, please come openly and follow our instructions” (in-depth 

interview, 19/06/2020)   

 

As the museum is also open for the public to conduct meetings and seminars, all the activities 

that have been held in this place were related to the core narrative of the house itself, especially 

the tragic destiny of Melayu victims and the injustice in the Society. One of the recent activities 

was the book launch and a political seminar held as a memorial for Kraisak Choonhavan, a 

politician who sympathized for Haji Sulong's family from his ancestors' mistake. Most of the 

guest speakers were Melayu Patani people, including the curator, and some members of the 

House of Representatives of Thailand, with the opening speech by Den Tohmeena, son of Haji 

Sulong and former prominent Melayu politician.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 24: The panel of the public seminar after the book launch ceremony to honor the late 
Kraisak Choonhavan on the first floor of the masjid inside the complex of Haji Sulong House.    
 

This large seminar was about the benefaction of Krisak after he gave an apology speech in the 

name of his ancestors who participated in the operation that conducted forced disappearance 

of Haji Sulong (Khaisak grandfather was Field Marshal Phin Choonhavan who led the Army 

units during the coup d’etat in 1947 under the command of Field Marshal Phibunsongkram. 
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Kraisak's uncle-in-law was Police General Phao Siyanon who was believed to be the head of 

Haji Sulong forced disappearance operation). In fact, Kraisak also came here to give an apology 

by himself among the Haji Sulong family’s members during the memorial service of Haji 

Sulong in 2016. In this sense, the seminar and activities that have been held at the museum 

supported and extended the narrative of Haji Sulong as the legend of the ethno-nation of 

Melayu implicitly.     

 

One of the conditions that helped construct the narrative of this house as a place of 

remembrance for Melayu struggles was, ironically, the actual conflicts and ongoing violence 

outside of the museum, especially the human rights abuse by the authority. Many of Melayu 

people, especially young nationalist movement’s troops, felt that they have been facing the 

same injustice as their ancestors who had been disparaged by the Thai state. They and their 

families might experience the abuse by themself or might be roused and obsessed by the forged 

history during the process of recruitment and training of the movements. Anchana Heemnina, 

founder of Duay Jai group pointed out that “the story of legendary fighter might not be as 

effective to make them feel united without the outside factors that make them feel insecure” 

(In-depth interview 04/06/2020). 

 

The Haji Sulong House and Museum and the tragic story of a legendary hero was emphasized 

by the narrative and related activities. It has become a space with many functions to allow 

Melayu visitors and participants to restore the forged legend of the nation by the core narrative 

of being a victim of Haji Sulong. Melayu visitors and participants would sympathize and felt 

as the victims as well, but the interviews indicated that they also felt proud of the nation and 

the hero who fighted for them, as a former BBC reporter, Nualnoi Thamsathien said “the legend 

of Haji Sulong is a story that could make all Melayu people feel proud'' (In-depth interview 

06/07/2020). 
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4.1.2. To provide the norms by being the place of training   
 

4.1.2.1 The sacred heritage of the Melayuness  

  

One of the questions that were posed to the curator and his family was “what were the reasons 

that the Haji Sulong house and museum was established after it had been abandoned over the 

half of century?” Although Jaturon Iamsopha and his family’s main intention was to inherit 

Haji Sulong's legacy to provide knowledge to Melayu Patani people, they accepted that the 

factors outside the house were one of the main reasons that drove them to start the museum. 

After 2004, the conflicts and violence were severe. Many incidents emerged everyday. In 

response, Thai army officers monitored Melayu muslims rigorously in order to screen the 

insurgents as they lacked the updated information operations. Later on, many special laws, 

including martial law, have been activated. Melayu Muslims had been threatened, the same 

way as their ancestors, from the military operations which were not familiar with the special 

context of conflicts in this area. The Haji Sulong House and Museum and its visitors were not 

exempted from the state monitoring and surveillance, as Jaturon recounted that “In that time 

we did not officially operate as a museum yet, but most of the visitors who visited us had to 

deal with the state’s suspicion” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020).  

 

Although the fear had been lingered in the area, it did not affect those who intended to solve 

the problems by disclosing the world of Melayu and its history of struggle. To stop the spread 

of the fear, Jaturon and the Tohmeena family have opened the house as a museum in order to 

be a hub for learning about Melayu Patani and the situation that they have been facing, while 

any story of Melayu movement was silenced in that time. The history that has been told in the 

Haji Sulong House, as one of the very few sources of the history about Melayu Patani 

movement, has become an important narrative of the story of Melayu Patani in the whole 

society, as one of visitors and participants affirmed that “ in that time, the story of Haji Sulong 

was slightly become more publicly discussed after it has been kept as a secret conversation we 

talked when we had a dinner” (Focus group 1, B, Male 37, 22/07/2020).  

 

The museum has also reproduced the symbols that refer to Haji Sulong and distributed them to 

create awareness of the story, as described in one of the interviews that “the pictures of Haji 

Sulong were duplicated publicly and it has been distributed to many places” (Focus group 1, 
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C, Male 27, 22/07/2020). Another Melayu activist pointed out that the reason why the story of 

Haji Sulong has been widely reproduced and accepted among Melayu Patani because “Haji 

Sulong and his story could be connected with the situation we faced more than others Melayu 

story” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020). A former media reporter illustrated that 

“people wanted a tangible narrative that connected to their situation of struggled of identity 

(In-depth interview 6/7/2020), as a museum visitor also pointed out that “if you need more 

details [on the story], people need to come to the museum” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 

22/07/2020).     

 

 

 
Figure 25 : The reception area of the Haji Sulong house. It is now used to host public 
seminar and other activities related to the rights of Melayu Patano 
 

In this sense, Haji Sulong House and Museum offered the tragic story of Melayu Patani that 

was able to unite them with the sense of solidarity. Whether it would be intentional or 

coincidence, Haji Sulong and his descendants have been acting as “the guardians of collective 

traditions”. Firstly, the museum has provided Haji Sulong as the core narrative of the Melayu 

struggles, not only inside the museum but also outside of the museum. The story of Haji Sulong 

and his legend of campaigning for Melayu Patani had been reproduced as the collective 

traditions and norms by the museum and its staff. The museum acted as the guardians of the 

collective traditions by gathering the objects and archives to construct the narrative of the story. 

In this sense, Haji Sulong House Museum had been renovated, rearranged, designed and 

reproduced as the core value of story of the struggle of Melayu Patani, as Jaturon said that 
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“ninety-nine percent of renovations were to replicate what the House used to look like. The 

most important task of the museum, however, is to tell the stories of the symbols that represent 

the repression of our nation and identity, such as the Seven-point Declaration, and to recount 

the limitations that make us a group of minorities” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020).  

 

Many objects and archives which were full of the historical importance for Melayu identity 

were gathered by the museum in order to build the collection of belongings of Haji Sulong, 

including the seven-pointed declaration, the original Islamic calendar, the Melayu archives 

with the handwriting of Haji Sulong. However, due to the limitation of museum operation and 

the threat from the security officers in the past, many archives were lost. The limitations of the 

small-scale museum that might have affected the function of the museum’s mechanism will be 

later discussed.    

 

After the establishment of the museum and the reproduction of symbolic items, Melayu people 

have gained realization of the existence of this house and museum. The story of Haji Sulong 

and his house had been respected and became the pride of Melayu Patani. After being revived 

from a dilapidated house, the museum became a sacred place.  As earlier mentioned, whether 

it would be intentional or coincidence, this place provided Haji Sulong and his family members 

a legitimacy to be the guardian of collective traditions and norms, due to the fact that they have 

escorted and revived the heritage of Melayu collective memory to inform the Melayu about the 

movement to protect the Melayuness, as one of visitors and participants said that “the members 

of Tohmeena family helped a lot to tell the outsiders about our history because this family is 

the center of the community and their house is the hub of the community (Focus group 1, F, 

Male 33, 22/07/2020) 

 

Historically, there was another evidence that could be emphasized the role of Haji Sulong 

House and Museum as the hub of training of the traditional norms for Melayu muslims despite 

the existence of Pattani Central Mosque, which were built by Thai state. The museum curator 

pointed out that the Thai authority has tried to erase the rift between Melayu Patani people and 

the Thai authority by constructing the Pattani Central Mosque to be the center of the 

community, as he explained that “they [Thai authority] intended to built that Masjid to be a 

memorial heritage to Haji Sulong by asking for our family to allow the name of Haji Sulong to 

be used as the name of the Masjid, but we did not accept the offer”. He also affirmed that “Haji 
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Sulong's wife did not want them to build any memorial in his name, [she wanted] nothing 

except the justice” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 19/06/2020).  

 

In this sense, Thai state tried to unite the rift among Melayu Patani people by constructing a 

site of heritage. It would be used as the mechanism to provide Thai state a legitimate power to 

be a part of the (revised) collective norms to Melayu. If the central mosque was named after 

Haji Sulong, the current Haji Sulong house and museum would not be as important as it is 

nowadays. Thai state realized that the construction of the central mosque could influence the 

Melayu people to become the ‘Thai-Muslim’ and helped replacing the feeling of adversary. 

This rivalry in building a significant cultural site to commemorate Haji Sulong emphasized the 

clash between Melayu and Thai authority to fight for the possession of the collective norms. 

Haji Sulong House and Museum could be considered as the place for the training of the 

members of Melayu nation after that function of Pattani Central Mosque was not accepted by 

the locals. 

 

4.1.2.2 Being a good Melayu Patani   

 

As the Haji Sulong House acted as the center of the Melayu Patani community, this study then 

investigated the exhibitions and the narrative that the museum enshrined to analyze how the 

museum created or conveyed the collective norms to the Melayu museum visitors. This study 

examines the stories of Haji Sulong that have been constructed and reproduced through the 

narrative of the museums and its activities and how they have been embedded to the perception 

of visitors and participants, as mentioned in chapter 4.1.1 (see more, a restoration of the forge 

nation legendary page 89) and chapter 4.1.1.3 (see more, the house of the tratic nation and its 

victims page 100).  

 

The observation of the museum found that Haji Sulong has been narrated as the hero with 

proper knowledge and ability in both secular disciplines and religious proficiency who 

sacrificed himself to fight for Melayu Patani. Moreover, the role of Haji Sulong in being the 

leader was coherent with the religious belief that emphasized his legitimate power as an Islamic 

herald. The introduction booklets that were distributed to the visitors to inform about the Arjan 

Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena Foundation elaborated that “Haji Sulong could not leave 

the Melayu people. It was going to be sinful to the religious, hence he needed to disseminate 

the Islamic principle” (page.8, chapter “the first Islamic school”). These kinds of narratives 
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were the typical style of Islamic narrative as their life could not be divided from the religious 

principle and it was narrated to the museum’s narrative. In this sense, museum provide the Haji 

sulong as a muslim “role model”, shaping him as a symbol of the collective norm that Muslim 

should consider and follow.  

 

Another point was mentioned in 4.1.1 (see more, a restoration of the forge nation legendary 

page 89) and chapter 4.1.1.3 (see more, the house of the tratic nation and its victims page 100). 

In the museum’s narrative, Haji Sulong has become the hero who sacrificed himself to fight 

for Melayu Patani. This legend was narrated in many dimensions such as the submission of a 

Seven-point Declaration, his incarceration in 1949, the forced disappearance and even the 

invention of the Islamic calendar. These kinds of narratives also emphasized his sacrificial 

responsibilities for the unity of Melayu. These became the core values that Melayu visitors 

percieved how Melayu Patani should do for their own nation and its brotherhood, including 

having conversation with Melayu nationalist movements “I narrated what Haji Sulong did for 

parties; Party A (Thai state) and B (Melayu troops). For Party B, I emphasized the peaceful 

political ways that Hayi Sulong practiced to bargain with Thai state” (Jaturon Iamsopha, 

curator, in-depth interview, 19/06/2020).  

 

 
 

Figure 26: A letter that Haji Sulong asked an inmane to write in Thai for him. Preserved in 
the museum, these letters have been sent to his wife and family during his conviction of 
rebellious against the Thai state. 
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These narrative styles provided by the museum and its exhibition became the collective 

traditions and norms that would “train” the members of the nation. This role of the museum as 

the place of training emphasized the function of Haji Sulong House and Museum as a legitimate 

institution to be a guardian of the collective norm which visitors and participants could acquire. 

However, Jaturon Iamsopha affirmed that “the intention of the museum was not to convince 

Melayu people to admire Haji Sulong as the god without having any discussion and argument”. 

He also affirmed that “we tell the story by using the empirical archives and evidence which has 

been openly shared since the opening of the museum”. However, he admitted that “as I knew, 

Haji Sulong has become a god-like symbol outside the museum. That is the reason why our 

museum is important in order to give accurate information” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020).   

 

However, most of visitors and participants appreciated the heroic narratives and perceived that 

“the things that Haji Sulong was and the things that he did have helped us to reconsider myself 

and what we should do in the name of Melayu in the future”  (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 

22/07/2020), “The legend of Haji Sulong told us to evaluate ourselves as a Melayu people and 

to consider what we get from the fight. At this moment, I would say that whatever I can do for 

the betterment of Patani, I will do (Focus group 1, A Female 30, 22/07/2020). They also assured 

that the conversation they had in the museum and the activities organized in the museum were 

based on the facts and evidence. A senior Melayu person also affirmed that “we had to accept 

the museum and the story of Haji Sulong. His actions made him become the role model and 

norms of those Melayu movements (Azman Tohmeena, observation 19/06/2020) 

 

However, Thai security authorities especially those who are in the national security agencies 

might not accept this kind of role of the museum because it would be a condition to agitate the 

resistance to the Thai state from Melayu people. However, the member of the House of 

Representatives of Thailand from Yala province, Adilan Ali-ishak affirmed that “there is 

nothing wrong for them [Melayu rights movements]to have Haji Sulong as a spiritual icon 

because they are from the same ethnic group” (In-depth interview 05/07/2020).   
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4.1.2.3 For Melayu to be Melayu  

 

All of the visitors and participants in the focus group discussions were familiar with the 

museum because they have already visited, participated and even volunteered for the museum's 

activities. The relation of this museum and Melayu Muslim community was well establish in 

many dimensions as the everyday life of the Melayu could not be divided from the religion and 

the history of the struggle of identity. Many of them used this space to be a school for preparing 

to be Melayu activists. The prominent characteristic of this museum is being the space that told 

the story of the legend of the community and by organizing numbers of activities which were 

fulfilling to those Melayu who need to know their roots. Moreover, the tragic story of Haji 

Sulong and Melayu brotherhood has been made to become more tangible and attracted them to 

become a part of this place.  

 

For Melayu to be Melayu, Jaturon intended to arrange this place to be more than just a museum 

as he said “I would like to develop this place to be a co-working space where Melayu people 

and even other groups of people will be able to assemble and exchange ideas, and to attract the 

new generations”. He has cooperated with younger generations who have become a part of the 

curatorial team. One of the youths pointed out that “I feft that Haji Sulong seemed like the hero 

of Melayu Patani” hence “as a new generation of Melayu Patani, I tried to make Patani a better 

place like he did. Moreover, I felt that these objects and archives would be immortal if they 

belonged to the public. Therefore, it is our responsibility to make them widely known” (Focus 

group 1, A, Female 30, 22/07/2020).  

 

The members of the volunteer team have been collecting and interpreting the artifacts and 

historical documents. One of the young Melayu activists said “our works were quite difficult, 

one of the challenges was to interpret the Melayu language statements of Haji Sulong 

handwritten, we need to use the skill of Melayu language and historical context to interpret”. 

(Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020). This team has spent a lot of time to process this 

work. For them, it has become a part of their life which, according to the interview, taught them 

about their roots as one of the volunteers said that “although the history of Haji Sulong could 

be categorized as the elite history, I, as a normal person, felt connected with him… It seems 

like we have faced what Haji Sulong had also faced in the struggle life of being Melayu'' (Focus 

group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020).   
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This curatorial process trained the volunteers to inherit the norm and collective memory of the 

Melayu through the process of museum mechanism. As violence attacks have still continued 

in the area, and Melayu people have remained to be treated unfairly, younger Melayu 

generations have put great value on their efforts to build and maintain the ethnic identity by 

participating the activities at this museum, as one of them said “it was an honor for me to serve 

what Melayu needs” (Focus group 1, D, male 39, 22/07/2020) and “woking with the history of 

Haji Sulong made us know how to be a good Melayu muslim” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 

22/07/2020). One of them believed that “museum and its works could be our hope in creating 

the hub of Melayu to learn about the 1Melayu” (Focus group 1, F, Male 33, 22/07/2020).   

  

Moreover, museum has cooperated with other partners, as Jaturon remarked that “we work 

closely with the new generation of activists who try to maintain their identity and the unity 

among Melayu people through the cultural movements, as well as other groups of activists such 

as Saiburi Looker, Melayu Living, and some local art spaces” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020). 

In the latest seminar held at the museum, a book launch and a political seminar, many 

volunteers and partners have taken part in the event all together. Many of the partners also have 

used their channels to publicize the events. The participation from the younger generation and 

local partners have made them familiar with the narrative of the museum and became part of 

its movement.  

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 27: Papers that recorded the struggles of 
Melayu people during the fight for their nation and 
identity being tended by Jaturon and volunteer staff. 
Some of the volunteers have become Melayu rights 
activists in the deep South. 
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The role of Haji sulong House and Museum to ‘train’ the new generations of Melayu was the 

intention that Melayu seniors have expected, as the former member of Islamic Council of 

Pattani Province and lawyer at Muslim attorney foundation, Abdulqahhar Aweaputeh said  that 

“the local history should be progress by the local especially the participation of the new 

generation” (In-depth interview 5/07/2020). Likewise, a former BBC reporter, Nualnoi 

Thamsathien illustrated that “if they did not study and exhibit their heritages, they will lose 

their identity” (In-depth interview 6/7/2020)  

 

In this sense, this museum provided the space in being a de-facto school to train the nation 

members to be part of such nation by informing the collective norms among visitors, museum 

staffs and even for the general Melayu people who have already perceived the impression of 

this place as a national heritage, instead of just a dilapidated house. This museum reminded 

them to be Melayu the way they are expected to be.  

 

However, museum operation and the status of the nation of Melayu Patani could become the 

negative factors that undermine the museum operation to function as a place for identity 

training. Firstly, the museum lacked enough resources, including money and a managerial team 

to operate at its full capacity. As the entrance of the museum has always been free, most of the 

income came from donations from visitors and participants. The majority of the funding of the 

museum, under the Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena Foundation, has been donated 

by the personal fund from Den Tohmeena and Dr. Pechdau Tohmeena, the Melayu politicians 

who are the descendants of Haji Sulong. Moreover, due to the purpose of the foundation which 

was non-profit, this also became a limitation for the museum to find the funding. Hence, it was 

very hard to use the limited resources to properly manage the museum, compared to the 

standard operation of other national museums. The impact could be observed in the process of 

objects and archives preservation and categorization, as well as the recruitment of staff and the 

infrequency of the arrangement of the new exhibition, as Jaturon pointed that “we do it 

[museum operation] by ourselves with limited team and fund” (In-depth interview 19/06/2020). 

This was the reason why many archives and objects were kept in normal boxes and were unable 

to be exhibited to the public. 

 

Another factor that could subvert the museum operation was the status of the ‘nation’ of 

Melayu Patani itself. Maleyu nation is a group of minorities who have been targeted by the 

cultural assimilation policy. Even though the situation has become slightly better in the last 
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decade as the Thai state tried to widen the space for Melayu in representing their identity, using 

this strategy to gain trust from the Melayu locals. Some of the contents and narrative that 

advocated for Melayu identity have still been monitored, especially the subjects that praised 

the Melayuness by reproducing its glorious past and publicizing the tragic incidents which has 

been seen as the resistance to the Thai state. The narrative of Melayu history which contradicted 

the narrative of the official Thai history became subjects of dispute and disagreement that could 

hinder the Melayu intention to express themselves. Being a stateless nation and holding a 

conflicting narrative to the authority were the conditions that obstructed the process of 

storytelling that the Melayu have been facing, including in the museum’s narrative.  

 

As mentioned, the Haji Sulong House and Museum has faced intervention and monitoring 

several times by the Thai authorities. Many historical archives, according to the curator, have 

been seized by the state officers in the past. One of the family's members even became political 

asylum. Although the house and the mosque have opened publicly again, the freedom in 

exhibiting the Melayu narrative was limited as Jaturon Iamsopha disclosed that “[there is] no 

withholding when telling the stories in Melayu language” but for those Thai officers “[the 

narrative] would be softened” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 19/06/2020) 

Likewise, two Melayu youths who used to participated in the curatorial team voluntarily 

disclosed that “the completion of the narrative was not one hundred percentage, we need to 

hide some contents” (Focus group 1, A, Female 30 and D, male 39, 22/07/2020). A former 

BBC reporter, Nualnoi Thamsathien gave a clear picture of this situation,  

 

“being the minority and having a narrative that contradicts the narrative of the majority 

impacted the Melayu people and their narrative of nation gravely. For Haji Sulong 

family members, they need to deal with the situation carefully. That’s why they need 

to talk with all parties. What they did was risky, but If they did not, their root and also 

Melayu root would be lost”. (In-depth interview 06/07/2020)   

 

While Adilan Ali-ishak, member of the House of Representatives of Thailand, affirmed that 

“Melayu will not abandon their heritage for sure” (In-depth interview 05/07/2020), former 

members of Islamic Council of Pattani Province, Abdulqahhar Aweaputeh proposed a solution 

that “the majority need to be open-minded and respect Melayu’s history and its narrative. They 

should help us but must not interfere, giving the required space for Melayu people (In-depth 

interview 5/07/2020). 
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Although this museum could be the space that provides the power for Haji Sulong, his family, 

and Melayu people to narrate their story of antiquity of the nation and to train the younger 

generations to be conformed with the Melayu collective norms, its operation has suffered from 

the lack of funding and the minority status of the people. These conditions have impacted the 

museum’s efficiency in providing the space to train the members of nations.  

 

4.1.3. The duplication of national brand 
 Museum and its role of creating the duplication of the “national brand” in order  

  to construct and emphasize the public opinion (‘who are we’) that are embedded in   

  their imagination.  

 

4.1.3.1 the picture in our minds  
 

The story of Haji Sulong was once a forbidden topic. His house and school remained accessible 

only to some of his family members who were waiting for justice, ending their role as a hub of 

the community. Many of his documents and belongings scattered, only to be slowly gathered 

by his grandson, the museum curators. Over the decade, the story of Haji Sulong was told 

secretly at the dinner table and in some religious school surrounded by fear. For quite some 

time, the history of Haji Sulong has been mainly remembered through the oral-narrative rather 

than tangible evidence and historical objects.   

 

In 2004, half of a century after Haji Sulong had disappeared, the tension between Thai state 

and Melayu Patani intensified, making this area become an armed-conflicted area. The 

confrontation between troops from both sides frequently erupted. In consequence, many actors 

have taken part in finding the solution of the problem. However, as the conflict prolonged, 

many people were killed and injured including civilians. To cease the conflicts and ease its 

impact, one of the solutions has been proposed to recognize the local history about the 

suppression of Melayu Patani and the story of Haji Sulong. In this sense, Haji Sulong and his 

story slowly became the topic of discussion. Melayu People began to talk about him publicly 

and consistently. At the same time, Haji Sulong has publicly become the symbol and a god-

like hero for the Melayu national movements. Haji Sulong’s stories and pictures have become 

more public, replacing the secretive discussion once only held inside Melayu households.   
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When the story of Haji Sulong became the core narrative of the Melayu story, his portraits 

acted as a tangible symbol that conveyed the message more effectively and publicly. The 

pictures which presented his face and his uniform of an Islamic philosopher was duplicated 

and distributed along with his tragic story. Although the adoration of any person and object 

would be prohibited by the Islamic principle, many of his pictures were conveyed via other 

ways such as the front cover of the book and the design on the clothes as Jaturon remembered 

that “ The pictures were duplicated significantly, many of Melayu Patani used that picture to 

be their social media’s profile, clothes, and there was even the effort to build a bronze statue 

[of him]” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 19/06/2020)  

 

For those who are Melayu Patani, they were familiar with Haji Sulong and his pictures even 

before the mass duplication of his story and portraits, but was limited to the boundary of their 

homes only. One of visitors and participants remembered the moment that he saw Haji Sulong 

face in the front cover of the book that “When I was young, I found the book which had the 

front cover page with Haji Sulong picture” (Focus group 1, F, Male 33, 22/07/2020). Likewise, 

“As long as I can remember, I saw his picture at my house” (Focus group 1, A, Female 30, 

22/07/2020). 

 

Inside the museum, the portraits of Haji Sulong both in oil paintings and replicas were exhibited 

in every corner, along with other abstract oil paintings. These pictures were narrated by the 

museum as the representation of the struggles of Melayu Patani who faced injustice during the 

dark time. Most pictures were colored in the dark tone but highlighted the light on the 

expression of the eyes. These pictures not only emphasized the look of Haji Sulong but also 

illustrated the story behind it. As Haji Sulong was symbolized as the hero of the Melayu nation, 

his unfinished mission also needed to be represented through these objects which could convey 

the message to the visitors, as one of the interviewees stated that, “We felt his pain and the pain 

could descend to us, it was our story, Melayu story” (Focus group 1, D, Male 39, 22/07/2020). 

Likewise, “these are the pictures of our father” (Focus group 1, F, Male 33, 22/07/2020). In 

this sense, this original picture which was duplicated and exhibited could be the national brand 

of Melayu. For them, It was not only to realise about their root but also to push them to do 

something for Melayu as “When I looked at his picture, I reconsidered the future what he or 

we have flighted for, this is our responsibility to inherit” (Focus group 1, F, Male 33, 

22/07/2020) 
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Figure 28: The photo of Haji Sulong has been duplicated into paintings and photograph. His 
images also appeared on t-shirts, or have been set up as profile pictures for many Melayu in 
the social network.  
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Moreover, as mentioned in chapter 4.1.1.1, the printed calendar was exhibited on the second 

floor of the mosque and inside the museum. This calendar also represented the national brand 

because it could be conveyed the coherent sense of unity by the concept of homogenous empty 

time that stimulate the imagination of Melayu people to realise the existence of other Melayu 

who also did the same thing at the same moment (praying) (see more in chapter 4.1.1.1, page 

89) as senior Melayu person pointed out that “We, Melayu Patani people, use this calendar [to 

notify the prayer times]. But for Muslim in Bangkok, it would not be able for them to use it. It 

is exclusive for Melayu in the deep South only.” (Azman Tohmeena, Observation 

19/06/2020).  The calendar helped them to be distinct from people in other parts of Thailand 

and is in part helping the process of defining themselves as a unique group of Melayu Patani. 

Nowadays, this calendar has been duplicated and hung on the wall in many mosques in the 

deep South.   

 

Likewise, the Seven-point Declaration (see more chapter 4.1.1.2, page 95), even though the 

original copy was in the process of maintenance, was duplicated and exhibited as a gem archive 

of Haji Sulong and could represent a national brand of the Melayu, as it embodied the process 

of the fight for their nation, identity and brotherhood. One of the visitors remarked that “this 

Declaration proved that Haji Sulong standed up for us in protecting the threat from Thai central 

government”. Another participant asked “How far do we get from the fight that has originally 

resulted from this declaration?” (in-depth interview and museum tour observation 19/06/2020 

and Focus group 1 Female, 30, 22/07/2020). 
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4.1.4. The struggling House and the challenge of the minority museum  

 
While this study found that Haji Sulong House and Museum and the function of causal 

mechanisms could provide the space for the creation of imagined nation among Melayu Patani 

people forged by the tragic legend of antiquity of nation and its hero, there were also some 

constraints which not only limited the potential of those mechanisms but also controverted the 

conceptual framework of the creation of imagined nation through the museum provided by 

Anderson (1991). The ‘nature of the nation’ is found to be a factor that impacted the 

functionality of the museums as the status of the group of nation is related to the museum 

operation and its consistency of consequence of the function of causal mechanism.  

 

Due to the definition of nation, Melayu Patani has been categorized as a stateless-nation while 

its people has been a minority who has maintained the ethnic-nationalism facing with the nation 

integration and assimulation from the majority. Being the stateless-nation and due to the 

ongoing conflict and its violence, Melayu Patani people have obtained the status of ‘otherness’ 

which constrained the process of forging and restoration of their nation including the role of 

cultural institution such as the museum and heritage. In the chapter 4.1.1.3 (page ) the house 

of the tragic nation and its victims illustrated that Haji Sulong was not the only victim from 

being the member of minority group but also the house and the museum itself which has been 

facing the threats as Jaturon Iamsopha, a curator, rememorized the moment when the Thai 

police intruded the house and occupied prominent archives of Haji Sulong. 

 

Likewise, the ‘the tagtic of zigzag’ and ‘the layers of narrative’ in the museum have been 

become the way for the museum to survive in the difficult time. The process of recalling Haji 

Sulong as the hero of the struggled nation of minority through the museum was interfered and 

diminished by the process of forgetting by the majority, as former BBC reporter, Nualnoi 

Thamsathien affirmed that “their narrative would be different from Thai’s history narrative, 

this was the reason why their narrative has been prohibited especially the historical and political 

context”. She also reaffirmed that “that is why many Melayu Patani people have been 

struggling with both inside the Melayu Patani community and outside with Thai state” (In-

depth interview 6/7/2020). In this sense, the reproduction of the truth and its narrative of 

antiquity of the nation has been forged from both sides, from the repression of the Thai 
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authority and as part of the maneuver to ensure the survival of the museums. Apparently, 

Melayu Patani has became inferior in building their own narrative.  

 

The effort of Melayu Patani people in using the museum as the cultural institution to build and 

recall the consciouness of the nation was constrained implicity. Comparing with the national 

museums of the racial or cultural majority in the nation states, the museum of minority has 

been far from achieving the same treatment in term of the museum operation and management. 

Hence, ‘behind the scene of the museum’ or ‘the back gate of the museum’ should be 

considered in the study of the functionality of the museums. This study found that Haji Sulong 

House and Museum still lacked of the standard museum operation. The museum was managed 

by the Haji Sulong family members led by Jaturon Iamsopha and the voluntary young Melayu 

Patani staffs instead of the full-time staff while all responsibities in any museum operation 

were depended on the curator, Jaturon. The process of maintenance for those artifacts and 

archives managed in the ‘local style’ have been lacked of the standard management such as the 

technology for storage and preservation. In this sense, many of the important archives still have 

been in the process of preparation for the exhibition which have been taken the long time due 

to the limitation of staff and technology, and many of them were lost.  

 

Importantly, the crucial factor which seemed like the tangible evidence to illustrate the 

challenge of museum of minority was the funding. The national museums or local museums 

provided by the state were supported the annual budget continuously, which bolstered the 

power of such museums as the cultural institutions. Many of the alluring exhibition with the 

‘light and sound’ provided by the modern technologies and techniques of presentation were 

exhibited oftenly along with the number of workshops to attract visitors and participants to 

participate in the process of forging of imagined nation in the national museums. This has been 

a typical characteristic of the nation and state museums which the fund would be initial and 

vital resource not only for preservation of the displayed objects but also developing the 

museum operation including the curatorial training and to import the museum exhibition and 

operational knowledge. In this sense, the process of forging the imagined nation and its 

antiquity has been proceeded smoothly and continuously and was conformed with  the concept 

of museum and imagined nation provided by Anserson (1990).  

 

However, the funding was highly constrained for the museum of minority especially those 

which has been stuggled from the ongoing conflicts and assimulation such as Melayu Patani 
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people. For Haji Sulong House and Museum, Jaturon Iamsopha disclosed that “Thai civilians 

have not dared to propose the project to cooperate with us” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020). 

This was also an evidence of the existence of process of forgetting and diminishing the 

narrative of Haji Sulong by the majority, emphazing the prohibition of his status and story. In 

other words, it was impossible that the majority would support the story that might destroy the 

state of its nationalism of themself.   

 

However, being the brutal ruler might not be appropriate in winning the public opinion among 

Melayu people in the long-term peace process. Numbers of military local leaders and senior 

local civilians have come to greet members of Haji Sulong House and Museum staff especially 

when they were promoted to become the local leaders, as Jaturon pointed out that “they have 

always come to introduce and greet us and most of them had often donated to us” (in-depth 

interview, 19/06/2020). He also believed that this was one of the state strategies to compromise 

with the locals in one way while monitoring the local activities in another way. The personal 

donation made by the Thai authorities was not considered by the museum as the appreciation 

or reward but more of a formal endorsement especially in the definition of recognition.  

 

 
Figure 29: The origin of the funding of Haji Sulong house and museum  
 

On the other hands, Jaturon and his cousins who are the descendants of Haji sulong have 

determined to reject any fund from Thai state especially the fund and co-project proposal from 
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the Thai security department and military section, excepting for two times which were provided 

by the Southern Border Provinces Administration Center (SBPAC) as Jaturon disclosed that 

“in that time, we had been convinced by police colonel Tawee Sodsong, former secretary of 

SBPAC and a rare Thai civilian who have gained respected from locals to renovate the 

crumbling house to become one of spot in the Islamic historical trail of the province (Ulama). 

[We received] approximately 7 million Thai baht” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020). In that 

process, the negotiation of ownership of the house was discussed for a long time in the issue 

of the right of ownership after renovation. The house was almost belonged to the Thai state 

asset due to the Thai state law. However, the descendants of Haji Sulong rejected strongly such 

action. After several discussion, the house and its museum have remained in the hand of the 

descendants of Haji Sulong.  The last time that Haji Sulong House and Museum recieved fund 

by the SBPAC was part of the civic utility maintenance in the local area, which the museum 

admitted approximately 250,000 Thai baht. 

 

The fund of the House and Museum has been managed by the descendants of Haji Sulong in 

the form of a foundation which was the Arjan Haji Sulong Abdul Kadir Tohmeena Foundation. 

Many of Haji Sulong’s descendants have been the members of the Foundation’s committee 

including the curator, Jaturon who was also the treasurer. In this sense, the fund which has been 

used in the museum management and operation including the donation would be controlled by 

the foundation as he disclosed and updated in the latest committee meeting as “most of assets 

of the foundation were real estates while the amount of cash was not much, approximately 

100,000-200,000 Thai bath” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020). That cash was mostly donated 

by personal contribution of Den Tohmeena, former Minister of Interior, and Dr. Petchdao 

Tohmeena, a member of House of Representative of Thailand, both are Haji Sulong 

descandants who have played the role in politics as prominent Melayu Patani policians. The 

funding would be used for the museum operation and management.  

 

Although the curator of Haji Sulong House and Musuem affirmed that the entrance fee has not 

been needed due to the purpose of Foundation to be charitable, and that the monthly expenses 

have all been covered, he confessed that the museum was still lacked of the sufficient fund to 

improve the museum operation and management, including the development budget for the 

exhibition and activity. The donation provided by the visitors and participants were not enough 

to broaden the museum and its functions as curator pointed out that “I used to narrate the 
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museum tour to big 3 groups of visitors per day because we are lacked of staff, this has been 

one of the huge limitations caused by the limited funding” (in-depth interview, 19/06/2020).  

 

In this sense, there were not much proactive activities and workshop provided by the museum 

itself. Most of them were hold by the network of Melayu Patani movements and non-

gevernmental organizations which had capability to support the fund for holding the activities 

“the fund in holding a book launch and public political seminar on Kraisak Choonhavan during 

the second half of June [2020] was advocated by the Cross-Cultural Foundation, a non-

gevernmental organization, and from the personal money from Dr. Petchdua Tohmeena” (in-

depth interview, 19/06/2020). While the activities which were occasionally held such as the 

memorial anniversity of the forced disappearance of Haji Sulong annually were supported by 

the descandants of Haji Sulong.  

 

This kind of limitations were related to the capacity of visitors and participants especially the 

extension of the number of target groups and visitors as the latest crude statistic provided by 

the curator, Jaturon which has been approximately 1,200 visitors per year and 3-5 groups of 

visitors per month. The unique selling point which was the narrative story of Haji sulong and 

its relevance to the current local context was a prominent feature to appeal for the visitors. 

However, if the museum has been fulfilled by adequate resources and fund in building the 

standard operation, not only the number of visitors would be increased significantly but also 

the potential of museum’s mechanisms in building the imagined nation among Melayu Patani 

visitors and participants which has been the purpose of the museum.     

 

Hence, the limitation of finding and using the fund was the obstacle which impacted the 

function of three mechanisms of the museum in the process of forging the imagined nation. 

These obstacles could be considered as the constraints that hindered the practice of concept of 

imagined nation with the local museum which could not be compared to the potential and 

functionality of national museum of the new nation states as provided by Anderson (1990). 

This study argued that the nature and type of nation as well as the type of the museum are the 

hidden factors that needed to be considered in the concept of building the imagined nation with 

the museum as they constrained the proceeding of the museum mechanism and the consistency 

and the consequence of the process of recalling the consciousness of nation. Haji Sulong House 

and Museum, a museum for minority by minority which has faced many obstacles was an 
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example to illustrate the limitation of museum operation impacting the work of museum 

mechanisms and the chance to reach the potential of museum mechanisms.  

 

4.2 Khun Laharn Local Museum  
(Chalerm Racha Khun Laharn Museum and Culture Center in Celebration of the 84th Birthday 

Anniversary of King Bhumibol Adulyadej) 

 

4.2.1 A restoration of the forged nation legendary 
 

4.2.1.1 The hero of Laharn  
 

Laharn is the name of a sub-district in Yi-ngo district, Narathiwat province. Sub-district is a 

unit in Thai local administration system which combines up to ten villages to be under a local 

administrative entity. In 1929, 3 years before the Siamese revolution, Niwang Sukoraya, head 

of Laharn sub-district was promoted the title conferred by the King Prajadhipok as “Khun 

Laharn Prachachet” (Khun is a noble title which was granted to non-commissioned officers in 

ancient Siamese state). In this sense, Niwang or Khun Laharn was the local Melayu leader who 

was promoted and approved by Siam.  

 

This above biography of Khun laharn was from Siam’s archives while most of the evidence 

from the Melayu side was from oral testimony. Many local Melayu Patani people used to 

collect their inheritance and documents at their houses but some of them later decided to sell 

their antiques for Malaysian merchants due to the fear from the tensions between Siam and 

Melayu Patani. In the later half of 2000s, the tensions made all stakeholders try to find the 

solution to ease the problem. The world of Melayu became more widely studied and discussed, 

giving them the space to express themself while Thai state has acknowledged that subjugation 

and its military operations might not be an appropriate solution to deal with the violent 

movements. At that time, Rasmin Nititham, the curator of Khun Laharn Local Museum, reacted 

to this situation by finding his root and establishing the museum which has narrated the world 

of Melayu through the eyes of local narratives.  

 

Rasmin Nititham, the great-grandson of Khun Laharn and the head of Gideng village, 

established this museum in 2010 to exhibit the inheritance and historical documents he had 
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received from his ancestors, as well as personal appliances of Khun Laharn which were kept 

in his house and other cousins’ houses for more than over the half of century. The legend of 

Khun Laharn in uniting and governing the local Melayu villages has been portrayed as the 

glorious antiquity of this Melayu local community. Khun Laharn was chosen to be presented 

as a role model as Rasmin Nititham pointed out that “By inheriting the story of local Melayu 

villages where Khun Laharn successfully united the Melayu locals and preserved their identity 

and their sense of belonging. I believe that the historical objects which used to be buried in the 

ground and kept in the barns should be exhibited to unite the Melayu again.” (In-depth 

interview 17/06/2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: A painting of Khun Laharn as 
exhibited in the Museum. The painting is 
based on the photograph of him taken 
during his doctor visit in Penang. From the 
museum narratives, Khun Laharn has been 
portrayed as a brave and generous man 
who established and protected local family. 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Numbers of Melayu artifacts were collected by the museum to be exhibited under the theme of 

“the World of Melayu Locals”. Some of the antiques were bought from the locals and 

merchants, while the personal archives and appliances of Khun Laharn were dusted and set 

as  the central objects of the exhibition which included weapons and work of art that 

demonstrated Melayu unique identity. Purposely, the artifacts have been displayed in series of 

exhibitions that reflect the timeline of history of Melayu Patani when the local villages used to 

be glorious, then being suffered from the tragic and challenging incidents. The dynamic of 

local Melayu Patani villagers and their everyday’s life and beliefs were set as the evidence of 
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the struggles of local Melayu, being challenged by outside factors such as cultural assimilation 

and the Islamization process. In this sense, Khun Laharn Local Museum has imitated the world 

of local Melayu by linking Khun Laharn as the central character. 

 

The narrative of the legend of Khun Laharn which was narrated during the museum tour 

focused on the legend that he was a hero who had the abilities and charisma to be a good leader 

and also possessed mysterious power. The stories revolved around the narrative that he united 

the scattered villages by building the new and peaceful community as Rasmin narrated “my 

grandfather was a person who pioneered this community by giving a piece of his lands to 

villagers”. Moreover, he could keep his community peaceful by the system that “if any villager 

was in trouble, they would be able to find him all times”. He narrated oftenly the picture of the 

glorious past that Khun Laharn has established “the legendary project of building a network of 

roads which Khun Laharn asked the villagers to cooperate with Siam-Buddhists to build. One 

of those roads is now the main Southbound highway” (In-depth interview and museum tour, 

17/06/2020). 

 

The story of Khun Laharn both from the museum tour and the museum’s introduction book 

suggested that he was a charismatic leader that was also capable of using his wit and ability to 

fight to protect the villages from criminals. One of the stories told at the museum was about 

how Khun Laharn protected his community from Toh Sado, the leader of criminal gangs; 

 

“all of the deputy leaders decided to fight Toh Sado under the leadership of Khun 

Laharn, even though they might need to sacrifice their life. Khun Laharn prefered to 

use the peaceful way of solving the situation even though he and his team were better 

off than the enemies. However, he would decide to do it if there was no choice. When 

a tiger (Toh Sado) and a lion (Khun Laharn) were facing each other closely in the quiet 

atmosphere, the lion decided to negotiate by asking the first question “have u had a 

meal?” and threatening them “Many robbers were killed here by beating after harming 

the villagers. Toh Sado then decided to retreat and let Khun Laharn develop the village” 

(museum tour and the biography of Khun Laharn book 17/06/2020). 

 

This narrative emphasized the legitimate power of Khun Laharn in being a brave and smart 

leader, especially the legend of protecting the village without causing any death or injury. 

Moreover, the museum narrated that Khun Laharn has become a democratic leader who was 
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open-minded and graceful by holding the discussions with his deputies and using a peace 

negotiation as a tactic to deal with robbers. Importantly, the story of “all of the deputies decided 

to flight Toh Sado under the lead of Khun Laharn, even though they might need to sacrifice 

their life” and “Toh Sado decided to retreat and let Khun Laharn develop the village” were 

emphasized the capability of Khun Laharn in governing the Melayu local community 

peacefully.  

 

However, “to be the leader in Melayu community, a person needed to be Muslim as well in 

order to preserve the Melayu identity”, according to Abdulqahhar Aweaputeh, former member 

of Islamic Council of Pattani Province stressed that the leader in this area were also required 

to follow the religious requisition as the state and religious affair could not be divided (In-depth 

interview 5/07/2020). In the story of Khun Laharn, he was portrayed as being the patronage of 

Islamic affairs as well. One of his accomplishments was the construction of a mosque and a 

school by giving lands to the community. The school then became an evidence to support the 

authenticity of the legend of Khun Laharn who has provided what local people need; the 

teaching of Melayu language and Islamic doctrines, which helped to preserve the Melayu 

identity. Interestingly, Khun Laharn was narrated as a person who had a mysterious power as 

the narrative pointed out that “once, he cured a cow which was bitten by a snake by pressing 

his ring to the wound. The cow was healed and became better” (museum tour and the biography 

of Khun Laharn book 17/06/2020). 

   

This above narrative of Khun Laharn was echoed in the museum tour where one of the rooms 

was dedicated to his heroic stories. His picture and numbers of oil paintings were exhibited to 

resonate the relationship of leader and villagers and the glorious antiquity of Melayu local 

villages. One of the group discussion participants pointed out that “Initially, I knew Khun 

Laharn only as a leader of the village in the past. But the museum helped me to know him much 

better. Actually, he was a army commander and combatant who protected us and our Melayu 

local villages. His heroic actions was able to save our identity, to remain as Muslims, using 

Melayu language, and having our unique traditions” (Focus group 2, D, Male, 18, 22/07/2020) 

Likewise, a senior villager confessed that museum has described some untold stories he never 

known before and that “here [the museum] helped us to make our [Melayu] oral history more 

tangible, as well as preserving our cultural heritage, such as religious rituals or folk plays that 

are now becoming less visible. For me, the most evident activity of the museum in preserving 

such traditions is their exhibitions that they have put up on local traditions, such as Pencak silat 
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[traditional martial arts] or the display of photos from ancient ceremonies. They could remind 

me of the old time. They also show us many things that were related to us but we have never 

heard of the stories before” (Focus group 2, A, Male, 38, 22/07/2020) Another visitor who 

grew up in this village confessed that “the museum has helped me to see the evidence of the 

oral testimony about Khun Laharn which has been shown in our community. He was our true 

heroic ancestor”. (Focus group 2, F, female, 19, 22/07/2020). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 31 : Paintings that represented the life of Melayu Patani, which emphasized the 
shared sense of identity and  the glorious past of Melayu communities. These painting 
supported the narrative of the prospered Melayu villages with Khun Laharn as their leader.  
 

The question was why Khun Laharn and the legend of being a hero has been important to the 

Melayu local museum. This question needed to consider the historical and political context, 

especially the tension with Siam and Thai state. Nualnoi Thamsathien, former BBC reporter 

who has been familiar with this area pointed out that “Melayu locals needed a hero who could 
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see them, lead them. This would affirm the existence of their identity and their nation in the 

public realm especially in Siamese-Thai state who tried to assimilate them in the past” (In-

depth interview 6/7/2020). She also mentioned that the fear threatened the locals to be silent 

about their national history as “Siam or Thai history was not opened for the Melayu narrative 

because their narratives were conflicting. They [Melayu] then decided to keep it secret to secure 

their lives”, and that, “having a hero was needed because the history of the hero represents their 

own stories” (In-depth interview 6/7/2020). 

 

The story of Khun Laharn being the hero has not only restored the legend of the nation which 

used to be lost but also could represent and revive the local history. The character of Khun 

Laharn helped the Melayu national legend to become more powerful and tangible to unite the 

nation members and to remind them of the fading identity.  

 

4.2.1.2 Keris : the legend of sacred nation and the shared identity 

  

In the room of the exhibition of Melayu weapons on the second floor of the museum, numbers 

of Kerises (daggers) have been put on display. Most of the daggers were quite similar, 

appearing as short knives with sharp tips. However, some of them were carved with curved 

motifs on the blades. The prominent differences, which are the characteristics of Keris, are the 

design of handle and the shape of blade and its trick. Most of the Keris inside the museum were 

categorized as the Remen Keris, as well as local Keris which the Patani called them “Tayong” 

and “Joteang”. The character of a giant in Wayang (a traditional Melayu shadow puppet 

theater) was the reference of the designs for the Keris of the Patani family, while Remen keris 

used the local bird (Pangka) as reference. Keris was the traditional weapon, especially for the 

Sultans who governed former Melayu states. Every Keris are tailor-made and must be made by 

the order of the owner only, as it is believed that they possess special power which require the 

owner to have pure spirit in the purpose of ordering Keris.  

 

Rassamin Nititham pointed out that “Keris could be defined as a symbol of Melayuness. They 

have become national treasures which descended from Melayu ancestors and have been kept 

and exhibited secretly as sacred items in many families.” He also reaffirmed that “Keris has 

not been sold in the general market, most of them were ordered by the Sultans and elites. Each 

Keris has its own characteristic and legend depending on the status of owner, such as a crown 

must be included in the design of Sultan’s Keris. What they have in common, however, was 
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the glorious cultural identity in the antiquity of Melayu Patani. They are believed to have 

spiritual connection and harmony with the owners. They are ancient, legendary weapons that 

have accompanied the Melayu men since ancient time” (In-depth interview and museum tour, 

17/06/2020).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 32: Keris in various size exhibited on the second floor of the museum. For many 
Melayu family, Keris are regared as family heirloom and kept in a secret place. For Melayu 
minority, the Keris and other cultural treasures were often hidden to protect them from 
searching by the authority.  
 

Visitors and participants who have visited the exhibition of Keris in the museum testified that 

they appreciated that the object could make them recall their childhood in Melayu local 

communities, where Melayu locals settled their houses surrounded by their kins. Moreover, the 

legend of the Kerish which has been connected to their national history attracted visitors and 

participants to imagine it as one of them pointed out that “When I was young, my friends and 

I would love to imagine that we were holding Keris to fight the enemy and protect our Melayu 

community”. Moreover, “I have listened to the conversation from the seniors about the legend 

of Keris which belonged to the Sultans and combatants. We know that the Keris was the symbol 

of the protectors of our Melayu community” (Focus group 2, D, Male, 18, 22/07/2020).  
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Importantly, the story of Keris could reflect the identity of the Melayu Patani nation which was 

defined by the geographical factors in the maritime communities. The demographic and 

geographical factors have help the Melayu to develop their unique identity, (see more in 

Literature Review, chapter 46) as Rassamin Nititham recalled that “Keris is the weapon that 

was mixed the superstitious belief among Melayu, Hinduism and Buddhism. Likewise, the 

Melayu Patani people and their beliefs are the mixture of multicultural beliefs, and their 

identity is based on this characteristic” (In-depth interview and museum tour, 17/06/2020). He 

affirmed that “Keris is one of the evidences that validated the knowledge of our identity. 

The outside often misunderstood that being Melayu is as equal to as being a Muslim. In fact, 

by being Melayu Muslim in Patani, they could not reject their root which was mixed with other 

beliefs and is embedded through our traditions and norms” (In-depth interview and museum 

tour, 17/06/2020)  

 

Although the religious identity of the Melayu Patani people is Muslim, their religious character 

was not the same as muslims identification in Arab region. As the fieldworks of Aiemueayut 

(2016) and Unno (2011) illustrated that the process of Islamization from the Arab World has 

generated a new wave of Islamic interpretation, the shift toward stricter doctrines has affected 

Melayu Patani locals in their everyday lifes as their traditional beliefs were compiled with 

others religious traditions. Both researches found that many Melayu locals needed to bargain 

to preserve their identity in this situation of cultural clashes (Aiemueayut, 2016; Unno, 2011). 

They also found that some of them still believed in animism even though it was prohibited by 

the Islamic customs, and continued to practice local rituals such as animism healing practices, 

ancestor veneration, or by adding local elements to the Islamic rituals. Aiemueayut (2016) 

found that this conflict has crippled the relationship between Melayu Patani muslims and 

Buddhists (see more in Literature Review, chapter 46) 

 

Likewise, Mak Yong, a local folk dancing that was popular among Melayu Muslim people in 

the Malay peninsula and some parts of Indonesia was one of the evidences that demonstrated 

the dynamic of Melayu identity. Mak Yong dancing clothes and other related items were 

exhibited in the Melayu Patani tradition room on the second floor of the museum. The narrative 

of the dance is based on a mixture of Animist and Hindu beliefs, as Rasmin pointed out that 

“Mak Yong is danced in the Melayu nations and also has spread in the whole of Melayu 

peninsula. It was our prominent legend of cultural material” (In-depth interview and museum 

tour, 17/06/2020).  
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Mak Yong dance narrated the local romantic legend which was represented by the twenty to 

thirty characters including a leading character of the king with his Keris and five to seven local 

musicians. Mak Yong has been held at the night at the auspicious ceremonies. Mak Yong dance 

has been performed by Melayu to fulfill one’s vow toward supernatural beings, although these 

kinds of functions would be questioned by the principle of Islam, which required that Muslims 

should only pray respect to only. Moreover, some of the patterns of dancing were regarded as 

inappropriate by the Islamic principle, such as the dancing routine between men and women. 

In Malaysia, the dance has been banned by Parti Islam Se-Malaysia, a political party leading 

by the Islamic principle baned this dancing.  

 

In contrast, the curator of the museum who identifies himself as a Muslim belieced 

that “although the dance was diccussed whether it is appropriate to Islamic principle, it was 

about tradition which we have been celebrated for decades. It was our identity”. He also 

proposed that “Melayu Patani muslims should not reject their roots even if such tradition does 

not comply with the new wave of Islamic practice. In other words, we need to adapt it [the 

Melayu tradition] to be able to coexist with Islamic belief” (In-depth interview and museum 

tour, 17/06/2020). The interviews showed that Melayu people were ready to bargain for the 

preservation of their identity, and that they accepted cultural fluidity if they were able to shape 

their own traditions. 

 

 

Likewise, one of the visitors and participants pointed out that “we are familiar with this dance 

which we have seen in many local ceremonies in the past. Despite the discussion about its 

propriety, it was our root” (Focus group 2, B, Male, 45, 22/07/2020). One of Melayu Patani 

youths who grew up during the tension of Thai and Melayu Patani conflicts pointed out that 

“we have our traditions which are different from others, even from the Muslim in other parts 

of the world. Today, our culture has been prospered even many things have changed or 

disappeared” (Focus group 2, C, Male, 21, 22/07/2020) 
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Figure 33  : Mak Yong or Mak Yung, a local folk dancing that was popular among Melayu 

Muslim people in the Malay peninsula and some parts of Indonesia. This kind of dancing was 

one of evidence that demonstrated the dynamic of Melayu identity as it is based on 

discursively mixing beliefs between Animism and Hindus.  Mak Yong dance has been 

performed by Melayu to fulfill one’s vow toward supernatural beings and exorcise, although 

these kinds of functions would be questioned by the principle of Islam.   

 

Former BBC reporter, Nualnoi Thamsathien affirmed that “actually, Melayu locals also have 

fought with each other inside the communities in order to bargain for the definition of 

Melayuness. However, whatever the result would be, their narrative would be different from 

Thai’s history narrative”. She also reaffirmed that “that’s why many Melayu Patani people 

have been struggling with both inside the Melayu Patani community and outside with Thai 

state” (In-depth interview 6/7/2020). 

 

In this sense, the story of Keris and Mak Yong has supported not only the unique identity of 

Melayu Patani (by the design and the story of the Keris and by the belief behind the Mak Yong 

dancing) but also to distinguish Melayu Patani from other Muslims in Thailand and other parts 

of the world (the beliefs behind the Keris and Mak Yong which were mixture of several 

religions and beliefs due to the characteristics of maritime communities in the Malay 

peninsula). The fluidity of the Melayu identity and the bargaining process made their traditions 

distinct from the Melayu in Malaysia and the Muslims in Bangkok. This museum and its 

exhibitions have provided the space for the recognition of the Melayu Patani identity.  
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However, both exhibitions also narrated the struggles of Melayu people to handle the 

challenges and threats from both inside and outside of the community.  

 

4.2.2. To provide the norms by being the place of training   

 

4.2.2.1 Painting for Melayu Patani 
 

More than thirty young Melayu youths who live in the local Melayu communities have joined 

the workshop of designing and painting batik by using traditional Melayu technique and 

patterns in the second half of June, 2020. The workshop was organized by the museum and its 

supporters, including a renowned Melayu batik guru. The activity was funded by a community 

college, a sub-department of the Ministry of Education. The purpose of this workshop was to 

motivate the Melayu younger generation to inherit the Melayu culture, and develop the batik 

clothing products in the market. The duration of the workshop was 3 days including the lectures 

and activities.   

 

In the lecture, the curator and Batik specialist explained about the etymology of the word 

‘batik’. The term was originally derived from the word “tik” in Java language. Tik means dot 

or spot, which has then been used as a word to describe the style and design of painted cloths 

in colorful colors. Batik has become widespread in South Asia and Southeast Asia, especially 

in Java and the Melayu peninsula. The prominent characteristic of batik is how the designers 

use the colors to represent the local belief and culture. In other words, batik in each area is 

different from other (museum tour, 15/06/2020). Ahamad Donyali Hayidah, a senior Melayu 

artist who also specialized in batik, pointed out that “batik is the identity of Melayu, we have 

grown up in these clothes… it has been a part of our everyday life we have been familiar with”. 

Ahamad elaborated that “being Melayu was not just about wearing batik but the most important 

element was the design of the batik, there are the stories behind those designs. (museum tour, 

15/06/2020) 
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Figure 34  : Melayu teenagers painting the patterns inspired by the Melayu birdcage. The 

activities intended to create a cultural produc, which described by the curator as “to use 

Melayu Patani to create the new Melayu Patani” 

 

The Melayu youths who participated in the batik painting workshop have been told about the 

importance of the design and the dyeing technique. They were instructed to try to represent the 

Melayuness on their fabrics as much as they could. Rasmin and his team decided to show the 

participants a Melayu birdcage as a reference for painting patterns. Rasmin elaborated the 

reason behind his team’s decision to use the birdcage as a design as “having birds as pets has 

been one of our Melayu’s famous traditions. We have them to comfort us, and we believe that 

they could bring luck. Therefore, the birdcage is related to our traditions, so why should we 

not use the design of Melayu birdcage to recreate our fabric products?”. He also concluded that 

“using Melayu [traditions] to create the new Melayuness, this is the main idea that we want to 

passed on to our Melayu descendants” (museum tour, 15/06/2020) 

 

During the workshop, younger Melayu were divided into small groups. Each group needed to 

adapt the design of the birdcage and the Melayu Patani traditions of having pet birds as the 

pattern of their batik. According to the interviews, to focus on the things such as batik and 

birdcages that they have always seen at their houses made them appreciate their local unique 
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traditions. One of the participants said that “I was quite familiar with the birdcage but I have 

never thought about it or focused on the shape and design of it seriously. So, this is the chance 

to do so, which was very challenging to me [to draw it]” (Focus group 2, E, Female, 20, 

22/07/2020). Another participant remarked that “nowadays, slightly less people have pet birds 

at their houses. This activity made us look back to the traditions that we once had” (Focus 

group 2, FF, Female, 19, 22/07/2020) 

 

During the process of drawing and painting, Melayu batik specialist has been giving advice to 

the participants in Melayu language. Along with the museum’s curator, the instructors have 

always emphasized about the importance of the idea of design that the participants should be 

inspired by the shape of Melayu birdcage, as Ramins said that “this process aimed to provoke 

them to memorize about the things in life that they have seen every day since they were young, 

and for them to develop that memory to become a tangible designs and items”. He also affirmed 

that “this is a possible way in maintaining the Melayu identity for those young generations who 

grew up in the new environment” (museum tour, 16/06/2020). 

 

During the last session of the workshop, the participants needed to present their batik with their 

own designs in Melayu patterns, and to explain the idea behind the designs. Some of them 

presented their ideas as being inspired by “what our team got from the shape of the Melayu 

birdcage, the curved lines. They are a prominent Melayu style of pattern design, and the curves 

give the feeling of everlasting” (Focus group 2, E, Female, 20, 22/07/2020). Rasmin also 

supported and enhanced the abstract interpretation of the curves in Melayu clothing motif as 

“the curves give the sense of everlasting endlessness, which refers to our God, Allah. The God 

and the principles of Islam have existed since the beginning of time, and will continue to be 

timeless” (In-depth interview 17/06/2020). While another young woman acknowledged that 

“this activity emphasizes about what I was, about my identity. The meaning of the painting of 

the Batik was so touching... It represents the great treasure we once had. It makes the old 

legends more tangible” (Focus group 2, E, Female, 19, 22/07/2020). Hence, this workshop has 

been advocating for the creation of the sense of Melayuness among young people, which was 

supported by the usage of local traditions and legend. The workshop has resulted in making 

Melayuness more tangible, connecting the Melayu identity with the unique clothing patterns 

and designs, and the birdcages which also exhibited on the second floor of this local museum.   
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Figure 35: The batik design and painting workshop, in which the museum emphasizes the 

story of the patterns and artful conception to express the Melayu identity and history, as the 

participants have also joined a seminar on the local history.  

 

On the last day of the workshop, a session was organized to discuss, evaluate, and share 

suggestions about the batik workshop. Many Thai and Melayu who worked for the Thai 

authorities openly participated in this session. Many of the local media come to report and 

interview the organizers and the participants. This session of open discussion signified that the 

museum has been cooperating with the Thai local authorities, which could be interpreted as the 

attempt of the Thai authority to participate in the Melayu cultural activity by using the museum 

as a tool. Thai state was displayed as a sponsor of this event by giving them funding and an 

opportunity for Melayu to express themself. From the observation at the discussion session, 

there was no conversation that could be regarded as a contradictive narrative or provocative 

from both sides. Most of the discussion in this activity was focused on the story of Melayu 

ethnic-nation in terms of the local traditions and their everyday life, while there was no mention 

of the violent conflicts. 

 

In this sense, this museum and the painting workshop could act as a place for learning and 

training of the Melayu ethnic-nation. The purpose of the museum and its activities was to serve 

as a place where Melayu could inherit the collective norms, which were the traditions and the 
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way of living. The museum was possible to do so by accentuating the narrative of national 

legend and the established practices of the previous generations. As a result, the museum and 

its activity could harness the youths to be embedded by the value of the norms and inherited 

the legend of Melayuness. Moreover, the exhibitions and the workshop could extend the 

legitimacy of the museum and the narrative about Khun Laharn as the guardian of collective 

traditions by providing the evidence, narrative, and activity to arouse the nation's members to 

recall the glorious community that it once was during the time of Khun Laharn, emphasizing 

the role of Khun Laharn as a hero that helped construct the Melayu community, tradition and 

identity.   

 

However, cooperation with Thai authorities could be a factor that affected or influenced the 

museum operation. Firstly, it could be considered as a positive factor for the museum as the 

authority provided the funding for the workshops and museum management, including the 

gratuity for the Melayu specialists. Without proper financial aid, this workshop might not be 

able to be held, and the civilians and staff from Thai local authorities would not participate in 

the discussion session with the locals. In this sense, the support by Thai authorities to help the 

museum to organize this workshop provided the “training course” to the young nation 

members.  
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Figure 36  : A local journalist interviewed the curator and a local official in the last day of 

the batik painting workshop, which is an activity that have been supported by Melayu local 

communities and the Thai authority. 

 

However, the cooperation could be considered as the obstructive factor for the museum to be 

able to accomplish its goals. To be able to collaborate with the Thai authority, some narratives 

of the Melayu history or identity were withheld from the public. However, the violent situation 

in the deep South of Thailand has been improving in recent time, and most staff from the Thai 

local authority who joined the session were local Melayu, which led to friendly discussion and 

exchange of views. Nualnoi Thamsathien a former BBC reporter indicated that the Thai state 

wanted to sponsor this type of activity because “these kind of events were not a problem in the 

attitude of Thai authority. The Thai state also wanted to win the locals' hearts as well so they 

mobilized this strategy [to support Melayu cultural programs] to achieve their goals. (In-depth 

interview 6/7/2020) 
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4.2.3. The duplication of national brand 
 

4.2.3.1 the Masjid of Melayu Patani victims  
  

A model of Kerisek, a prominent masjid in Pattani, was exhibited in a glass box at the entrance 

of the museum. It was the first object in the museum which the visitors would see. All the 

characteristics of the Kerisek masjid, including the color and the architecture, were duplicated 

in this miniature. Rasmin Nititham, as the curator, would greet the visitors and participants of 

the museum tours at this entrance by telling the story of Kerisek masjid to recite the background 

history of Melayuness. In this museum, the model of Kerisek and its narrative would be the 

symbol for Melayumess along with Khun Laharn and his heroic story. The narrative and 

gravity of the history of Kerisek also illustrated how the Islamic beliefs have always been 

important to the members of the Melayu nations.  

 

 
 

Figure 37  : The model of Masjid Kerisek, a place of worship for Melayu Muslim and a 

symbol of the violent repression from the Thai state. 
 

Masjid Kerisek is one of a few historical buildings left from the period of Melayu Patani Raja 

states. It is located in Kerisek village, Tanyong Lulo sub-district, not far from the center of 

Pattani province. The wars and conflicts, including the contest of the power in domestic 

government and the tension and wars between Patani Kingdom and Siam, have caused the 
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Melayu Patani heritages to be lost and destroyed. Fortunately, Kerisek Masjid survived. 

Kerisek, or Pitu Krue-ban Mosque, or Sultan Muzaffar Shah Mosque, was believed to be 

constructed around 1564 with the influence of Arabic architecture. However, the construction 

has never been completed due to the domestic political conflicts between former Melayu Patani 

states. Masjid Kerisek is regarded as a prominent historical religious place among Melayu 

Patani villagers who still visit the masjid to pray.  

 

The turning point of Masjid Kerisek was divided into two narratives but both of them were 

related to the tensions between Melayu Patani people and other ethnic groups. Firstly, there 

was a local legend about the reason that the construction of the Masjid could not be completed 

due to a curse. The story was about a Chinese woman called Lin Guniang (Lim Ko niao) who 

was disappointed with her older brother because he married a Muslim woman and became a 

Muslim himself. Lin came to Pattani to convince her brother to travel back to China with her, 

but her brother refused. Disappointed, Lin went to Masjid Kerisek, which was still under 

construction that was supported by her brother, and cursed that the construction of Masjid 

Kerisek would never be completed. She then hung herself near the construction field and the 

Masjid was then destroyed by lightning. The presumed gravestone has been located in a garden 

next to Masjid Kerisek. However, this was the local legend that might contradict with the 

historical records which indicated that Masjid Kerisek was destroyed from the war with Siam. 

A research from the Department of Fine Arts also found that there was no trace of lightning 

strike on the Masjid. In contrast, the report indicated that the structure of the Masjid was not 

strong enough to support the dome and therefore has collapsed over time. However, this legend 

was believed to create a rift between Melayu Patani Muslim and Melayu Chinese. 

 

In recent history, the Masjid has been involved in a tragic incident between Thai and Melayu 

Patani that was a prominent turning point that changed the picture of Masjid Kerisek, and 

worsened the tension between Thai authority and Melayu people. In late April, 2004, Masjid 

Kerisek was one of the twelve places where Thai ar my fought the Melayu insurgent troops. 

Numbers of Melayu militants have taken shelter in Masjid Kerisek. The Thai army, by the 

power of martial law, decided to send troops and kill the insurgents. More than Thirty Melayu 

Patani Muslims were killed while Thai government has been heavily criticized for overreacting 

as the dissidents only possessed knives and daggers. The stand-off at a masjid, a house of 

prayer, also created discontent among Muslims as they felt their identity had been attacked. 

This incident was one of the crucial turning points that prolonged the insurgency in the South 
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of Thailand until nowadays. The day of twenty-eight of April has become the symbol of 

resistance while Kerisek Masjid itself has been politicalized as a tragic place for Melayu Patani 

victims and being the national symbol of the struggles.  

 

In the museum, the model of Masjid Kerisek has been narrated as the prominent religious place 

of Melayu ethnic-nation as Rasmin suggested that “Kerisek has become the spiritual site that 

helped building the sense of unity among Melayu people'' (In-depth interview and museum 

tour, 17/06/2020). However, Masjid Kerisek has not been portrayed by the Khun Laharn Local 

Museum as a location for the tragic incident, even though it was widely publicized elsewhere 

that the Masjid was the place of agony and a symbol of the Melayu struggles to preserve their 

unity and identity. Outside the museum, the pictures of Masjid Kerisek and its history were 

duplicated and became the symbol of Melayu victims, being printed on merchandise such as 

paintings.  

 

4.2.3.2 The Masjid of hero’s grave  
 

Bacho, one of the thirteen districts in Narathiwat province has been categorized as a ‘red zone’ 

by Thai military operations which signified that Basho has become a high-risk armed-conflict 

area. Masjid Al-hussein or Masjid Talo Mano was built in 1634 during the period of former 

Melayu Patani state and is located in a village deep in Bacho. The masjid is one of the oldest 

places of worship in the deep South where it has become the national brand of Melayu Patani 

nation. In front of the Masjid, many local products and souvenirs such as postcards, t-shirts, 

and pictures which corporated photos of Masjid Talo Mano were sold to the visitors.  

 

The masjid architecture truly represented the dynamic identity of Melayu settlements as a 

maritime community as it bore the style of Melayu, Thai and even Chinese architecture. Using 

wood as the material for the main structure of the building was to emphasize the abundance of 

natural resources of Melayu Patani in that time (some of the structures were renovated by using 

tiles such as the roof). The prominent feature of the building was the wall which was made of 

engraved wood and wedges.  

 

Next to the masjid is a burial site of Melayu victims from the Takbai incidents. For the Melayu 

Patani people, these protesters were the victims from the ruthlessness of Thai state in the 
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tension during the decade of 2000s. By the end of 2004, another incident broke out in Tak Bai 

district of Narathiwat province. The tragedy began with a demonstration in front of a police 

station to protest the detention of Muslims men. During the attempt to disperse the protesters, 

seven people were killed and more than a thousand have been arrested. More than a thousand 

of people were stacked atop one another in trucks and transported to an army camp, killing 

seventy-eight more detainees from suffocation and organ collapse. Some of the death protesters 

were buried in the Islamic cemetery just 50 metres away from the Masjid Talo Mano. 

 

 In that area, a poster indicated that the visitors are limited to “only the Muslims”. Anchana 

Heemnina, founder of Duay Jai group pointed out that “the number of deaths among Melayu 

victims were still discussed, my report said 28 deaths but Tak-Bai locals believed that it was 

more than 300 deaths'' (In-depth interview 04/06/2020). This masjid and its cemetery were a 

part of the narrative that recounts the stories of the victims who sacrificed themself to fight for 

Melayu Patani’s ethnic-nation and became the brand and symbol of the struggling nation of 

Melayu. 

 

In the first exhibition room on the second floor of the Khun Laharn museum, a wide picture of 

Masjid Talo Mano has been hung on the wall in order to greet the visitors and participants. The 

story of this masjid was narrated after the legend of masjid Kerisek. Most of the story was 

focused on how this masjid was the prominent historical heritage of Melayu community more 

than the tragic story that the masjid enshrined. This was how the museum and it curatial 

narrative avoided the tension with the Thai authority which might cause the museum trouble. 

However, the museum itself duplicated the Melayu curve patterns which were engraved on the 

wall of the masjid. Rassmin gave a reason that “the curve pattern appeared like a combining of 

eight hearts, which conveyed the love and the unity of Melayu muslims. Moreover, those 

curves emphasized the sensation of the immortality of God, which emphasized our religious 

identity” (In-depth interview and museum tour, 17/06/2020).  

 

Anchana Heemnina, a local human rights defender and founder of Duay Jai group pointed out 

that “the important narrative was not only the brand itself but it was the story that the brand 

was based on”. She also believed that “those kinds of tragic stories were powerful because 

these brands emphasized the real situations many Melayu Patani people have still faced until 

nowadays” (In-depth interview 04/06/2020). Likewise, Adilan Ali-ishak, member of the House 

of Representatives of Thailand from Yala province affirmed that “if these objects in the 
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museums become Melayu brands and could provoke impressions of Melayu nationalism, it 

was not wrong because they are the same ethnic nation”.(In-depth interview 05/07/2020). This 

affirmed how the duplication of the nation brands which were exhibited in the museum could 

create strong feelings and sensitivity to the imagination of Melayu Patani visitors.  

 

The model of Masjid Kerisek and the picture of Masjid Talo Mano have been exhibited as the 

prominent objects to greet the visitors in the first exhibition room of the museum. Historically 

Masjid Kerisek and Masjid Talo Mano were not only the prominent Melayu heritages but also 

the symbols of the struggle of Melayu Patani nation and its victims who were disparaged by 

the ethnic majority. In this sense, the museum was a space to duplicate the nation brand and its 

tragic path in order to arouse the nation’s members to recall the legend of the nation. However, 

this study did not find the elaboration about the tragic story of these objects in the curatorial 

narrative much.  

 

4.2.4  The challenge of minority museum and the state of reluctance 

 
‘Chalerm Racha Khun Laharn Museum and Culture Center’ (Khun Laharn Museum and 

Culture Center in Honor of the King) was the new name of the museum after it was selected 

by the Department of Cultural Promotion, Ministry of Culture to represent Narathiwat province 

as a local state-sponsored museum and to celebrate the 84th birthday anniversary of King 

Bhumibol Adulyadej (King of Thailand-Rama IX). This was an indicator that represented the 

effort of the museum in tryting to ease numbers of obstacles in being the museum of minority 

by minority while also indicated the effort of the Thai authority to cooperate with the locals 

through the cultural institution.  

 

Being the museum for minority who has struggled to be themselves in the country of majority 

made Melayu Patani inherently insecure. Lacking of resource in operating the museum made 

the local museum different from the national museums. Moreover, the status of Melayu Patani 

has seemed like a hit of a nail on the head of the Thai nation and its narrative of history. Any 

effort to preserve, maintain and recall the stateless-nation by forging the legend of Melayu 

Patani would be closely monitored and sometimes prohibited. This kind of struggles would be 

considered as the factor which have constrained the function of causal mechanism in building 

the imagined nation through the consistency of consequence. The nature of the nation and the 
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museum should be considered and debated in the conversation of concept of imagined nation 

with the museum provided by Anderson (1990).  

 

Firstly, before becoming ‘friend’ with Thai state, Rasmin Nititham, as a founder and curator of 

Khun Laharn Local Museum faced with the threats from the majority as he remembered that 

many Thai officers monitored him and his museum during the initial period of the museum 

operation, even though he was a village head who was familiar with Thai authorities in the 

area. He described the situation that “in that time, both police and army officers came to see us 

because they were worried that I was going to provoke the Melayu insurgents” (In-depth 

interview 17/06/2020).  

 

He established the museum with his own saving money by renovating the second floor and the 

yard of the house to become a museum in the ‘local village style’. After the museum has been 

opened for a while, the funding has become the problem that impacted the operation of the 

museum which had not been receiving any fund from the state during the initial time. Free 

entrance has been provided for single visitor while the tour needed to pay 30 bath per person, 

generating small income which included some from selling of the museum products. This 

income barely covered the museum operating cost as the museum need to face with the monthly 

fixed cost which consisted of the loan which the museum has borrowed from the Islamic bank 

and the management fee. Hence, the museum hardly had remaining budget to develop the 

museum operation and hold any activity. This study also found that many of displayed artifacts 

especially those antique objects have not been collected and preserved in the standard and 

systematic solution. The numbers of displayed Melayu clothes have been slightly degenerated 

as the museum was lack of any modern technology and specific museological knowledge, 

while Rasmin Nititham has been the only curator and staff who had responsibility to organize 

everything in the museum. This was the huge gap which impated the function of museum 

causal mechanisms and the consistency of consequence to the visitors.  

 

During this time, Thai state has begun to adjust their strategies from stressing the military 

operation to the pollical operation in order to win the heart of the local and compromise with 

the different ideology. Huge budget for development projects in the local area has been 

approved by the government. Thai civilians and military had slightly out of their comfort zone 

to proceed the ‘psychology operation’ to create the image for themselves as the authority that 

locals could trust. They began to co-operate with the locals through the number of projects in 
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the name of development and peace. Most of those projects were to emphasize and reproduce 

the picture of peaceful community which Thai and Melayu Patani can live together, likewise, 

the economic development in the area also initiated by the Thai state.  

 

 
Figure 38  : The origin of the funding of Khun Laharn Local Museum. 
 

In order to survive, the museum searched for the assistance while the Thai state has tried to 

open up the space for Melayu Patani people to express themselves and their narrative. As a 

result, the museum was selected by the Department of Cultural Promotion, Ministry of Culture 

to represent Narathiwat province and to become ‘Chalerm Racha Khun Laharn Museum and 

Culture Center’. By doing so, the museum was able to receive the budget from the government 

to fund the exhibitions and its activities. This was evidence of how the museum has bargained 

with the Thai state in order to secure the museum itself in one way and how Thai state tried to 

co-operate in the political spectrum to become the ‘friend with trust’ with the locals and its 

cultural institutions. However, the new name and status of Khun Laharn Local Museum was 

not received by coincidence or coercion but has been predetermined in the condition as a former 

BBC reporter, Nualnoi Thamsathien explained that “Every Melayu man and woman has fought 

and bargained with the Thai authority in some form. It could be about wearing traditional 

clothes, or cultural expression, which was not very problematic. However, if it concerns 

political ideology or identity that contradicts official Thai narrative, it could cause a lot of 

disputes. As we can see, they have been struggling to tell their own story, and they have to 

keep it [the museum] alive. This is the reason why they have to cooperate sometimes with the 

Thai state (In-depth interview 6/7/2020). 
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Being the ‘Chalerm Racha Khun Laharn Museum and Culture Center’ has revitalized the 

museum because the museum has capability to ask for the budget for each activity and 

workshop many times per year as Rasmin pointed out that  

 

“…this status facilitated the museum in operating the exhibition and activities. We are 

able to ask for the budget from 80,000 to 200,000 Thai baht per year, depending on our 

proposal [submitted to the government] in each activity. That is why the activity has 

been the selling point of our museum and it can develop the products for the museum 

to sell. Last year, I got the budget approximately 50,000 Thai baht from the proposal of 

the project for preservation of the carving of Melayu design, and 30,000 from the 

proposal of teaching Melayu kite in local school…” (In-depth interview 6/7/2020). 

 

Moreover, Rasmin has always been invited to be a guest speaker to many state and private 

organization. Many of Thai state local agencies such as the community colleges under the 

supervision of the Ministry of Education have become associated to collaborate with the 

museum in holding the activity in this area.  

 

However, creating the ‘friendship’ with the Thai state would unavoidably impacted the 

narrative of the museum. Studying the narrative of Khun Laharn which was the core narrative 

of this museum and exhibition, this research found that Khun Laharn was portrayed as the hero 

of Melayu community. There is no narrative that displayed him as a resistant or a victim who 

struggled with the threat from Siam. In contrast, many of his narratives both from the exhibition 

and the guide books in the museum portrayed him as an officer of the Siamese state. For 

example, the sword which was given by King Chulalongkorn of Siam has been exhibited on 

the top of the sacred weapons to give him the status of the local protector who had the legitimate 

power from the Ministry of Interior of Siam to govern the villages. Likewise, using the name 

of “Khun” which was the title given to the local leaders in Siam ancient state emphasized his 

good relationship with the central state. Moreover, some of the narratives which has been 

categorized as the painful past of Melayu Patani history were hidden such as the narrative of 

Masjid Kerisek (chapter 4.3.2.1). The narrative would focus only the glorious path with the life 

of Melayu local community without any political and historical conflicts mentioned which 

could be categorized as the tragic path.  
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Figure 39 : Picture of the last day of the batik painting workshop with Melayu youth. The 

workshop was organzized by the museum and financially supported by Thai cultural 

department.  
 

The number of visitors of the museum was more than 3,500 per year. This crude statistic was 

not included the number of participants who participated in many activites held by the 

museum funded by the Thai state.  

 

In this sense, the museum itself had struggled in the initial time of the operation. However, the 

museum’s core narrative was not much conflicting to the Thai state’s narrative of history as it 

focused on the culture and traditions of the Melayu, or the local leader who was more 

conformist and did not have any conflict with the Thai authority.  The cooperation with Thai 

state also helped the museum to secure its operation.  Its objective of being a space with a 

function to allow the restoration of the forged legend of the “nation” could proceed but the 

consistency of its achievement in indicating the nationalist ideology is not as much effective 

compared to Haji Sulong House and Museum which the narrative was more radical. Being a 

friend with Thai state which was the consequence of the attempt to alleviate the obstacles faced 

by the museum by the minority created the limitation for the museum narrative. However, it 
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could broaden the museum management and to assist it to become more well-know and 

extending number of target visitors.   

 

In this chapter, the research argued that the operation of the museum of minority group to 

represent their own identity and narrative has faced many obstacles and reluctance to comply 

with the demand from the racial or cultural majority. This reluctance affected the process of 

forging imagined nation through the museum, especially on the causal mechanism process. 

This limitation caused by managerial and repressive factors limited the concept of the creation 

of imagined community through the museum works in explaining the mechanism of the 

museums of the minority as they still suffered from many constraints. However, Nualnoi 

Thamsathien, a former BBC reporter and media veteran at FT media, gave an interestin 

viewpoint that “the museum were in part forced to cooperate and comply with the Thai state, 

or they are at risk to lose it all” (In-depth interview 6/7/2020). 
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 CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

This chapter investigates the findings from the observation and interviews to answer the 

research question which was “to what extent the Melayu Patani’s antiquity museums 

constructed the collective imagination of nation among Melayu Patani people in deep South 

Thailand”. In particular, the analysis focuses on the causal mechanisms that are found in the 

case study sites in relation to the process of building the collective imagination of Melayu 

Patani nation and its identity, as well as the reaction of Melayu Patani to those causal 

mechanisms, and the outside factors that might advocated or obstructed the function of those 

causal mechanisms to affirm or refute the concept of imagined community provided by 

Anderson (1991).  

 

Anderson (1991) argued that museum is one of the variables of the mechanism that could create 

a sense of nationalism among nationalists, nationalism movements and people in a nation 

through the process of: firstly, providing a space with a function to allow the restoration of the 

forged legend of the “nation” (which is exhibited by collected objects) which were collected 

and positioned by the census of antiquity, secondly,  providing legitimate power for the states 

or nationalists by acting as “the guardian of collective traditions” which gathers, escorts and 

revives those heritages that can be a part of lustrous or tragic antiquity, and thirdly, proceeding 

the role of creating the duplication of the “national brand” in order to construct and emphasize 

the public opinion (‘who are we’) that are embedded in their imagination.  

 

The study found that the Haji Sulong House and Museum provided the narrative of Haji Sulong 

as “a hero of the Melayu Patani with the antiquity of tragic legend”. The core narrative and the 

function of the museum embedded the three mechanisms and the concept of ‘seeing through’, 

giving an access to the latent coding through the exhibition’s narrative. The narrative of Haji 

Sulong calendar constructed the unity of Melayu nation and its identity by the function of 

homogeneous empty time, as well as by restoring the legend of the nation and its hero. The 

museum revolved around the story of Haji Sulong who had the capabilities to invent this 

prominent religious artifact that can create the sense of identity of Melayu Patani and the 
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impression of ethno-national unity. The Seven-point Declaration, the museum, and its activities, 

including the seminars, also helped construct the narrative of a hero who became a victim and 

sacrificed himself to fight for the Melayu. This narrative could be identified as the tragedy of 

Melayu antiquity in which the imagination of the visitors and participants have been aroused 

by the circumstances that the Melayu Patani nation has to suffer. All of the visitors became 

aware of the pain that Haji Sulong had faced, pushing them to be conscious of the sense of 

nation, as many of them were able to imagine the moment of forced disappearance of the hero 

even that he or she has never seen the real situation, as well as restoring the feeling of being 

suppressed and unable to express their identity to the point that they decided to fight and 

sacrifice. Many key persons affirmed the heroic character was important to the process of 

giving the spiritual aspiration to Melayu Patani who has struggled with their life. Moreover, 

this museum and its narrative had been interfered by Thai state, and therefore it also 

emphasized the narrative of a tragic condition they have to endure. 

 

Haji Sulong House and Museum has become one of the prominent heritages of the Melayu 

nation as it acquired the role of being a space that provided the collective norms, which concern 

the manners that Melayu Patani should be and should do for the unity of Melayu Patani. This 

museum has been regarded as the “Icon of Melayu Patani” even after the construction of the 

Pattani Central Mosque. In this sense, Haji Sulong and his family become the guardians of 

collective norms, which many participants inherited from the ideology of Haji Sulong by the 

influence of the tragic legend of the nation. Moreover, by working with the network of 

supporters, which consisted of many young Melayu Patani and volunteer staffs, the museum 

consolidate its role in being a mechanism that provided the space of training for the members 

of the imagined nation (who would receive, preserve, and reproduce the collective norms and 

their identity). 

 

The story of the legendary character of Melayu nation, Haji Sulong, was embedded to all 

visitors and participants by the duplication of his pictures and other symbolic objects. Haji 

Sulong, therefore, could be identified as the national brand, similar to the role that the Seven-

point Declaration and the calendar have obtained. The study found that the creation of these 

national brands not only led to the reproduction of these objects but also the promulgation of 

their history. In this sense, the museum functioned as a space that duplicated the national brand 

that reminded the visitors and participants to ponder on the Melayu identity as they represent 

the story and the sacrifice it needed to preserve the national identity. 
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This study also found that the tragic narrative of the national legend was connected to visitors 

and participants more effectively than other kinds of narratives. Most visitors and participants 

and key persons memorised the pain of the nation represented in the Haji Sulong House and 

Museum because it could be connected to their life vividly . However, this emphasized how 

the circumstance outside the museum impacted the function of the three mechanisms.  

 

From the observation and interviewing process, this study noticed that all of the three 

mechanisms were found to be functioned in the Haji Sulong House and Museum. However, 

this study also found other variables which could alter the concept of Anderson (1991). Firstly, 

due to the status of Melayu Patani as the minority, their national identity and culture were 

assimilated by the Thai state. Due to the ongoing violent conflicts, many of the former nation 

brands were abandoned while those Melayu Patani nationalists became a political asylum 

outside of the country. Melayu Patani locals decided to keep their own narrative of the tragic 

path inside their homes and avoided expressing their political opinions. Haji Sulong house and 

museum itself also was abandoned while Thai state officer occupied the number of archives. 

These kinds of circumstances obstructed the effectiveness of the function of the museum in the 

causal mechanisms. Moreover, the museum operations were impacted by the limited resources 

and management capacity. Its funding was still donated by the personal money of the 

Tohmeena family while the number of curatial teams was limited. The museum narrative may 

also be regarded as defying the legitimacy of the Thai state. Therefore, the narrative of the 

museum has been impacted by these outside factors and the curator needed to adapt the 

consistency of the narrative depending on the nature of the visitors.   

 

This argument suggested that the concept of causal mechanism as proposed by Anderson 

(1991), which considered museums as a tool that created a sense of nationalism among nation 

members, might be able to explain the role of museums in the well-established nation with 

sufficient resources and numbers of artifacts. The function of museums in the nation with 

limited resources, or the museum of the minority and the stateless nation, however, are affected 

by several factors that prohibit the realization of the causal mechanism and hinder the process 

of creating nationalism. 

 

In Khun Laharn local museum, the study found that the core narrative of the exhibitions was 

the legend Khun Laharn, who was portrayed as a hero who united the Melayu and created a 
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peaceful community, using the concept of ‘seeing through’ to allow the visitors to have an 

access to the latent coding in the exhibition’s narrative. The museum attempted to restore the 

glorious memory of Melayu community, while the tragic past was less mentioned. The museum 

exhibited numbers of traditional, cultural and everyday life artifacts which were displayed to 

promote the core narrative. However, some exhibited artifacts such as Keris (Melayu dagger) 

and Mak Yong encompassed the unique identity of the (real) Melayu Patani which could induce 

the imagination of the Melayu nation. The museum also discussed the definition of being 

Melayu by providing the details of the unique identity of Melayu Patani Muslim who possessed 

the characteristics of maritime people, instead of reproducing the identity of conventional 

Muslims. The museum narrative, therefore, narrowed the definition of the identity of Melayu 

Patani to be distinct from Muslim in other parts of Thailand.  In this sense, the museum 

provided a space with a function to allow the restoration of the forged legend of the “nation” 

by promoting the antiquity of the glorious past, emphasizing the Khun Laharn as a hero who 

united the community, and preserved its unique identity.   

 

The museum also acted as the school of training for the members of the imagined nation, which 

was provided by being a space to arouse visitors and participants to realize the collective norms. 

This research observed the events organized by the museum, such as the Melayu batik 

workshop, which provoked the young Melayu generation to recall their local history, tradition 

and everyday life, and to create their own Melayu products. According to the curator, this could 

be defined as the process of “using Melayu to create the new Melayu”. Many visitors and 

participants appreciated not only the function of activity but also the meaning of activity which 

allowed them to realize the glorious nation it once was and the collective imaginations they 

intended to inherit. In this sense, the museum was successful in building the collective norms 

among Melayu visitors. Moreover, it created the role of Khun Laharn and the museum as the 

guardian of collective norms.  

 

Many notable artifacts of Melayu Patani exhibited in the museums emphasized the  mechanism 

of providing the space for the duplication of the “national brand” in order to construct and 

maintain the public opinion (‘who are we’). From the museum observation, the models of 

Masjid Kerisek and the picture of Masjid Talo Mano were reproduced as part of the Melayu 

national brands and have been duplicated through the museums to promulgate the legend of 

the tragic past. However, the museums chose to narrate these brands from the viewpoint of the 

antiquity of the glorious past instead of the tragic past, partly due to the requirement and 
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limitations that caused the museum to bargain for their survival and ability to operate under 

certain restrictions.   

 

The study found that the Khun Laharn museum demonstrated all of the three mechanisms, 

however, the consistency and functionality of the mechanism shown in the museum was not 

fully in accordance with the proposed concept by Anderson (1991). In fact, this study found 

some obstacles that could be argued to have significant effects on the concept and outcome of 

the theoretical causal mechanism. Similar to the Haji Sulong House and Museum, Khun Laharn 

Local museum was established by a group of minorities to represent the identity of the minority 

in the stateless nation. They lacked fundamental resources to proceed with the museum 

operation including the fund and curatial management compared with the national museum of 

the Thai state. The donation from visitors and participants could not provide enough funding 

for the museum operation. Therefore, the museum has been operated by the personal fund of 

the museum founder and curator, Rasmin Nititham. Likewise, museum operations still lacked 

enough staff and effective operation, especially in the process of preservation and maintaining.  

 

However, the new status of the museum that was chosen by the Thai authority to become 

‘Chalerm Racha Khun Laharn Museum and Culture Center’ (Khun Laharn Museum and 

Culture Center in Honor of the King) gave the opportunity for the museum to survive and to 

increase its frequency to hold the cultural activities. This status allowed the museum to concede 

to the funding from the Thai state, which paradoxically assisted this museum of the minority 

to overcome its weakness in the lack of funding and resource. The status, however, pushed the 

museum in the reluctant position to comply with the state by limiting the narrative, as the 

research has found that there was no history of conflicts presented in this museum even that 

there were related artefacts on display. This given status, in conclusion, affected the process of 

causal mechanism in creating the imagined nation of Melayu Patani. These limitations 

obstructed the realization of effective functions and impacts of three variables in the causal 

mechanism.  

 

The narrative of the Khun Laharn Local Museum was found not to be as ‘risky’ as the narrative 

found in Haji Sulong House and Museum. Most of the narrative at Khun Laharn Museum 

focused on the glorious past of the Melayu and lacked much of the anecdotes on the conflicts 

between Siam and Melayu. However, this study found that there were many exhibited objects 

which could be discursively related to the struggle of Melayu Patani and the conflicts, including 
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the museum itself which had been interfered and monitored from the Thai state in the past. 

Despite being the target of the suppressive operation, the museum did not narrate or emphasize 

that element of the museum due to the intention of the curator to cooperate with all stakeholders 

including the Thai state and local authorities. While the compliance with the Thai state 

permitted the museum to surmount the managerial limitations and to develop its potential, as 

shown in the increasing number of visitors and participants of the activities, the museum must 

face the reluctance to relent its original narrative that leave the museum in ambivalent position. 

These factors, from the observation by this study, posed as the obstacles to the three 

mechanisms to fully function and attain the expected outcome.  

 

As this study has observed some factors in the two local museums that could have created 

significant effects on the causal mechanism proposed by Anderson (1991), it could be argued 

that the model of causal mechanism that described the method of the museums in creating a 

sense of nationalism among nation members could be used effectively to illustrate the function 

of the museums in the well-established nation that were built to support the narrative of the 

majority. The mechanism might not be used effectively to analyze the function of the 

institutions found by the minority, especially those who have been struggling with the nation-

building process or suffer from cultural assimilation. This research noticed the resource and 

ability gap that would provide the channel for the majority to interfere with the minority’s 

museum and other cultural institutions, which hindered their ability to function.  

 

In conclusion, this research found that both local Melayu museums acted as the ‘public 

institutions’ for displaying national identity (Dianina, 2010) and partially mobilized the causal 

mechanism to provoke and reproduce the sense of nationalism and national identity. The 

museums were able to perform this role, even though the Melayu were a group of stateless 

minority, by mobilizing the stories and legends of heroes and local traditions to provoke the 

sense of identity and unity through the exhibition and the cultural activities. The visitors and 

participants of the museums’ activities could obtain the sense of imagined nation and the 

emphasis of the ethnic identity of these stateless communities, which united the local visitors 

and reiterated their role as the members of the imagined nation. The museums also utilized the 

role of victims to echo the effect of ‘internal colonialism’ and violent conflicts that underlined 

the importance of Melayu solidarity. 
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Even though both museums recounted the legends of Melayu nation through the stories of 

heroic characters, the narrative and style of the museums were distinct. The research noticed 

that Haji Sulong House and Museum narrated the tragic story of a hero, while Khun Laharn 

Local Museum chose to illustrate the glorious history that was made by a local heroic character. 

This study found that the tragic story that portrayed the struggles of the Melayu communities, 

which contradicted the official narrative of the Thai state, could provoke a more intense feeling 

of nationalism and solidarity. The feeling of nationalism caused by the tragic narrative also 

intensified by the current situations of violent conflicts in the Melayu communities. However, 

the chosen narratives of the museums also produced different reactions from the Thai 

authorities. The Haji Sulong House and Museum tended to receive higher levels of interference 

and monitoring, as it reproduced the contradictory anecdotes to the Thai official narrative. The 

standpoint of Khun Laharn Local Museum, which glorified the Melayu past, did not cause 

much conflicting effect and received less backlash, which was noted to produce more 

cooperation with the Thai state.           

 

As the museums represented the stories of a minority group who still suffered from the ongoing 

conflicts, they have faced many limitations especially in the management of funding and staff. 

These obstacles gave the opportunity to the Thai state to interfere in the process of storytelling 

of the Melayu narratives. The Thai authority offered money and recognition to the museum, as 

seen in Khun Laharn Local Museum. While such direct interference has not yet occurred to the 

Haji Sulong House and Museum, the curator felt the pressure to ‘tone down’ the given 

narratives, especially during the tour group to the visitors from the Thai side. Haji Sulong 

Museum also had to compromise with the authority, which affected the function of the 

proposed causal mechanism. To conclude, this story found that the Melayu museums facilitated 

the process of the creation of nationalism, but such process was obstructed by the authority due 

to the need to bargain and compromise for their survival, and as a result of the lack of essential 

resources. The causal mechanism, as suggested by Anderson (1991) could be observed in the 

operation of the two museums, yet the theory is found to best suit the function of the national 

museums that possess sufficient support and ability. In this sense, the museums of the ‘majority’ 

tended to fit the description of the mechanism, but the museum of the minority, despite their 

efforts to create the sense of nationalism, could not reach their intended goals. Therefore, the 

theory of causal mechanism is limited to analyse the function of the national museums or 

institutions of the majority only, while other factors that could influence the function of the 
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local museums and museums of the minorities that lacked proper management and tools are 

not included in the mechanism.   

 

5.2 Limitations  
 

This study had several limitations especially in the methodology and the data collection process. 

Firstly, although the COVID-19 pandemic could be controlled in Thailand, at the time of data 

collection, it has affected the museum operations especially the duration of the service and the 

frequency of the visit among visitors and participants. Moreover, the duration of data collection 

by the observation was cut and the process had to be done within 2 weeks instead of a longer 

duration as initially intended. Observation was limited to one museum tour and one activity for 

each museum. In this sense, data collected from the visitors and participants could not be 

inclusive enough to effectively represent the whole Melayu Patani people.  

 

The number of focus group discussions was also limited in terms of the amount and the 

diversity of participants. Due to the COVID-19 situation, museum visiting might not be as 

common as usual, which resulted in the number of discussions limited to only one per each 

museum. The method of “requesting from the gatekeeper” sampling, as suggested by the 

curators, might not be enough to reflect the Melayu Patani visitors and participants and might 

be affected by bias. Moreover, this study did not concern the diversity of participants such as 

age, gender, degree and background. Most of the participants who participated in focus group 

discussion at Haji Sulong House and Museum have been mostly young Melayu activists.  The 

focus group discussion was held in Thai central language which could pose as an obstacle for 

some Melayu participants to be able to fully participate in the discussions.  

 

 5.3 Future research  
 

Future research might narrow the focus on either one exhibited artifact or one exhibition, which 

has been narrated and constructed the imagination of the nation in order to control the variable 

effectively and to be able to collect more comprehensive data.  

 

Future research may also consider to focus on how the Thai state has tried to participate, 

monitor and intervene in the narrative of Melayu Patani, in order to elaborate how the narrative 
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of the museum has been affected, and to study the impact on the function of causal mechanisms 

of the museum.  

 

To fully understand the process of bargaining for Melayu identity and the method of cultural 

assimilation, further study should focus on the narrative of Melayu Patani in the Thai state’s 

museums in deep South Thailand, in order to shed light on how Thai state, as the ethnic 

majority and the authority of force, narrated the story of Melayu Patani nation to compare with 

the findings from local Melayu museums and to investigate the process of reproducing 

historical and cultural narratives from both sides. 
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APPENDIX 

List of questions 

  
In-depth interview (semi-structured interview)  with Melayu museums 

curators 
  

1. Describe briefly the history of the museum 

2. From your point of view, what is the main objective of this museum? 

3. Describe examples of objects and exhibitions in the museum and how they are 

presented 

4. How does the museum tell the story about the ‘World of Melayu Patani Muslims’? 

5. Do you think it is important for museums to present the story about the ‘World of 

Melayu Muslims’? Why? 

6. What type of narrative has been chosen to tell the story of ‘World of Melayu Muslims’? 

7. The museum presents the ‘World of Melayu Patani Muslims’ from whose perspective? 

Why? 

8. What is the meaning of ‘World of Melayu Patani Muslims’ that is presented in the 

museums? 

9. In your opinion, which object or exhibition in the museum can best describe or 

represent the ‘World of Melayu Patani Muslims’ or the struggles of Patani Melayu 

Muslims? Why? 

10. Who is the targeted audience of the museum? 

11. Does the museum put greater importance on attracting local Melayu Muslim visitors? 

12. Do you think the museum can fulfill the ethnic identity of Melayu Muslim visitor? 

13. Does the museum present the relation of Patani Melayu Muslims and Thai central 

authority or the peace process? How? 

14. What kind of experience do you expect for the audience to have after visiting the 

museum? 

15. Does the museum also serve other roles such as cultural center and Masjid? 

16. What do you think is the role of the museum that also serves other roles, such as cultural 

center and Masjid, toward the identity of Patani Melayu Muslims? 

17. What is the position of the museum in the ‘World of Melayu Muslims’?” 
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18. In your opinion, what is the ultimate goal of the Melayu museums? 

19. How do you see the future of the museum and the ‘World of Melayu Muslims’? 

20. How do you evaluate the role of the museum in the struggles of identity of the ‘World 

of Melayu Muslims’? 

 
 


